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Abstract

This thesis presents a unique method for estimating the attenuation on EHF and SHF 
communication links. The approach is to recreate the meteorological environment 
and from this, estimate the propagation characteristics. Numerical weather prediction 
(NWP) techniques are used to provide three-dimensional estimates of temperature, 
humidity and pressure, two-dimensional fields of large scale and convective rainfall rates 
and u- and v- winds are also used. The estimates of rainfall rate can be supplemented 
by the use of rainfall radar data. Downscaling techniques can be used to improve the 
grid scale of the rainfall rate estimates for use in simulation studies.

Historical time series can be created from archived meteorological data products in 
order to produce time series for network-centric simulation. Forecast meteorological 
data can also be used to create propagation forecasts in order to enable proactive fade 
mitigation.

The procedure is shown to produce time series with the correct long-term statistical 
distribution and the correct fade-slope characteristic. Comparisons between Ka- band 
beacon measurements and estimated time series have also been performed in both 
historical and forecast paradigms.

High-level network-centric simulations of a DVB-RCS system with time-diversity fade 
countermeasures are performed. These simulations provide example error-bounds for 
the forecast time series.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 T he h istory o f satellite  com m unications

Communication by satellite was first considered in the autumn of 1945 when Arthur 
C Clarke wrote a short article in ‘Wireless World’ that described the use of manned 
satellites in a geostationary orbit to distribute television broadcasts. The article pro
vided a strong case for the use of orbiting systems for the provision of assorted services 
and the article was repeated in Clarke’s later work entitled ‘The Exploration of Space’.

The first commercial investigations in to the technical challenges involved in the use of 
satellites for communications were performed John R Pierce of AT&T’s Bell Labora
tories. In a 1954 speech and 1955 article he elaborated upon the idea of a communi
cations ‘mirror’ in space, a medium orbit ‘repeater’ and a geosynchronously orbiting 
‘repeater’. Pierce estimated the communications capacity at 1000 simultaneous tele
phone calls which he compared to the first trans-Atlantic telephone cable which could 
only carry 36 simultaneous calls.

In 1957 Sputnik 1 was launched and the interest in space technologies grew, driven 
not only by the associated benefits and profits, but also by the prestige. In order 
to accelerate development and reduce overlap initial NASA experiments were involved 
with ‘mirrors ’ or ‘passive ’ communications satellites; whilst the Department of Defence 
investigated ‘active’ or ‘repeater’ satellites that amplified the received signal before re
transmission.

By late 1961 NASA had awarded a contract to RCA to build a medium-orbit active 
communication satellite (RELAY); AT&T was building its own medium-orbit satel

1



lite (TELSTAR) and NASA had awarded a sole-source contract to Hughes Aircraft 
Company to build a 24 hour orbiting satellite (SYNCOM).

By 1964, two TELSTARs, two RELAYs and two SYNCOMs had successfully operated 
in space. Initial experiments with these systems involved broadcasting parts of the 
1964 Olympics from Tokyo. During this time several earth stations across the world 
were built and on August 20th 1964 the International Telecommunications Satellite 
Organisation (INTELSAT) was created.

At this time Communications Satellite Corporation (COMSAT) was in the process of 
contracting for their first satellite. COMSAT’s initial capitalisation of $200 million 
was considered to be sufficient to build a system involving dozens of medium-orbit 
satellites. COMSAT rejected a joint RCA and AT&T offer of a medium-orbit satellite 
incorporating the best of TELSTAR and RELAY and chose the geosynchronous satellite 
offered by the Hughes Aircraft Company. COMSAT’s first satellite, named EARLY 
BIRD was launched on April 6th 1965 from Cape Canaveral.

By the end of 1965, EARLY BIRD had provided 150 telephone half circuits and 80 
hours of television service. The INTELSAT II series was more capable and longer lived 
than EARLY BIRD, whilst INTELSAT III was the first to provide coverage over the 
Indian Ocean and complete global coverage.

1.2 O pportunities w ith in  the EH F and SHF bands

The frequency bands typically occupied by satellite systems axe shown in figure 1.1. 
Historically satellites operated in the C- and Ku- bands, for example Eutelsat’s HotBird 
1 operated with an uplink contained in the band 17.3 GHz to 18.1 GHz, with a downlink 
between 11.45 GHz and 12.5 GHz.

The use of EHF (30 to 300 GHz) and the upper end of the SHF (3 to 30 GHz) frequency 
bands has many advantages and industry has been very quick to seize the opportunity 
to expand into these frequency bands. For example in the United States of America 
14 V-band satellite systems were proposed to the FCC following a notice of enquiry 
offering access to the millimeter band, a summary of these is shown in table 1.1.

These advantages offered by these higher frequency bands include:

•  Greater bandwidth,

2
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Figure 1.1: Frequency bands defined in ITU-R V.431-7.

Less radio congestion,

Increased antenna gain (for the same aperture size).

Each of these advantages is now covered in more detail.

1.2.1 G reater bandw idth

One of the greatest advantages of using EHF and SHF frequencies is the large band- 
widths that are available. As can be seen from table 1.1 bit-rates of the order of Gbs-1 
axe achievable. Within broadcast networks these higher bandwidths are very important 
particularly with the introduction of broadcast high-definition television (HDTV).

The greater bandwidth also encourages the use of return channel links, the DVB-RCS 
standards are built around a MF-TDMA return link. These return links allow a far 
greater level of interactivity than ever before; interactivity is also a key objective of the 
ESA funded ‘SatMode’ concept. SatMode is expected to have a maximum upstream 
capacity of 64kbs-1 and will use SES Astra’s Ka- band capacity for its return traffic.

Other recent return channel experiments include the EMS ‘school-net’ experiment 
which used the Ka- band capability of the Anik FI satellite and DVB-RCS equipment 
to link schools around Canada.

Broadband internet connectivity via satellite is also becoming even more viable, and 
with large bit-rate payloads it will surely become more viable. The provision of broad-

3



Table 1.1: Proposed United States Q-/V-band satellites [Evans and Dissanayake, 1998]

Company System Investment
(SB)

Capacity
(Gbs-1 )

EIRP
(dBW)

Denali Telecom Pentriad 1.9 « 3 6 73.0
GE Amercom GEstar+ 3.4 «  70 59.0

Hughes
Xpressway 3.9 «  65 55.0
SpaceCast 1.7 « 6 4 72.0
StarLynx 2.9 « 6 70.5

Lockheed Martin Q /V  band 4.75 « 4 5 64.0
Loral Space Cyberpath 1.17 17.9 77.5

Motorola Mstar 6.4 «  3.6 38.0
Orbital Sciences Orblink 0.9 «  75 62.0

PanAmSat VStream 12 ~  3.2 60.0
Spectrum Astro Aster 2.4 «  10 66.7

Teledesic VBS 1.9 4 59.0
TRW GESN 3.4 «  60 83.0

band internet services for the SOHO or corporate user via a satellite system has many 
advantages. In remote regions or disaster areas where local infrastructure is unable to 
support broadband access, users can still be provided with services at a suitably high 
bit-rate. Even within developed countries many people are unable to receive broadband 
access over terrestrial networks; [SpaceWay] suggests that in North America there are 
over 4 million businesses and 40 million households that are unable to receive broad
band access over terrestrial networks.

1.2.2 Increased antenna gain

The Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP) of systems operating in the EHF and 
SHF band is greatly improved for a given physical antenna size, since the gain of a 
parabolic antenna is linked to the frequency through equation 1.1:

a . . ,

where G is the antenna gain as a ratio to an isotropic antenna, r] is the antenna 
efficiency, D  is the antenna diameter (m), /  is the frequency (Hz) and c is the speed 
of light (m s-1 ).

Since the antenna gain is increased, the EIRP is increased for a given physical antenna 
size, this allows either a reduction in RF power or greater link flux for the same transmit 
power. The physical size of antenna can be very important in both commercial and
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military applications, in military communications the use of man-portable high-gain 
antennas can be a big advantage allowing a network infrastructure to be assembled 
(or disassembled) very quickly. Within the commercial environment, especially within 
land-mobile and nautical systems, a large antenna size can make a system unattractive 
to the end-user.

The directivity of a given antenna working at higher frequency will also be greater than 
an antenna of equal size working at a lower frequency, following equation 1.2:

G =  kDi (1.2)

where G  is the antenna gain as a ratio to an isotropic antenna, k is the radiation 
efficiency and D{ is the directivity.

The increased directivity of the antenna can be used either to give a greater level of 
control over downlink spot beam coverage or alternatively to allow a reduction in the 
spatial separation of orbital platforms, both of which encourage frequency reuse and 
increased spectral efficiency.

1.2.3 Less congestion

The ‘traditional’ frequency allocations for satellite communications, L-, S-, C- and Ku- 
bands are rapidly reaching, or have reached, saturation. This now requires complex 
frequency allocations to ‘in-fill’ allocation gaps, for example the Hotbird 6 frequency al
location is a mixture of K-, Ku- and Ka- band frequencies, an overview of the allocation 
is shown in table 1.2.

Table 1.2: Hot Bird 6 frequency plan overview.

Uplink (GHz) Downlink (GHz)
13.89902 to 13.84656 10.81508 to 10.87262

14.01918 to 14.23016
11.56574 to 11.68082 
12.51984 to 12.59656 
19.72918 to 19.74800

14.25066 to 14.47891 10.97141 to 11.19966
29.52918 to 29.54836 
29.62508 to 29.64426

19.82508 to 19.84426

The relatively free allocations in the Ka- and V- bands are becoming increasingly 
attractive; indeed terrestrial links at 55 GHz are becoming increasingly popular and 
the 64 GHz band is the next to used. The 42 GHz band has also been proposed for the
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use with high altitude platforms (HAPs) and tethered balloons.

In addition to frequency congestion the problems of orbit congestion are equally im
portant. There is a limited amount of physical space within the geostationary orbit, 
especially in locations over heavily-populated developed areas such as Europe and the 
Continental USA. The increased directivity of uplink antennas and the increased ca
pacity on each payload allows higher bit rate payloads to be placed closer together than 
ever before, hence increasing the potential data capacity of the orbit.

1.3 Technical challenges w ith in  the EH F and SH F fre
quency bands

The previous section discussed the possible advantages of using EHF and SHF based 
communication systems when compared to ‘traditional’ Ku- and C- band systems. The 
purpose of this section is to provide a brief discussion of the disadvantages of using Ka- 
and V- band systems, over lower frequency Ku- and C- band systems.

1.3.1 Established user base at Ku-band

The use of different frequency bands for communication systems requires new trans
ceiver equipment. In the last decade throughout the commercial communication market 
it is apparent that the public are reluctant to adopt new technologies. Third generation 
mobile telephones can be used as an example; it can be seen that the offer of new 
services (such as streaming video) are not currently driving the public to adopt the 
new technologies, beyond the early adopters.

The recent upgrades to digital television are another good example, all satellite broad
cast systems now use digital receivers, and in the UK the free-to-air terrestrial digital 
television, ‘freeview’, now has a receiver in a large number of homes. However even the 
relative success of ‘freeview’ must be compared to its predecessor ‘onDigital’. ‘onDigi- 
tal’ was a billed terrestrial service provided by ITV Digital from the late 1990’s, until 
April 2002 when the company were forced to sell off assets and withdraw the pay TV 
service.

These examples have other influences that affect their ability to succeed, but a signifi
cant influence is the inability to attract sufficient numbers of users prepared to upgrade 
to a ‘value-added-service’.
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1.3.2 Implementation Issues

For a long time the implementation of payloads operating at frequencies above 20 GHz 
had been hampered by issues concerned with the practicalities of realising and building 
the transponder. Components such as TWTs and other high power amplifiers (HPAs) 
were not readily available, and the performance of HPAs that were available was poor.

However, as the frequency allocation begins to be populated more high-performance 
components are being made available. Currently high performance 40 GHz TWTs are 
available from Boeing, whilst smaller grid-amplifiers such as those from Wavetech can 
provide high-gain, low-noise, high-linearity amplifiers for terminal transceivers.

1.3.3 Propagation channel

At EHF and SHF frequencies the propagation channel can become very challenging. As 
the frequency of transmission is increased above 20 GHz the path attenuation caused 
by meteorological effects increases dramatically, the depolarisation effects also increase 
and scintillation caused by turbulence in the troposphere increases.

1.3.4 Structure o f th is thesis

In the following chapters a unique approach to this problem is discussed. Chapter 2 
discusses the properties of the EHF and SHF propagation channel. Chapter 3 reviews 
a sample of the various approaches to propagation modelling. Chapter 4 describes the 
unique approach presented in this thesis. Chapter 5 describes downscaling techniques 
that can be used to improve the resolution of rainfall rate estimates for simulation 
purposes. Chapter 6 contains some example results from the propagation model and 
some verification of the time series. In chapter 7 the thesis continues with a brief 
description of a bespoke network simulator and some example results from a system that 
uses propagation forecasts to implement a time diversity system. Chapter 8 continues 
with a summary of the conclusions from the work and the thesis concludes with an 
assessment of the possible future direction of the work in chapter 9.
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Chapter 2

Properties of the EHF and SHF 
communications channel

This aim of this chapter is to outline the various causes of the increased propaga
tion impairments that effect communications at frequencies greater than 20 GHz. The 
emphasis is primarily on earth-space paths, however the impairments discussed are 
generic and can also be applied to other networks working at such frequencies, for ex
ample high bandwidth Broadband Fixed Wireless Access (BFWA) systems or overlay 
networks such as those within GSM or other mobile networks.

2.1 A ttenuation  due to  gaseous absorption

The attenuation due to gaseous absorption is often considered insignificant upon a link 
path, however as the frequency increases the gaseous absorption can become compar
atively large.

2.1.1 A ttenuation due to  oxygen

Attenuation by atmospheric oxygen is caused by the resonant absorption of radiowave 
energy by oxygen molecules. At sea-level pressures many absorption lines near 60 GHz 
merge together to form a single broad absorption band [Castanet, 2001]. As the altitude 
increases the pressure decreases and each of these absorption lines becomes visible. The 
attenuation due to oxygen remains relatively constant, with a very small variability
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caused by large changes in temperature and pressure.

Maps of the annual average zenith attenuation1 due to oxygen at 15 GHz and 50 GHz 
are shown in figure 2.1. These show the increase in attenuation due to the increase in 
frequency.

1The average values of temperature are used for each location as defined by ITU-R P1510. The global 
annual average pressure is used (1013.7 hPa, as derived from the hydrostatic equation, see appendix 
C).
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Zenith attenuation due to oxygen at 15 GHz
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(a) Oxygen: 15 GHz

Zenith attenuation due to oxygen at 50 GHz

(b) Oxygen: 50 GHz

Figure 2.1: Zenith attenuation (dB) due to absorption by atmospheric oxygen as pre
dicted by the ITU-R recommendations.
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2.1.2 Attenuation due to water vapour

In addition to the attenuation caused by absorption of radio power by oxygen the at
tenuation caused by water vapour is also significant at SHF and EHF frequencies. The 
water vapour molecule has a permanent electric dipole which causes this resonance. 
Nitrogen has no resonance within the EHF and SHF frequency bands, and hence de
spite being the most abundant gas in the atmosphere does not cause any significant 
attenuation [Ulaby et al., 1986].

There is a spot resonance at approximately 22.235 GHz, which can cause problems 
for lower frequency Ka- band systems where the specific attenuation reaches nearly 
0.2dBkm -1 . As the frequency is increased the absorption increases, until at about 
100 GHz where there is a specific attenuation of nearly 0.5dBkm _1.

The variability of the attenuation due to water vapour is far greater than that of oxygen, 
since the attenuation depends on the water vapour density. This is typically greater 
during the summer months and in hot, humid conditions such as those experienced in 
tropical areas, typically for any location the greatest attenuation due to water vapour 
is during the season of the greatest rainfall [Castanet, 2001].

Maps of the annual average zenith attenuation2 due to water vapour at 15 GHz and 
50 GHz are shown in figure 2.2.

2The average values of temperature are used for each location as defined by ITU-R P.1510. The 
global annual average pressure is used (1013.7 hPa, as derived from the hydrostatic equation, see 
appendix C). The average values of water vapour are used as defined by ITU-R P836.
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Zenith attenuation due to water vapour at 15 GHz

(b) Water Vapour: 50 GHz

1.5 ’5

(a) Water Vapour: 15 GHz 

Zenith attenuation due to water vapour at 50 GHz

N .

Figure 2.2: Zenith attenuation (dB) due to absorption by atmospheric water vapour 
as predicted by the ITU-R recommendations.
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2.1.3 Total gaseous attenuation

The specific attenuation due to oxygen and water vapour as a function of frequency 
is shown in figure 2.3. It can be seen that in addition to several spot resonances the 
general tendency is to increase with frequency.

Specific attenuation due to atm ospheric gases
10'

—  Dry air 
- -  H 20

i
pressure 1013 hPa 

water vapour 7.5: g/m' 

temperature 15G
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Frequency (G H z)

Figure 2.3: Specific attenuation due to gaseous absorption as predicted by the ITU-R 
recommendations.

The attenuation due to oxygen and water vapour both occur for all time (since the 
atmosphere contains both oxygen and water vapour for all time).

2.2 E ffect o f  c lou d s

The attenuation due to clouds at EHF is very important especially in low availability 
systems. In the city of Bath, UK, the ITU-R recommended fade margin to overcome 
the attenuation due to cloud is equal or greater than that required to overcome the 
attenuation due to rain up to an exceedance of approximately 98%.
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Clouds form in air which has become supersaturated, the most common way air be
comes supersaturated is through ascent and adiabatic cooling. A more thorough dis
cussion of the ascent process is covered in section 2.3.

Various types of ascent axe possible each causing clouds of different types.

2.2.1 C onvective clouds

Convective clouds axe caused by the turbulent ascent of waxm buoyant air parcels. 
Typically the bases of convective clouds axe well-defined since the air at lower levels 
is well-mixed due to convective stirring, this results in a fairly uniform condensation 
level.

Whilst in the early stages of development the clouds show well-defined boundaries and 
consist mainly of liquid water even though they may extend above the zero-degree 
isotherm [Wallace and Hobbs, 1977]. As the cloud ages and the rising parcels of con
vective air lose their buoyancy the boundaries of the cloud become less defined. This 
reduction in definition is enhanced by the creation of ice particles which grow faster 
than water droplets and evaporate slower. Since these ice crystals survive longer at the 
cloud boundary they mix with the ambient air creating a diffuse cloud boundary.

The final stage of convective cloud growth occurs when the top of cloud begins to 
spread horizontally, causing what is commonly called an ‘anvil’. Convective clouds 
which reach up to the tropopause are not uncommon, although less vigorous convection 
will be stopped by temperature inversions in the lower atmosphere.

These clouds have diameters ranging from a few hundred meters to tens of kilometers; 
within the cloud air ascends typically with vertical velocities of the order of a few 
meters per second. These ascents support a water content of generally around lg m -3 , 
although water contents of 20 gm -3 have been measured in intense hailstorms. Typical 
lifetimes of convective clouds range from minutes to hours. Typical cloud droplet radii 
in convective clouds are around 40 fim.

2.2.2 Layer clouds

Layer clouds are caused by the forced lifting of stable air. In temperate latitudes this is 
mostly associated with the development of a weather front. For example around a warm 
front the lifting of warm air over denser cold air produces layer clouds which decrease
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in height closer to the front. Furthest from the front will be high clouds, typically 
consisting of ice particles several mm in diameter at low concentrations. Closer to the 
front the cold cloud ice layers thicken and descends taking on a uniform appearance. 
At this distance from the front several cloud layers may be present, and ice particles 
may fall from cold layers to other warmer layers.

In warm3 layer clouds and fog the liquid water content is relatively uniform horizontally, 
and is typically of order of 0.1 gm -3 . In warm non-precipitating layer clouds lifting 
rates range from approximately 2cm s-1 to almost lOcms-1 . These updrafts support 
cloud drops ranging in size from approximately 1 /tm to 40 /im, with the average cloud 
droplet size decreasing with height within the cloud layer.

2.2.3 Orographic clouds

These clouds are caused by the lifting of air above the condensation level as it passes 
over hills or mountains. Typically a mountain-wave cloud is created over terrain un
dulation. The liquid water in the cloud reaches a maximum over the windward slopes 
of the undulation whilst the cloud base is often higher on the windward side - since 
precipitation removes water from the air.

Under some conditions it is possible for the streamlines downwind of the undulation 
to undergo a series of oscillations creating ‘lee-wave clouds’ at intervals of the order 
of 5 km, depending on the wind velocity, see figure 2.4. These are very common near 
long mountain ranges such as the Sierra and Cascade ranges in the USA or the Mendip 
Hills in the South West of the UK.
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Figure 2.4: The creation of orographic clouds. 

3In meteorological parlance ‘warm’ clouds refers to liquid clouds
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Updrafts and lifetime will depend on the wind velocities and specific orography, however 
the water content is typically similar to that seen in layer clouds.

2.2.4 A ttenuation due to  clouds

Typically warm clouds below the zero degree isotherm clouds consist entirely of sus
pended liquid water with a drop size that rarely exceeds 0.1 mm, as discussed previously. 
This places the drop size within the Rayleigh scattering region at EHF and SHF fre
quencies. The Rayleigh region is valid for \n\koa <C 1, where n is the refractive index 
of water, ko is the free space wave number and a is the radius of the drop. Even at the 
upper limit of the EHF and SHF frequency bands, the value k^a only reaches values of 
the order of 0.25, and the Rayleigh approximation can been used up to frequencies of 
100 GHz. In the Rayleigh region the attenuation is primarily due to absorption by the 
cloud droplets, scattering losses are less significant.

Maps of the zenith attenuation4 due to cloud exceeded for 10% of the time at 15 GHz 
and 50 GHz are shown in figure 2.5.

4The average values of temperature are used for each location as defined by ITU-R P1510. The 
values of columnar content of liquid water for 10% exceedance are used as defined by ITU-R P840.
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Zenith attenuation due to cloud at 15 GHz

(a) 15 GHz

Zenith attenuation due to cloud at 50 GHz

1

0

(b) 50 GHz

Figure 2.5: Zenith attenuation due to cloud attenuation exceeded for 10% of the time 
as predicted by the ITU-R recommendations.

Application of the ITU-R recommendations indicate that a 50 GHz link from Bath to 
a geostationary platform at 2W at 99.9 % availability requires an increase of 5 dB over 
the fade margin required for the same link at 20 GHz.
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2.3 H ydrom eteors

The attenuation due to hydrometeors is generally the source of the deepest fades at 
EHF and SHF frequencies. This section contains a discussion on the formation of 
hydrometeors and the effect they have on radiowave propagation.

The formation of rain in warm clouds is predominately due to two growth mechanisms: 
condensation, and collision and coalescence.

2.3.1 C ondensation

The initial growth mechanism of water droplets is condensation. This process can be 
described by considering a parcel of air rising and expanding, this cools adiabatically 
and eventually reaches saturation. If the parcel of air continues to rise the parcel it 
becomes supersaturated; if this continues some droplets become activated (for discus
sion of this phenomena see appendix A). When the rate at which moisture is made 
available from adiabatic cooling equals the rate at which it is condensing into cloud 
droplets the supersaturation reaches a maximum value. Beyond this point the growing 
droplets consume more water than is being made available by the cooling of the air 
parcel and the supersaturation decreases.

It is possible to show that droplets growing by condensation initially grow very rapidly, 
but their rate of growth reduces with time. Consequently small drops grow quicker than 
larger drops and therefore over time the cloud droplets become an increasingly uniform 
size. Typically these processes can only produce droplets with radii up to about 10 fim 
yet drop sizes in clouds regularly exceed this size and rain drops are typically 1000 
times larger.

2.3.2 Collision and coalescence

The process of collision and coalescence creates the larger droplets associated with rain 
from the smaller sized cloud droplets created by condensation. At sub-millimeter size 
the terminal fall velocity of cloud droplets increases with the droplet radius, hence 
larger droplets have a higher fall velocity and tend to collide with smaller droplets in 
their path.

Not all smaller droplets directly in a falling droplets path will collide with it, since very
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small droplets will tend to follow the stream lines around the larger droplets. Larger 
droplets will have a smaller closure velocity so although the collision efficiency is higher 
there are fewer collisions.

If two drops collide it is not certain they will coalesce, it is possible for small droplets to 
bounce off a layer of a water surface. This occurs when air becomes trapped between 
the drops, this allows the drops to deform without touching. If this air is expelled 
before the drops rebound the droplets can touch and coalesce5.

The ‘continuous collision model’ [Wallace and Hobbs, 1977] helps provide an under
standing of the behaviour of the cloud drops as they grow to rain drops. The important 
conclusion of the model is the equation:

f r H  w  f r H  1L ^ dr'~L E dr\
(2 .1)

where, p represents the density of water, ui is the liquid water content of small drops 
that are coalesced, r\ represents the radius of the collector drop, w is the updraft 
velocity, v\ is the terminal fall velocity of a drop of radius ri, E  is the collection 
efficiency and tq and r// represent the radius of the raindrop at the cloud base and a 
height H  respectively.

Initially when the drop is small w > v\ and the first integral in equation 2.1 is large 
hence the drop ascends. As the drop continues to grow v\ now becomes greater than 
w and the first integral becomes less significant. At this point the drop falls through 
the updraft and, if it does not break up, will fall through the cloud base as rain.

Using equation 2.1 it can be seen that warm clouds with strong updrafts produce rain 
in a shorter time than clouds with weaker updrafts. However, clouds with stronger 
updrafts must be thick in order to produce raindrops. Raindrops that form in deep 
clouds with strong updrafts should be larger drops. A summary of typical precipitation 
characteristics is shown in table 2.1.

2.3.3 Rain form ation in cold clouds

Clouds that exist above the zero-degree isotherm height are typically termed cold 
clouds. These clouds consist of a mixture of supercooled water droplets and ice parti
cles. Ice crystals grow in cold clouds by three different mechanisms:

5It is worth noting that even if drops coalesce it is still possible for the new drop to break up if the 
motion is unstable.
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Table 2.1: Typical precipitation characteristics, [Wiesner, 1970].

Meteorological situation

Average
vertical
velocity
(m s-1 )

Average size 
of water 
droplet 
(mm)

Precipitation
Type

Widespread uplift
Depressions on 
a synaptic scale

0.026 0.1 Steady light rain

Depressions with 
layer clouds

< 0.05 0.1-1.0 Moderate rain

Convection
Convective clouds < 10.3 1.0-2.5 Showers
Cumulo nimbus 
clouds and thunderstorms < 20.6 >3 Heavy showers

G row th from  vapour. In a mixed cloud dominated by supercooled droplets, the 
air is close to saturated with respect to liquid and hence supersaturated with 
respect to ice. Air saturated with respect to liquid water at -10°C is supersat
urated with respect to ice by 10%, and at -20°C it is supersaturated by 21% 
[Wallace and Hobbs, 1977]. These supersaturations are much higher than the 
supersaturations with respect to water and hence ice crystals grow much quicker 
than liquid droplets.

G row th by rim m ing. In a mixed cloud ice particles can increase in mass by the 
collision with supercooled droplets which freeze to the ice particles; this process 
is called rimming. When an ice particle becomes noticeably rimmed it is often 
termed ‘graupel’.

G row th by aggregation. A further way in which ice crystals can grow in cold clouds 
is by aggregation. This is the process whereby ice crystals within the cloud collide 
and adhere to one another. This process is particularly significant in clouds with 
crystals that have undergone a large degree of rimming. This creates a large 
variation in the size (and terminal fall velocity) of the rimmed crystals6, this 
increase in the variability of fall speeds causes an increase in the number of 
collisions and hence an increase in aggregation.

In common with warm clouds, deposition from vapour is not able to produce signif
icantly large raindrops. For example, at -5°C in air saturated with respect to water 
an ice crystal can obtain a diameter of about 1 mm in about 30 minutes. Beyond this

6Un-rimmed particles tend to have a fall velocity independent of diameter [Wallace and Hobbs, 
1977],
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period growth decreases very rapidly. This crystal can form a rain drop of approxi
mately 0.13 mm in diameter (assuming it does not evaporate as it leaves the cloud base 
and the updraft is less than the terminal fall velocity of the crystal), this drop size is 
consistent with very light rain.

Growth by rimming and aggregation increase with particle size, and it can be shown 
that the 1 mm crystal falling through a cloud with a liquid water content of 0.5 g m-3 
could develop into a graupel particle with a density of 100 kg m-3 in about 10 minutes. 
This particle would create a drop around 0.25 mm in radius. Indeed a snow flake can 
increase from 1 mm to 1 cm by aggregation in about 30 minutes if the ice content of 
the cloud is about lg m -3 , this would create a rain drop about 1 mm in radius.

2.3.4 Shape and fall velocity  o f raindrops

Once a raindrop has left a cloud base (either a warm or cold cloud) it starts to display 
different characteristics. The first to be considered is the terminal fall velocity of a 
raindrop outside the cloud. Some of the most extensive measurements were performed 
by Gunn and Kinzer [1949] who described how the fall velocity increased as the rain
drop size increased. As the raindrop diameter exceeds 2 mm the rate of increase in the 
terminal velocity decreases and at a diameter of around 4 mm the terminal velocity 
achieves the maximum terminal velocity (~  9 m s-1 ).

A fit to this data (and similar work by other authors) was presented by Atlas et al. 
[1973], the equation 2.2 describes this fit (assuming stagnant air at 1013 mb, 20°C and 
50% relative humidity).

wt (D ) =  9.65 -  10.3exp (-6 0 0 D) (2.2)

where wt is the terminal velocity (m s-1 ) and D  is the rain drop diameter.

By plotting equation 2.2 the variation of terminal fall speeds with rain drop size is 
perfectly clear, this is shown in figure 2.6 along with the measurements presented by 
Gunn and Kinzer [1949] and Best [1950].

It is also important to understand the shape of rain drops falling at the terminal fall 
velocity. The work by Pruppacher and Beard [1970] and Pruppacher and Pitter [1971] 
made several observations regarding the shape of rain drops for different drop radius:

•  rain drops with a radius <  0.17 mm are very slightly deformed and can be con-
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T he term inal v e lo c ity  o f  various s iz e  raindrops
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Figure 2.6: The variation of raindrop terminal velocity with rain drop diameter, 

sidered spherical,

• rain drops with a 0.17 mm < radius < 0.50 mm can be closely approximated by 
an oblate spheroid,

• rain drops with a 0.50 mm < radius < 2.00 mm are deformed into an asymmetric 
oblate spheroid with an increasingly pronounced flat base,

• rain drops with a radius > 2.00 mm develop a concave depression in the base 
which becomes more pronounced.

Pruppacher and Pitter [1971] derived a semi-empirical relationship linking the rain drop 
shape and equivolumetric rain drop radius, aQ. Illustrations of rain drops of several 
equivolumetric rain drop radii have been calculated from this relationship and are 
included in figure 2.7.

From these shape measurements and formulations it is possible to calculate the vari-
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Figure 2.7: Typical rain drop shapes.

ation of the rain drop deformation7 a/b  and aG, the variation is shown in figure 2.8.

From the discussion in the previous section it is apparent that since larger updrafts 
can support larger droplets before precipitation occurs there is a large range of pos
sible raindrop size, ranging from a raindrop size comparable to those in some denser 
clouds up to about 4 mm in radius. Raindrops with a radius in excess of 4 mm are 
hydrodynamically unstable and will tend to break up as they descend [Oguchi, 1983].

2.3.5 R aindrop size d istribution

The tools defined in section 2.3.4 allows the definition of the shape and speed of a falling 
rain drop given a certain rain drop size. To complete the characterisation information 
is required defining the distribution of rain drop sizes.

The most notable initial works on raindrop size distribution were by Laws and Parsons 
[1943] and the later work by Marshall and Palmer [1948]. In the former it was noted 
that for the same rainfall rate the size distributions varied greatly from rain event 
to rain event. Whilst the later work focused on providing a relationship between the

7where 2a  is the height and 2b is the width of the drop
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Figure 2.8: The variation of the raindrop deformation ratio, 

rainfall rate and the distribution of raindrop size.

Marshall and Palmer using their own measurements in combination with those of Laws 
and Parsons found a relationship between the number of rain drops of per unit volume 
of space with radius a in a range8 da and the rainfall rate, this is shown in equation 
2.3.

n(a)da  =  N0exp(—Aa) (2-3)

A =  8 .2 ir 021 (2.4)

where N0 is defined as the intercept parameter (N0 =  1.6 x 104), A is defined as the
slope parameter, a is the rain drop radius (mm) and R is the rain fall rate (mmhr-1).

The Marshall and Palmer rain drop size distributions for four different rainfall rates 
are shown in figure 2.9

8da  denotes a size interval ranging from o -  y  to a +  y
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Figure 2.9: The Marshall and Palmer rain drop size distribution for several different 
rain rates.

The initial works by Laws and Parsons [1943] and Marshall and Palmer [1948], al
though performed over half a century ago, are still considered to be typical of the aver
age rain drop size distribution both for both widespread and convective rain [Oguchi, 
1983].

Marshall and Palmer, and others, suggested the use of the exponential distribution 
(for example equation 2.3), others have suggested the use of the gamma distribution 
[Ulbrich, 1983].

The gamma distribution has been introduced in order to account for the shape of the 
distribution at high rainfall rate. This is characterised by a reduction in small rain 
drops and by a convexity of the ‘tail’ for large drop diameters.
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2.3.6 C anting angle

Non-spherical rain drops falling through a vertical airflow (i.e. through stagnant air 
or a vertical wind direction) will have the axis of rotational symmetry vertical, since 
the mean resultant drag force is vertical. It follows that the orientation of the axis 
of rotational symmetry for a rain drop is parallel to the direction of the airflow (and 
hence drag forces) around the drop [Brussaard, 1976].

Hence the inclination of the airflow with respect to the drop is equal to the canting 
angle of the drop as described in figure 2.10.

Raindrop
axis of 

rotational 
symm etry

Canting angle

W ind direction

M id-plane of the  
raindrop

Plane of the  ground

Relative Airflow

Figure 2.10: Raindrop canting.

In the simplest first approximation where the horizontal wind speed does not vary with 
height (dV̂°zrl£ =  0) it is apparent that the raindrop is not canted. The raindrop is 
falling at the same horizontal velocity as the surrounding air particles so the airflow 
relative to the drop is vertical, although the drop trajectory is slanted. Essentially 
the drop is not being accelerated or retarded in the horizontal direction so there are 
no horizontal drag forces and the drop is stable with the axis of rotational symmetry 
vertical.

Consider a more realistic situation where the horizontal wind speed does vary with 
height (dVhdzU 7̂  0)- It is apparent that the relative airflow is not vertical as the drop 
is accelerated or retarded in the horizontal direction, and the rain drop will be canted 
appropriately. Hence the canting angle is a function of the differential of the vertical 
wind profile, not the absolute value of the wind speed.
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Raindrop canting is an important phenomena particularly when considering polarisa
tion schemes. Orthogonal linear polarisations will suffer independent fading levels from 
a non-spherical canted drop, this will result in a reduced polarisation discrimination.

2.3.7 Rain attenuation

Rain attenuation is a very important source of attenuation at EHF and SHF frequencies 
since it causes the deepest fades. It is also one of the hardest to accurately quantify; as 
previously noted there is a large variability of rain drop size distribution from rain event 
to rain event, even if the events are of similar rain rates. This variation in rain drop 
size distribution is further compounded by the variability in vertical updraft profiles 
and micro-scale phenomena (such as embedded convection or supercooled liquids).

Statistics of the attenuation caused by rain can be generated using the ITU-R rec
ommendation P.838-2; maps of the zenith attenuation due to rain are shown in figure 
2 . 11 .
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Zenith attenuation due to rain exceeded for 1 % at 15 GHz

(a) 15 GHz

Zenith attenuation due to rain exceeded for 1 % at 50 GHz

20 £9

(b) 50 GHz

Figure 2.11: Zenith attenuation (dB) due to rain exceeded for 1% of the time as 
predicted by the ITU-R.

The same method can be used to calculate the expected attenuation for a given ex- 
ceedance. This has been done at two frequencies (20 GHz and 50 GHz) for a link to 
a geosynchronous satellite at 2°West, this is shown in figure 2.12. As can be seen the 
increase in frequency causes a very high attenuation at high exceedances.
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Figure 2.12: Annual rain attenuation exceeded at 20 GHz and 50 GHz for Bath.

2.4  E ffects o f  ice, snow  and th e  m eltin g  layer

The melting layer is the layer in a cold cloud below the zero-degree isotherm where 
there is the transition between snow and water, often appearing as a ‘bright-band’ on 
radar scans. This band corresponds to the area where ice particles are melting and 
the ice particles become coated in water greatly increasing the radar reflectivity. The 
melting layer is typically associated with stratiform rain events, since the increased 
turbulence in convective rain events tends to disrupt the forming of a distinct layer. It 
has been shown that the thickness of melting layer ranges from a few hundred meters 
to a maximum thickness of «  1417 m dependent upon the rain drop size [Zhang, 1994].

Work presented by Zhang [1994] and Zhang et al. [1996] addressed the behaviour of the 
reflectivity, specific attenuation and specific phase shift of a melting layer consisting of 
oblate-spheroidal hydrometeors, it is accepted that the approximation of actual snow 
particles as oblate-spheroids is sound [Zhang et al., 1996]. The results show that at 
35 GHz the specific attenuation of the melting layer was a maximum of O.ldBkm-1
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and 3 dB km- 1 for rain rates of 0.25 mm hr-1 and 12.5 mm hr-1 . A rainfall rate of
12.5 mm hr-1 is the maximum rain rate considered in order to ensure that the rain 
events were stratiform. There is also a phase shift of up to 50° km-1 at 35 GHz for a 
rainfall rate of 12.5 mm hr-1 , and a differential phase shift between H and V polarisa
tions of around 3° km-1 under the same conditions.

2.5 Increased noise tem perature due to  increased attenu
ation

During a fade due to rain or clouds there is an increase in the system noise temperature, 
caused by the effect of a warm attenuating media. This compounds the fade as not only 
is the signal degraded, but the noise temperature is also increased further reducing the 
signal-to-noise ratio.

As a first-order approximation the warm attenuating media can typically be assumed 
to be a black body radiator. This means that it absorbs all energy incident upon it, 
reflecting none, and it is also a perfect emitter. In this case the energy emitted (in 
the form of noise) from clouds, rain and other warm attenuators is equal to the energy

The atmospheric contribution to the antenna noise in a ground station may estimated 
to a first order by equation 2.5

noise temperature as seen by the antenna (K), A is the path attenuation (dB) and Tm 
is the effective noise temperature of the attenuating media (K).

ITU-R recommendation P.618-8 suggests that the effective noise temperature is depen
dent on the attenuation due to scattering, the physical effect of clouds and rain cells on 
the vertical temperature profile and the antenna beamwidth. Below 60 GHz the upper 
limits of sky-noise temperature can be taken to be 280 K and 260 K for clouds and rain 
respectively.

The effect of this noise increase is shown in figure 2.13 for a Tm =  260 K, and a clear 
sky noise temperature Ts =  60 K.

absorbed.

(2.5)

where Teyy is the effective (or apparent) sky noise temperature (K), Ts is the cleax-sky
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Figure 2.13: Atmospheric contribution to receiver noise temperature.

2.6 S c in tilla tion

Scintillation is the rapid fluctuations of signal level caused by variations in the physical 
transmission media. This phenomena occurring at optical frequencies is what causes 
the stars to appear to ‘twinkle’. Scintillation primarily occurs in two areas of the 
atmosphere: the ionosphere and the troposphere.

2.6.1 Ionospheric scintillation

The ionosphere is a region of ionised gas at an altitude peaking in concentration between 
300 and 400 km. The level of ionisation fluctuates diurnally and from day to day 
with solar activity. Small-scale variations in the level of ionisation cause small scale 
irregularities in refractive index and hence cause scintillation. Typically the effect of 
the ionospheric scintillation can be ignored for frequencies above 20 GHz [Willis, 1991].
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2.6.2 Tropospheric scintillation

Scintillation in the troposphere is caused by turbulent irregularities in temperature, 
humidity and pressure. These irregularities lead to small-scale variations in refractive 
index. The rapid fluctuations in link power caused by these irregularities are essen
tially random since the autocorrelation function of the scintillation component has been 
shown to fall away after a few seconds [Gremont et al., 1996]. The only way to describe 
the scintillation component is to define the distribution function, which is well described 
by a Gaussian distribution and therefore the defining factor is the scintillation variance 
(often called the scintillation intensity).

The tropospheric scintillation variance is understood to increase with temperature and 
humidity (often expressed by the ‘wet term of refractive index’, Nwet), and hence 
the scintillation component becomes more significant in equatorial climates and in 
temperate climates during the local summer.

Other work has shown that the variance of tropospheric scintillation is better corre
lated with the presence of ‘heavy clouds’ [van de Kamp et al., 1999]. In this context 
heavy clouds are defined as a cloud layer with an integrated water content in excess of
0.7 kg m-2 essentially this describes the presence of convective clouds. As discussed in 
section 2.2.1 these convective clouds show a large amount of turbulent mixing under 
the base. As a direct result of this turbulence it is apparent that the variance of the 
scintillation component will increase.

Scintillation effects are very important especially in low fade margin systems where the 
magnitude of scintillation fades can be comparable to the fade margin. The scintillation 
effects are also exaggerated on low elevation systems where the slant-path intersects 
with a considerable number of the turbulent irregularities.

To avoid scintillation fades causing burst errors it is important to have either a static 
fade margin large enough to encompass the scintillation component or an FMT with a 
fast enough update to be able to track the scintillation fades [Gremont et al., 1999].

2.7 Fade dynam ics

The dynamic characteristics of the channel define how the propagation environment 
changes over time. Knowledge of the fade dynamics is incredibly important within an 
FMT environment as these ultimately influence the design of control systems.
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2.7.1 Fade slope

Fade slope typically refers to the change in the slow varying components of the at
tenuation (typically attributed to the attenuation due to rain, gases and clouds) the 
fast fluctuations caused by effects such as tropospheric scintillation are not considered 
in the fade slope estimates. It is for this reason that experimental measures of fade 
slope are typically very difficult to obtain; all beacon measurements must have the 
scintillation component removed without removing any of the slow component.

Typically a low pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 20 mHz is used to remove the 
scintillation component [van de Kamp, 2003]. More recent work has shown that the use 
of the wavelet transform can be used with much greater success [Baxter and Garcia, 
2004].

Beacon measurements from various Ka- band propagation experiments were used by 
van de Kamp [2003] to draw several conclusions about the behaviour of the slope of 
the slow varying components of the propagation environment.

The probability distribution of the fade slope (C) at a given attenuation level (A) was 
found to be a reasonable fit to the following model distribution, equation 2.6:

P(C I A) = ------— ?------------------------------------------ (2.6)i1 + (£) )
where £ is the fade slope (dBs-1 ), A is the fade level (dB) and is the standard 
deviation of the slope at that attenuation level.

If the attenuation quantization bins are suitably small it is possible to accurately esti
mate evaluate the value of using equation 2.7:

(L° i W  = \ C2P (CI A) dc (2.7)

The conditional probability distribution for several different values of is shown in 
figure 2.14. It is apparent that the distribution is symmetrical, i.e. at a given fade level 
the probability of a negative fade slope of a given magnitude is identical to that of a 
positive slope of the same magnitude.

It was also found that the standard deviation of the fade slope in each attenuation bin 
is approximately proportional to the attenuation level. The constant of proportionality
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Figure 2.14: Example fade slope conditional probabilities.

is a function of the time constants of the receiver9, climate zone and elevation angle 
[van de Kamp, 1999].

Further conclusions were also drawn that at a given attenuation level there is little 
correlation between fade slope and carrier frequency. However, fade slope standard- 
deviation does appear to be a function of the elevation angle. Low elevation links 
appear to exhibit weaker fade slopes, it is believed that this is due to an averaging 
effect. This averaging effect occurs since the probability of several rain cells or clouds 
occurring on the link is higher [Feil et al., 1997].

2.7.2 Fade duration

Fade duration is a metric that defines the length of time during which a given attenu
ation level is exceeded. This metric can be very important in defining the outage time

9This refers to the integration time of the receiver as well as the filter bandwidth used to remove 
the scintillation component
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of communications system, it can also provide a statistical background within which 
resource allocation strategies or FMTs can be designed.

It has long been understood that fade durations should be divided into two time scales, 
long fade durations (longer than typically 30 seconds) caused by attenuation from 
meteorological conditions and shorter fade durations essentially due to tropospheric 
scintillation effects.

Fade duration statistics are typically presented as either:

1. Statistics of the number of fade events above a given attenuation threshold and 
longer than a given duration.

2. The total duration of fade events higher than a given attenuation threshold and 
longer than a given duration.

3. The statistics of fade duration with respect to the fraction of time during which 
attenuation is above a given threshold.

An example of the results from the OPEX experiment [Castanet, 2001] is shown in 
table 2.2. These show the percentage time that a fade level of 10 dB is exceeded; for 
example at 12.5 GHz, a 10 dB fade with a duration of 700 s or longer will occur for 1% 
of the time.

Table 2.2: Example fade durations from the OPEX experiment.
Frequency

% of total outage time 12.5 GHz 20 GHz 30 GHz
50 % 2s 3.5 s 9s
10 % 100 s 150 s 250 s
1 % 700 s 1000 s 1500 s

The most widely used model of fade duration in Europe is the model described by 
Paxaboni and Riva [1994]. This model describes long duration fades above a transition 
time Dt using a log-normal model and shorter fades (shorter than the transition time) 
using a power law model. The transition time is computed from equations 2.8 to 2.11.

Pi<r2 +  P2& — 0.39 (2.8)

0.8857 -  0.814 

-1 .0572 + 2 .2 3 7 -  1.61

The parameters D 0 (conditional mean duration), a (conditional standard deviation)

P i =  

P2 -
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and 7  (power-law exponent) have been evaluated for the OPEX data used in this 
particular study and have been evaluated as:

D 0 =  3050(j>-°A (2.9)

7  =  0.2exp(—0.4A +  0.0125/ +  0.15) (2.10)

a  =  0.15 (2.11)

where (f> is the elevation angle, A is the attenuation (dB) and f is the frequency (GHz).
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Chapter 3

Review of propagation channel 
modelling

In this chapter the aim is to give a brief overview of some EHF channel models. There 
are many different types of model but this chapter aims to cover a range of different 
approaches to the challenge of modelling the EHF and SHF propagation channel. The 
first method is a statistical method to generate the cumulative distribution function 
of attenuation using the ITU-R recommendations, there then follows several ‘synthetic 
time series’ techniques which attempt to generate time series of attenuation that have 
the same statistics as observed time series. Finally the approach presented in this 
Thesis is contrasted with these techniques.

3.1 IT U -R  P.618-8: ‘Propagation data and prediction  
m ethods required for the design o f Earth-space tele
comm unications sys tem s9

ITU-R recommendation P.618-8 can be used to provide important information for the 
planning of satellite links. This provides estimates of the statistics of various propaga
tion effects that should be considered on earth-space links.

The recommendation considers the effects of the following:

•  Absorption in atmospheric gases.
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• Absorption, scattering and depolarization by hydrometeors and emission noise.

• Effects of beam-divergence due to refraction.

• The decrease in antenna gain due to phase decorrelation across the antenna aper
ture caused by irregularities in the refractive index.

• Slow fading from beam-bending caused by large-scale changes in refractive index; 
and scintillation and variations in angle-of-arrival, due to small-scale variations 
in refractive index.

• Multipath effects.

• Attenuation by the local environment of the ground terminal.

• Short term variations in the frequency scaling ratio.

• The effects of variable elevation angle for non-geostationary satellites.

• Ionospheric effects (typically only important for frequencies <1 GHz).

The statistics of these effects are provided as an attenuation cumulative density func
tion. The recommendation P.618-8 also suggests using other ITU-R recommendations 
for some propagation impairments. Using the combination of recommendations shown 
in figure 3.1 it is possible to create an average annual attenuation CDF. This has been 
done for four example frequency bands for an uplink from the University of Bath to a 
geostationary satellite at 2°West; the results of which are shown in figure 3.2 in two 
different forms. One form is as a function of the availability and the other as a function 
of the available fade margin.

Standard atmosphere

Gas attenuation

Water
vapour

Total
•attenuation
CDF

Cloud attenuation

Rainfall rate

Rain attenuation

Rain

ITU-R P.840

ITU-R P.838

ITU-R P.837

ITU-R P.839

ITU-R P.835

ITU-R P.676ITU-R P.836

ITU-R P.618

height

Figure 3.1: The procedure used to provide ITU-R recommended fade margins.
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Figure 3.2: The ITU-R recommended fade margins for an average year for a link from 
the University of Bath to a geostationary satellite at 2°West.

3.2 S p ectra l approach  - B . A u d oire , Office N a tio n a l

d ’E tu d es e t de R ech erch es A erosp a tia les  (O N E R A )

This is possibly the most simple single-site model available and was part of the PhD 
of Audoire [2001] with significant input from Boris Gremont at the University of 
Portsmouth. This time series generator consists of two parts: the first part creates the 
slow-varying component whilst the second part creates the fast-varying component.

The slow varying component is generated following the procedure shown in figure 3.3. 
The procedure starts with a Gaussian random variate which is then filtered by a first 
order low pass filter. This filter is defined by the theoretical power spectrum from the 
stochastic rain model of Maseng and Bakken [1981]. After the filter the time series 
is then normalised to a relevant CDF. This CDF can either be from ITU-R recom
mendations or from propagation experiments such as the Italsat or Olympus beacons 
measurements.
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Figure 3.3: The procedure used to generate the slow varying component in the spectral 
approach.

The fast-varying component is created in a similar way. A Gaussian random vaxiate 
(independent of the variable used to create the slow-moving component) is filtered with 
a Yule-Walker filter to create the correct power spectrum. Following this the component 
is normalised using the long term CDF of the scintillation variance, typically from the 
model of van de Kamp [1999].

3.3 TV-state M arkov chain  m od els - L. C a sta n et, T . D e- 

loues and J. L em orten , Office N a tio n a l d ’E tu d es  

e t de R ech erch es A erosp a tia les (O N E R A )

A more complex time series generator from ONERA is the ‘iV-state Markov model’
[Castanet et al., 2003]. The model consists of two main processes, a macroscopic model
that generates the rain/no-rain part of the attenuation time series and a microscopic 
model that fills in the rain portion of the attenuation time series.

The macroscopic model is a two-state model, the two states being ‘rain’ and ‘clear-sky’. 
Therefore, the probability vector is:

t t o ( £ )  =  (  po p i  ) (3.1)

where p\ is the probability of rain, and po =  1 — p \ .

From this it is possible to say that:

7 r (£  +  1) =  P  ■ 7To(t) (3.2)
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where P is the transition matrix for this two state model which is simply:

p = ( p*  p o i W i - p o i  m  \  (33)
V Pio Pn I V Pio 1 ~  Pio

It can be shown that:

Poi =  :■ Pl Pio (3.4)
1 -  pi

where poi is the probability of a transition from a state of rain to no-rain.

Thus the macroscopic model is a model of two parameters, the probability of rain, pi, 
and the probability of a change from rain to clear sky, pio. The authors recommend 
that the value of pi can be extracted from ITU-R statistics whilst the value of pio 
can be extracted from fade duration models (such as the model of Paraboni and Riva 
[1994]).

Once the macroscopic model has been used to identify each rain event the microscopic 
model then ‘fills-in’ these rain events with a suitable structure. The microscopic model 
follows an iV-state Markov model, where N  states are used to define the attenuation 
levels, it is important to understand that these attenuation levels need not be uniformly 
distributed.

For the microscopic model the probability vector is similarly defined as:

(*) =  (  P i  P2  . . .  P N  )  (3.5)

The authors recommend that the initial probability vector is 7Ti (t) =   ̂ 1 0 . . .  0  ̂•

In order to proceed to the next time step the transition matrix is required, this 
fully maps the transition probabilities from any state, z, in 7Ti (t) to any state, j , 
in 7Ti (t +  Af). This is defined as a matrix thus:

 ̂ P n  P 12 .....................

P  21

P  =  : Pij

\  P n  i  ................. P n n - i

The method that the authors recommend for defining this model is to use a fade slope 
model. Fade slope models define the probability of a particular fade slope £ given a 
particular attenuation level. If the states are defined at attenuation levels si to s n , it

P i n

P n - i n  

P n n  /

(3.6)
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follows that the transition matrix can be defined by:

Pij =  p ( c  =  Sj Sf Sl I s(t) =  (3.7)

In order to verify the results a set of synthetic events were created and the cumulative 
density function of the results compared with those from the OPEX campaign.

This approach has several inherent problems. The first concerns axe connected with the 
macroscopic model. The ITU-R models provide annual statistics of rain occurrence and 
hence shorter term periods demonstrate a considerable variation about these points. 
The Markov chain also relies on each event being independent, which is inherently not 
the case. Heuristically we understand that the meteorology 6  hours from now is not 
independent of the meteorology now.

The greatest concern is the procedure employed to ‘fill-in’ the macroscopic model. 
The microscopic and macroscopic models are independent, this does not allow the 
microscopic model any information regarding the length of the event. This results in 
the microscopic model producing rain events that individually do not show an expected 
time profile, although they demonstrate the correct first order statistics over a long 
enough period.

A final concern is the validation of the time series generator was performed by com
paring the first order statistics of the generated time series with those of the OPEX 
campaign. However it should be noted that the two models that form the time series 
generator namely the fade duration model of Paraboni and Riva [1994] and the fade 
slope model of van de Kamp [2003], were also derived using these measurements.

3.4 M arkov chain m odels - U .-C . F iebig, D eutschen  Zen- 
trum  fur Luft- und Raum fahrt (DLR)

This work is performed primarily by Uwe-Carsten Fiebig at the Institute for Com
munications Technology at the German Aerospace Center (DLR). This model creates 
single site time series.

This model assumes that the received power is formed of three different types of ‘short- 
time-segments’:

1 . Signal segments of essentially constant received power, denoted ‘C-segments’,



2. Signal segments of increasing received power, denoted ‘U-segments’,

3. Signal segments of decreasing received power, denoted ‘D-segments’.

The assumption then is followed by assuming that the attenuation level at a given 
instant depends on the attenuation level some time, A t , before and on the type of 
signal segment.

By analysing ITALSAT data and following the above assumptions, the conditional 
probability pi(x(t +  At) \ x(t)) can be calculated, where x is the attenuation time series 
and i is the type of segment (C, U or D). The resulting conditional probabilities were 
found to be approximately Gaussian in shape. The attenuation time series x(t) axe 
quantised at typically ld B  steps up to 40 dB to provide the time series x'(t). Using 
this typical quantisation environment the required model parameters are the mean and 
standard deviation of the conditional probabilities at each of the quantisation levels: 
Pi(xi) and (Ti{xt) where i € C,U,D  and xf € 1 ,2 ,3 , . . .  ,40. These parameters are 
evaluated from beacon measurements. After the model parameters are evaluated the 
time series can be created following the procedure in figure 3.4.

Calculate 
segment 

type using 
the previous 
two samples

Determine

variance

mean
and

Calculate
next

sample

Figure 3.4: The DLR Markov chain model.

An output y { j ) at a time sample time j  is created as follows. The first stage is to assess 
what ‘segment’ type the current output sample is in, this is done by examining the last 
two samples:

y ( j  ~  2) =  y ( j  - 1) =* i  =  C (3.8)

y( j  - 2 ) > y ( j - l )  => i =  D  (3.9)

y{j  — 2) <  y( j  — 1) =* i =  U (3.10)

The characteristic values, y>i(y(j — 1)) and — 1)) of the Gaussian distribution
Pi { y ( j ) I y ( j ~  1)), 8X6 then evaluated. The value y(j)  is then an independent experiment 
from this distribution.
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An example of the model parameters for the 40 GHz ITALSAT beacon measurements 
from Oberpfaffenhofen (elevation angle of 34.8°), were evaluated [Fiebig, 1999]. The 
time between samples was 64 seconds and a least mean squares fit of the beacon mea
surements provided the following model parameters:

Hc(x) =  0.12 +  0.98x -  O.OOlz2 ac (x) =  0.16a; -  0.0011a;2 (3.11)

HD(x) =  0.12 +  0.89a; -  0.00075a;2 aD(x) =  0.2 +  0.33a; -  0.005a;2 (3.12)

Hu(x) =  0.12 +  1.1a; -  0.0025a;2 av (x) =  0.1 +  0.21a; -  0.0025a;2 (3.13)

3.5 Synthetic storm  technique - E. M atricciani, Politec- 
nico di M ilano

A similar technique to this synthetic storm technique was first proposed by Drufuca 
[1974] with the application in terrestrial finks and has recently been re-engineered to 
become appropriate for earth-space finks.

The technique takes a single-site rainfall rate time series, typically from rain gauge 
measurements, and converts them into a rain attenuation time series using a simple 
model of the vertical structure of precipitation.

The two layers of rain axe shown in figure 3.5.

To satellite

Layer B: melting layer

Layer A: rain

Figure 3.5: The modelling of precipitation in the synthetic storm technique. 

Layer A consists of a uniform rain rate, R, as measured at the ground, whilst layer B
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represents the melting layer with ice hydrometeors at the top which become raindrops 
at the top of layer A. Layer B is characterised as follows:

1. The mass of the hydrometeor is constant during melting and the density of the 
unmelted core is assumed to be 0.3gem -1 .

2. There is a direct mapping between raindrops in layer A and melting hydrometeors 
in layer B.

3. The specific attenuation of layer B is calculated as if it were produced by raindrops 
with the same volume as the melting hydrometeors.

The ‘apparent-rain-rate’ in the melting layer is defined as a function of the rainfall rate 
in layer A so that R b  =  3.13472,4 [Matricciani, 1996]. This melting layer model is only 
applicable to stratiform rain events, since the convective updrafts typically prohibits 
the formation of a well-defined melting layer. However, convective rain is typically 
formed at a higher altitude hence the ‘apparent-rain-rate’ creates a larger attenuation 
which qualitatively accounts for the increased rain height and the larger raindrop size 
distribution. The value of the zero-degree isotherm above searlevel {Ha +  h) is taken 
from ITU-R recommendations and the depth of the melting layer, h, is assumed to be 
constant at 400 m for all latitudes.

The specific attenuation, 7 (x), at a point x is calculated using:

7 (x) =  kR{x)a (3.14)

Using the synthetic storm concepts the attenuation along the slant path of figure 3.5 
becomes:

A(x0) -  kA [ LA R(x0 +  A x0 , 0 aAd{  +  kB R(x0, C)aB<*C (3.15) 
Jo Jla

"La rLb

'l a

where the path is given as:
T H ~ H * ^  Ifil
L  =  (3 6)

and from simple geometry Axo =  taî  which is required since the path enters layer A 
at xq +  A xq.

The Fourier transform of equation 3.15 results in the following equation within the 
domain of spatial frequency, f s =   ̂ in km-1 :

SA{fs) =  SljA{fa)LAs inc(fsLa) exp(-j27rfsAxo) +  rQBS7 )B(fs)ALsinc(fsAL) (3.17)
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where

SA(fs) =  ^ M (* o )}  (3.18)

Sy (h)  =  F { k R ( x ) a} (3.19)
• | > T >  sin(jr/,L) ,,, onismc(fsL) =  ----- — —  (3.20)

'KjsL1

The transform from spatial frequency to a temporal frequency, assuming Taylor’s frozen 
field hypothesis, can be shown to be [Matricciani, 1996]:

/  =  (3.21)cos(0 )

and the slant-path speed is
v(0) =  — V-—  (3.22)

v ' cos{6) K '

Using this domain transform equation 3.17 represents the temporal frequency thus:

S M )  =  S'^A( f ) L Asine exp +

r“= S ;B(/)ALsinc ^ )  (3.23)

where :
S ; ( /)  =  vSy (vfs) (3.24)

and hence the attenuation time series can be considered to be:

A(t) =  F ~ 1(SfA(f))  (3.25)

3.6 Tw o sam ple m odel - M .M .J.L . van de K am p, Euro
pean Space A gency (ESA)

This model can be used for two purposes: the first is to generate attenuation time 
series for simulation purposes. The second implementation of this model is that it can 
be used to provide very short term (~  1 0  seconds) propagation channel forecasts.

This model extends the hypothesis that the near-future attenuation level is a function 
of the previous samples [Gremont, 1997, Dossi, 1990]. This model aims to predict 
the probability distribution of the attenuation at time t +  At, given the previous two 
samples and the value of At i.e. p(A) =  p ( A  \ A o ,A - i ,A t )  where A =  A ( t  +  At),  
A0 =  A(t), A - 1  =  A (t — At).
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In order to evaluate the probability distribution several conditional statistical moments 
were extracted from beacon time series. The conditional standard deviation of the 
attenuation, cja{Aq, A_i, At)was calculated and was seen to exhibit several important 
characteristics. The first characteristic is that if Aq =  A - \  then the value of the 
standard deviation a a is approximately linear and proportional to At  [van de Kamp, 
2 0 0 2 a] these leads to the equation:

&A (A), A t  | A - 1 =  A)) =  A )\/@2A t  (3.26)

For the case when A) /  A - 1 a larger standard deviation is observed. This increase 
was found to demonstrate a linear dependence with the value |A) — A - 1 |. Thus the 
conditional distribution of the value a a can be written as:

a a  (A0, A - i ,  A t )  =  aa  (A o ,A t  \ A - \  =  A 0) +  7 2  |A) — A_i|

=  A o y / A t  4- 7 2  |A) -  A- \ \  (3.27)

The author evaluated the constants from the 20 GHz beacon measurements at Eind
hoven as fo — 0.00034 and 72  =  0.11 which results in the standard deviation charac
teristics shown in figure 3.6

In order to evaluate the mean of the probability distribution of the next sample, tua , 
a similar process was followed as for that of the standard deviation. However for this 
statistical moment the value of tua is approximately equal to Aq plus a linear term 
which is a linear function of the difference between A q and A - \  thus:

rriA — A q +  cx.2 (A) — -^-1) (3.28)

If this equation is evaluated with the constant 0 2  as discovered for the Eindhoven link 
previously discussed the mean of the probability distribution of the next sample is as 
shown in figure 3.7.

The first two statistical moments have now been evaluated it is important to investigate 
the higher moments. The author found that the skew was approximately zero and the 
kurtosis was of the order of 5 [van de Kamp, 2002b]. This distribution is well described 
by the hyperbolic secant distribution. Hence the probability distribution of A can be 
described as:
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Figure 3.6: The standard deviation as a function of A q with A - \ =  A q (dotted line) 
and as a function of A_i with A q — 0,0.5,1, • • • ,5dB (solid line) with A q denoted as 
a circle.

3 .7  A  S p a tio -tem p o ra l m od el - B . G rem ont and M . F ilip , 

U n iv ersity  o f  P o rtsm o u th

The model demonstrated by Gremont and Filip [2004] is a complex stochastic model, 
aimed primarily at site diversity experiments. The model assumes that point rainfall 
is distributed as a log-normal variable and hence the distribution of rainfall rate at two 
points on the horizontal plane is jointly log normal with a probability density function 
(PDF) as in equation 3.30.

f ( R i , R2,r) =

exp

27t<ji o2R\ R2 \ / l  — r2
f ( \ nRi  — mi ) 2 2r (In R\  — mi )  (hi R2 — m2) ( \ nR2 — m2y

2  (1  — r2) \ a? <ti(72
+

(3.30)
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Figure 3.7: The mean as a function of A q with A - \  =  A q (dotted line) and as a function 
of A - \  with A q =  0,0.5,1, • • • ,5dB (solid line) with A q denoted as a circle.

or
f ( R u R 2,r) =  A R u r 2(m i , < t i , r , r o 2 , ( r 2 ) (3.31)

where r is the cross-correlation between the two locations and R\ and Ri represent the 
point rainfall rates at locations 1 and 2 respectively. The values of ax and m* represent 
the log-normal statistics of the z-th location.

It can also be shown that the correlation of the two point rainfall rates is:

r = ; r'e [0, l]
eai -  1 vV * -  1

where f1 is the cross-correlation of the reduced variable:

, In Ri -  ml 
ri, =  -------------

(3.32)

(3.33)

By assuming the rainfall field cross-correlation can be described as an exponential
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function it can be written that:

r ' =  exp (3.34)

where p represents the separation distance between locations, L is the characteristic 
size of the rain cells, and fa accounts for the birth and decay of rain cells.

Taylor’s frozen field hypothesis [Taylor, 1938] suggests that if the velocity of the air 
stream that carries turbulence is much greater than the turbulent velocities, it is possi
ble to assume that the variation at a fixed point is due to the passage of an unchanging 
pattern of turbulent motion over that point. In this example this implies that p =  V  |£|, 
where V  represents the advection velocity of the rainfall field.

This allows equation 3.34 to be simplified to:

r' =  exp (—(3 |£|) (3.35)

where (5 =  ^  -t- fa and is called a ‘compound time constant’ representing the spatial 
properties and birth and decay of the rainfall cells. Assuming a mean storm velocity 
of the order of 10 m s - 1  and a mean rain cell diameter of the order of 5 km and little 
birth or decay (i.e. /?2 —5► 0) (3 is of the order of 0.002 s-1 .

Using Taylor’s frozen field hypothesis allows r' and hence r  to be calculated spatially 
or temporally. This spatio-temporal analogy comes from an Eulerian view-point where 
the observer is fixed in space whilst the rainfall field passes over. The time pattern 
of the rainfall is a combination of the spatial structure of the rainfall (i.e. size, devel
opment, decay, micro-structure) and the velocity of the storm movement. In simple 
terms it implies it is impossible to distinguish between a small cell moving slowly or a 
large cell moving very quickly. This creates what the authors call a ‘spatio-temporal 
duality’, essentially equation 3.30 can be evaluated either spatially as f (Ri ,R , 2 ,r(p)) 
or temporally as f ( R i , R 2 ,r(t)).

It can be seen that the horizontal projection of a slant path, D i , is

Hi /l»
A  =  „tan#*

where Hi is the rain height at location i, hi is the altitude of point i and di is elevation 
angle of the slant path from location i. Assuming the rainfall is homogeneous along the 
slant path the specific attenuation along that path, I \,  can be expressed as a simple 
power law relationship:

Tj =  Oj (3.37)
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From this it is apparent that equation 3.30 can be extended to give the joint PDFs of 
attenuation, of the form:

where,

/  (A i ,A2, ta)  — AAltA2 (Afi, S i , ra, M 2 , £ 2 ) (3.38)

M\ =  b\mi  4- l n a i  +  I n D i ; S i  =  b\cri (3.39)

M 2 — 627712 +  In 0 2  +  In £>2 ; S 2 =  6 2 ^ 2  (3.40)
M =  e x p ( r % S 2) - l

^/exp (Ef) -  1 ^/exp (E |) -  1

In conclusion the model relies on a particular exponential assumption for the space-time 
cross-correlation function, and that Taylor’s hypothesis is valid. The model requires six 
parameters; m i, m2 , a\  and 0 2  which characterise the log-normal distributions at the 
two locations. The space-time properties are defined by the remaining two parameters; 
P is the spatio-temporal parameter and V  represents the velocity of rain cells.

3.8 U niversity o f B ath  Propagation Forecast Engine

The approach presented in this Thesis differs significantly from the typical techniques 
for propagation modelling. The techniques mentioned use data from propagation exper
iments in order to generate statistics regarding the channels characteristics (fade slope, 
fade level distribution etc.). The models then attempt to recreate these characteristics 
in a synthetic time series.

The approach presented here attempts to recreate the meteorological environment, and 
from this, the propagation channel. This process was first considered by Page et al. 
[2005] who outlined the possibility of using meteorological data to estimate the at
tenuation on a EHF/SHF communication fink. This work proved that the approach 
worked on several example days, however a slightly different approach was required to 
be able to process many days of example time series over large areas. The approach 
presented here also differs in it’s approach to scintillation modelling since the model 
used by Page et al. [2005] uses the Warnock model [Warnock et al., 1985] to generate 
a mean C% profile which is then used to generate the scintillation variance, since the 
initial paper was written better approaches to the modelling of scintillation have been 
proposed. Another difference is the approach to sub-grid-resolution rainfall, the grid- 
scale rainfall was supplemented by a filtered white noise source to simulate the effects of 
small-scale structure within the rainfall. A more physical approach to this phenomena,
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a procedure known as downscaling, has been considered in this Thesis.

The use of the meteorological environment in modelling link attenuation has several 
advantages over ‘statistical propagation modelling’.

The first advantage is that the system is not fixed to a single fink; even large scale 
propagation experiments such as Olympus or planned Stentor satellite experiments 
have a small number of links in similar climates with similar elevation angles etc. This 
results in techniques that are not able to model large variations in link characteristics.

The beacon time series also display several characteristics due to the nature of their 
collection. Typically the receiver dynamic range is limited, for propagation experiments 
this can be relatively high when compared to typically satellite receivers however it will 
still be limited by the component technology and design issues. This has the effect of 
the receiver losing phase lock and not being able to track the faded signal. In effect this 
results in time series that do not exhibit large attenuation levels. Since the receiver 
can not regain lock in zero-time the return from large fades is often not well recorded. 
This is confirmed by the ‘semi-physical’ SST model which displays some differences 
from measured cumulative density functions, especially at low exceedances (< 0 .1 %) 
[Matricciani, 2004].

Our approach neatly avoids this problem since the meteorological data is, relatively, 
easy to collect. This allows the system to be deployed in any location in the world 
(or indeed off it !). Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) techniques are becoming 
increasingly elegant and sophisticated and able to model very subtle meteorological 
phenomena. Meteorological radars are also becoming cheaper and more capable and 
with the recent American adoption of next generation Doppler radars these very so
phisticated radars are dramatically dropping in price.

Of course, the use of meteorological estimators such as NWP or radars introduce errors 
inherent to these techniques. However, the errors associated with these techniques 
typically are well understood.

The second advantage is that the system is able to provide time-coincident multiple site 
time series. In essence this means that the model is able to provide time series for any 
number of spatially unique locations, and these time series display the correct spatial 
correlation. This is very important for network-centric simulations. Network-centric 
simulations are especially critical in systems that have dynamic fink budgeting (such as 
techniques using FMTs). In these networks there will be the dynamic reconfiguration 
of any number of finks. Thus the network load will fluctuate whilst the control centre is 
attempting to deal with dropping some users and initialising other users. It is essential
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that robust protocol and network management techniques axe in place to be able to 
manage the system.

However, the greatest advantage of using meteorological data to estimate the radiowave 
propagation condition is a forecast ability. If forecast data is used instead of archived 
historical data it is possible to create radiowave propagation forecasts. This flexibility 
allows long-term forecasts (or link-timetabling) and will be a significant ability for 
several key types of network.
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Chapter 4

The University of Bath 
Propagation Forecast Engine

As discussed previously the propagation model developed in this section adopts a differ
ent approach to that of other investigators. In essence, estimates of the meteorological 
conditions are used to recreate the propagation conditions. This has several distinct 
advantages:

•  The spatial variation of the propagation condition is inherited from the spatial 
variation of the meteorological conditions, this allows any number of spatially- 
consistent time series to be created.

•  The system can be easily deployed over several different coverage areas /  climates 
without the need for expensive propagation experiments.

•  The system is not biased by inaccuracies in beacon measurements or errors in 
empirical models.

As part of this study meteorological estimates are taken from two sources: NWP 
systems and weather radar.

4.1 N um erical W eather Prediction  System s

Numerical weather prediction (NWP) dates back to 1904 when Norwegian scientist 
Vilhem Bjerknes postulated that since air is a fluid it obeys the fundamental physical
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laws of fluids and hence the weather could be quantitatively predicted by applying these 
hydrodynamic and thermodynamic equations to an initial atmosphere state. However 
this hypothesis could not be tested until World War 2 when neutral Norway was cut
off from weather information. In response to this Norway established the first dense 
network of weather stations and was able to provide highly accurate, highly dense 
initial conditions.

After the end of World War 2 a meteorologist named Jule Chaxney began working at 
the Princeton Institute for Advanced Study with John von Neumann. Using one of 
the first computers ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator and Computer)1, shown 
in figure 4.1, the first successful numerical weather prediction was produced in April 
1950.

Figure 4.1: The ENIAC computer.

As NWP techniques improve, model resolutions decrease and coverage areas increase 
and the computational requirement increases. Indeed, the UK Met Office currently has 
several NEC supercomputers the most powerful of which is currently a 120 processor 
NEC SX- 8  capable of 927.6 GFlops, estimated 960 GFlops peak (see figure 4.2).

There are many different mesoscale NWP models, with the UK Met Office (Unified

1 ENIAC had 20 bits of memory, and could perform an addition in 200 /xs, a multiplication in 3 ms 
and a division in 30 ms.
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Figure 4.2: The UK Met Office NEC SX- 8  supercomputer.

Model) and the American groups (MM5 and WRF) widely regarded as having the 
most sophisticated techniques.

The output of NWP models are a set of prognostic variables, typically temperature, 
pressure, humidity, u and v winds and geopotential height (see appendix E) and a set 
of diagnostic variables, such as rain accumulation.

4.1.1 Pennsylvania S tate U niversity and
N ational C entre for A tm ospheric Research m esoscale m odel - 
M M 5

The MM5 model is the fifth generation mesoscale model from NCAR and Penn State, 
this model is run as several distinct sub-models which makes it relatively easy to un
derstand, install/compile and maintain.

A general execution procedure of the MM5 model is outlined in figure 4.3. Each of 
the boxes represent a separate sub-program. However, on the downside this system 
is harder to run as an automated un-supervised system (this is still possible, see later 
chapters).

The first part of the MM5 model is the ‘terrain’ module; this is compulsory and ini
tialises the constant fields for the simulation. The most important role of this module 
is to initialise the domains in terms of coverage area and grid size. At this stage the 
grid is completely defined in terms of primary parameters (it is possible to analytically 
move from model co-ordinates to ‘real-world’ co-ordinate systems such as Lat-Lon). A
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Figure 4.3: A general MM5 execution procedure.

very important part of this model is the ability to nest small-area low grid-size domains 
within larger coverage higher grid size domains, this allows for long robust simulation 
on small grid scales. There are some restrictions for the domains but in essence the 
domains can be deployed over any locations on the globe2.

The other important role of the ‘terrain’ module is to create the orography and land use 
fields that are required within the MM5 simulation engine. Typically this information 
is extracted from USGS data at a spatial resolution of 30 second. The orography has 
a very important role in NWP systems especially within cloud and precipitation tech
niques as well as surface wind vectors. Land use has a more subtle effect within NWP 
techniques; the MM5 system models five characteristics that vary depending on the 
land use: albedo, moisture availability, emissivity, roughness and thermal inertia. The 
USGS splits land-use into 24 different categories; those that occur over the mainland 
UK these are shown in table 4.1.

The next sub-program that forms the MM5 model is the ‘REGRID’ module. This 
module creates the ‘first-guess’ lateral boundary conditions (LBC) and initial condi
tions. Since the MM5 is a regional mesoscale model there is a requirement for the 
lateral boundary conditions, these define the state around the borders of the domain 
throughout the simulation period. The initial conditions define the state at the start

2There is also the ability to change the map projection to allow for an even coverage of a simulation 
domain at various latitudes
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of the simulation period.

Regrid is typically supplied with outputs from global NWP models; the data must 
contain several compulsory fields:

•  air temperature (K),

•  grid relative u-component of the horizontal wind (ms-1 ),

•  grid relative v-component of the horizontal wind (ms-1 ),

•  water vapour mix ratio,

•  geopotential height (m),

•  sear level pressure (Pa),

•  sea-surface temperature /  skin temperature (K).

The regrid system can work with any input data in grib format although the system 
most commonly uses NCEP GDAS (Global Data Assimilation System) analysis. These 
analyses are archived every 3 hours, on a 2.5° by 2.5° grid from the mid 1970s. This 
data is freely available from NCAR (dataset ds082.0 and ds083.0).

Once the first-guess has been created the next task is to assimilate radiosonde mea
surements and surface observations in order to provide a more accurate estimation 
of the boundary conditions (lateral and initial). The subprogram ‘little_r’ performs 
this operation using a banana-Cressman weighting scheme. In the standard Cressman 
scheme each observation is assigned a radius of influence, each grid point in the first 
guess field is then adjusted by taking into account all observations which influence that 
point. The differences between the first-guess field and the observations are calculated 
and a distance weighted average of these difference values is added to the value of the 
first guess field. Once all the grid points in the first-guess field have been adjusted, the 
adjusted field becomes a new first-guess for the next iteration of the objective analysis; 
each iteration uses a smaller radius of influence. Using a ‘banana’ scheme implies that 
analyses of wind and humidity upon pressure levels have the circles of influence from 
the standard Cressman scheme elongated in the direction of the flow and curved around 
streamlines, this approximates the standard scheme in low-wind conditions.

The input format for the little_r sub-program is a simple format ASCII file, this makes it 
very easy to incorporate measurements from many different sources. However, there is a 
large global database of high resolution radiosonde and surface measurements available
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at NCAR. The outputs from little_r are then converted from the vertical pressure levels 
grid to simulation grid levels.

This completes the MM5 pre-processing tasks, the fields that are then submitted to the 
MM5 simulation engine axe the outputs from terrain and the LBC and initial conditions 
from little_r.

The MM5 model is a non-hydrostatic model; this means that it is possible to directly 
resolve vertical motion and hence convective cloud and rain (assuming that the grid 
scale and ‘physics’ options axe suitable). It is possible for the model to be compiled 
and executed on Unix workstations and small clusters, this makes it very cost-effective 
to deploy. The system has been designed primarily for reseaxch purposes and hence 
there is no ‘operational’ model and there is a laxge degree of flexibility over the model, 
there axe many different physics options each appropriate for different grid sizes.

The system can also be configured to use a four-dimensional data assimilation (4DDA) 
technique, this allows the assimilation of measurements into the model run. This 
significantly improves the accuracy of the model during analysis periods.

After the simulation has been completed the output files can be interpolated back from 
model based sigma levels to the pressure levels, and the output is normally converted 
to the flexible netcdf standard format.

Real time execution

The MM5 model can also be run as a ‘real-time’ automatic forecast model. Running 
a MM5 real-time forecast is a reality even on a low computation budget. At the 
University of Bath a 72 hour forecast system has been demonstrated. The system runs 
over two domains covering the south of the UK, one with a grid size of 18 km and a 
nested grid of 6  km grid size. The model was run on a 6  node cluster (each node is a 
2.8 GHz Pentium 4 with 512 MB RAM) and the model execution time was of the order 
of 90 minutes. A brief review of the accuracy of this technique is included in appendix 
D.

4.1.2 U K  M et Office - Unified M odel

The UK Met Office Unified Model (UM) became operational in 1997 and the operational 
limited area mesoscale model has a grid size of 0.11° which is approximately 12 km. In
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comparison to the MM5 model the UM is hydrostatic (the model assumes there is no 
vertical movement in the atmosphere, see appendix C) this means the system is unable 
to directly resolve convective events. However, in order to help model the transfer of 
heat, moisture and momentum in the atmosphere there is a parameterisation scheme. 
The parameterisation scheme can be broken down to four components:

1. Triggering, determining whether convection will occur in a grid area.

2. Cloud base closure, determining how much convection will occur. This is deter
mined from the mass transported through the cloud base.

3. The transport model determines the changes to the model temperature, mois
ture and wind fields due to convection and the precipitation associated with the 
convection.

4. The convective cloud scheme calculates the amount of cloud associated with the 
convection and this is passed to the radiation schemes.

The UM historical data is archived at the British Atmospheric Data Centre (BADC), 
most of the information is archived at 6  hourly intervals. However there are several 
periods where the data is archived at hourly intervals.

4.1.3 E stim ates o f rainfall rate from N W P  system s

As discussed in section 2 , the attenuation due to rain creates the largest fades for EHF 
and SHF based systems. Hence, it is very important that the estimates of rainfall rate 
are accurate. The actual rainfall rate, in mm hr-1 , can be thought of as a continuous 
function in x,y and t: r(x, y, t). This is related to an accumulation over the simulation 
time thus:

R( x , y , t )  =  f  r ( x , y , t ) d t  (4.1)
Jo

Within an NWP system the rainfall field, R ', is modelled as an accumulation on a 
discrete grid of size 8, where time is discretized as r  € {0, At, 2A t , . . . ,  T} thus:

rxo+(i+l)-5 ryo+(j+l)-6 rr
R ' ( h j , T ) = A  /  / r(x, y, t )  dx dy dt (4.2)

Jxo+i-5 Jyo+jS Jo

where A is a constant relating to the grid size. As 8 becomes small it can be seen that 
R ' —> R,  however for large values of 8 it is apparent that spatial averaging of the rain 
accumulation will occur.
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In order to estimate the instantaneous rainfall rate from the NWP modelled accumu
lation a simple finite difference can be performed:

r ' ( i , j , r )  =  B (Rf { i , j , r  +  1) -  R ’ ( i , j , r ) )  (4.3)

where B is a constant relating to A. It is apparent that as A becomes small and S 
becomes small then r' —*■ r. It is also worth noting that since rainfall is represented 
within the simulation environment as R', a small grid size not only reduces the spatial 
averaging but also improves the modelling of the phenomena within the NWP system 
which in turn improves the ‘quality’ of the analysis and forecasts.

4.2 W eather radar system s

In addition to NWP techniques weather radar systems can be used to improve the 
estimates of rain rate. The previous section explained the effect of the spatial aver
aging that occurs with NWP system. This combined with the relative low temporal 
resolution of the archived UM data and the hydrostatic nature of the UM means that 
adding radar estimates of rainfall rate is expected to improve the characterisation of 
the meteorological environment.

It is worth noting that radar measurements are also subject to errors and rely on several 
assumptions and approximations, for example:

•  Hydro-meteors are an incoherent target, and the backscattered signal therefore 
fluctuates. Spatial and temporal averaging is applied but there remains some 
level of statistical uncertainty (It should be noted that the level of averaging is 
not on the same scale as NWP techniques).

•  Assumptions about particle composition have to be made which can lead to errors 
where non-rain precipitation {e.g., sleet, hail etc.) is concerned, or in areas such 
as the melting layer where there is significant mixed phase liquid.

•  The reflectivity of the rain is dependent on the rainfall drop size, and the wide 
range of rainfall drop size distributions can create further uncertainty.

•  Radars measure the reflectivity upon a polar co-ordinate system around the an
tenna and hence there are smoothing and averaging effects from the conversion 
to a Cartesian plane.

It is also worth noting that radar systems are an analytical measurement tool and have
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limited application within a forecast paradigm. The forecast abilities of radar systems 
are typically limited to nowcasting techniques for short duration predictions of rainfall 
rate in the near future, typically exploiting motion tracking techniques.

4.2.1 T he U K  ‘N IM R O D ’ weather radar system

The ‘NIMROD’ system is based around 15 C-band radars, located in order to cover most 
of the UK (only the Shetland Islands and part of Orkney remain uncovered). All the 
radars have a wavelength of approximately 5.3 cm with a beam-width of approximately 
1° and a minimum beam elevation of 0.5°.

The process followed by the ‘NIMROD’ system is as follows:

1. Each radar site produces rainfall data in terms of reflectivity from the backscat- 
tered rainfall data. These are at 5 minute intervals at four different elevations 
typically (0.5, 1.5, 2.5 and 4 degrees).

2. Permanent echoes are removed from radar reflectivity images using ground clutter 
maps.

3. The measured reflectivity is converted to precipitation rate.

4. The images are converted from polar to planar coordinates incorporating spatial 
averaging.

5. The surface rainfall rate is evaluated from the radar data using a physically based 
correction scheme.

6 . On a weekly time scale radar data is compared with hourly rain gauges reports 
and corrections are made.

7. The single site data is then sent to the Met Office where it is compiled to a 
Cartesian plane.

This results in composites of estimations of rainfall rate every 15 minutes on a 5 km 
regular spatial grid.
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A comparison of the rainfall rate estimates from the UM NW P technique 
and the ‘nimrod’ technique.

When comparing measurements of precipitation from different measurement techniques 
it is important to appreciate what the rainfall rate measurement physically represents.

Radar measurements of rainfall rate are derived from the average reflectivity within 
a voxel, this reflectivity is a function of the instantaneous rainfall rate. Hence radar 
measurements provide a measurement of the average instantaneous rainfall rate within 
a voxel, in the nomenclature previously used:

As previously discussed the rainfall rate output from NWP systems is a finite difference 
of an spatially and temporally averaged accumulation, of the form:

rainfall rate r(x, y , t) is perfectly modelled; hence there should strictly be an error term 
'O in equations 4.2 - 4.5.

It is important to understand that when these rainfall rates are compared they are not 
exactly identical, but different estimation of the same phenomena. However there is 
still merit in comparing the two data sources.

The archived radar data for the three month period from April 2003 to June 2003 has 
been used. This data is available at the British Atmospheric Data Center (BADC). 
The rainfall rate time series for the University of Bath (51.3758°N, 2.3599°W) has 
been extracted; to reiterate this data is available at 15 minute intervals with a spatial 
resolution of 5 km. The radar derived rainfall rate time series is compared to the rainfall 
rate time series from the Operational Unified Model which was calculated from the sum 
of the convective and large-scale accumulations and is shown in figure 4.4.

}n w p 'n w p

'n w p 'n w p

[ r x o + ( i+ l) -6 n w p  r y o + U + l ) - 6 n w p  A

Amop I I I
J  XQ-\-i-Snwp J  yo~\~j'$nwp JO

■ Z O + O + l)-5 n w p  ryo+(J+!)•<* n w p  f T + 1

(4.5)

where, 6 refers to the relevant grid scale and r  € {0, At, 2A t , . . . ,  T}.

As an aside the reader is warned that these approximations assume that the ‘real’
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Figure 4.4: Rainfall rate time series for April, May and June 2004, from archived radar 
and UM measurements.

As can be seen there is some variation in the estimates from the different techniques. 
Both techniques concur broadly on a rain /  no-rain basis however there is some vari
ation in the magnitude; this is expected since the two time series have different time 
constants. It also worth noting that the radar time series are a time series of spatially 
averaged, but temporally instantaneous measures, whilst the time series from the UM 
measurements are temporally and spatially averaged and on a different grid size. Also 
of interest is the cumulative density function of the rainfall rate time series from the 
two techniques, this is shown in figure 4.5.

The cumulative distribution function of the rainfall rate time series also includes the 
prediction of the rainfall rate CDF from the ITU-R recommendation P.837-4. This has 
been derived from the statistics of the ECMWF forty year reanalysis. The two CDFs 
show good agreement with that provided by the recommendation. The radar CDF 
reaches a lower exceedance since the estimates are provided at 15 minute intervals whilst 
the NWP data is provided at hourly intervals. It is also important to remember that 
the smallest exceedances will be poorly sampled. Critically the ITU-R recommendation
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Figure 4.5: The CDF of the rainfall rate time series for April, May and June 2004, 
from archived radar and UM measurements.

provides an annual distribution whilst the time series from the radar and UM systems 
are for a three month period and hence will display seasonal variation.

The UM NWP system evaluates the occurrence of rain (i.e. a rainfall rate in excess of 
zero) more often than the radar estimates. This can be expected since the radar is an 
instantaneous measure of the rainfall rate provided every 15 minutes whilst the UM is 
a temporal average over an hour. The UM measure will include any rainfall during the 
integration period whilst the radar will only include rainfall occurring at the time of 
the scan.

Both techniques however demonstrate a similar distribution which implies that al
though some events are resolved differently the overall statistics of both data-sets are 
consistent.

IT U
Radar
U M
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4.3 The propagation forecast engine (PFE )

One of the goals in the design of the PFE is flexibility; this meant that the system 
was designed as a set of plug-ins which could be individually enabled and disabled 
easily allowing many different configurations. The ability to change the geometry of 
the problem is also very important, especially for creating time series for slant-path 
and terrestrial finks.

Each of the plug-ins cover the modelling of one particular source of attenuation at EHF 
and SHF frequencies. The emphasis on the plug-ins has been to incorporate models 
with a physical background in preference to those empirically derived from beacon 
measurements or statistics of phenomena.

4.3.1 Cloud attenuation

As discussed previously the effects of clouds axe rarely included in time series models 
since the attenuation due to rain causes the largest fades. However, since clouds typi
cally occur more frequently than rain, for many climates the attenuation due to cloud 
can exceed the attenuation due to rain for much of the time [Konefal et al., 2000].

Cloud attenuation has been somewhat overlooked in the literature, however there has 
been some significant work on the modelling of cloud attenuation effects. For example, 
the work by Dissanayake et al. [2001] models the cloud attenuation probability density 
function using the average cloud occurrence rates with average cloud characteristics 
(such as average water contents, average height etc.). This approach works well for 
assessing the statistics of cloud attenuation, however it is not suitable for evaluating 
attenuation on an event-by-event basis.

An attempt to model cloud attenuation on an event-by-event basis was performed 
by Altshuler and Marr [1989], the cloud attenuation was estimated at two frequencies 
(15 GHz and 35 GHz) using a radiometer. The measurements were grouped into three 
different conditions, clear-sky, complete cloud cover (where the sun was not visible) 
and mixed clouds3. The two non-clear-sky events were then evaluated as a linear re
gression function of the surface absolute humidity, these results showed a considerable 
spread. This spread is expected since the zenith cloud liquid water can not be con
sidered solely a function of the surface humidity. Similar work was documented by 
Dintelmann and Ortgies [1989] who used approximations relating the surface observa

3In this case the term ‘mixed’ refers to partial cloud cover rather than mixed liquid phase
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tions of relative humidity to vertical profiles of cloud liquid water which are valid for 
average conditions. The authors found that the model was representative over a year 
of data, however individual event-by-event cases were not modelled well.

The model that is used for the cloud attenuation modelling plug-in is that demonstrated 
by Salonen and Uppala [1991]. This model uses the vertical profiles of pressure, tem
perature and humidity in order to evaluate the cloud liquid water content and from 
this the attenuation due to cloud.

The first part of the process involves the detection of clouds. In order to investigate 
the presence of clouds, the critical humidity should be calculated thus:

Ur =  1 — <j (1 — a) Ĵ l +  V s (a — 0.5) (4.6)

where a is the ratio of the pressure on the considered level and at the surface level. If 
the measured humidity is greater than Uc the level can be deemed to be a cloud layer.

Once a cloud layer has been detected it is possible to evaluate the liquid water content, 
w in gm -3 , within that layer. The LWC, w , can be considered as a function of the 
vertical temperature profile and the height above the cloudbase, hc:

w =  w0 (1 +  ct) ( jZ ' j  pw(t) (4.7)

where a =  0.14 is height dependent coefficient, c =  0.041 °C - 1  is a temperature depen
dent coefficient, hr is the reference height typically taken as 1500m, wq =  0.14gm -3 is 
the liquid water content if hc =  hr . The liquid water content fraction can be assumed 
to be approximated by a linear transition:

1 : 0 ° C <  t
1 +  ^  : —20°C <  t < 0  °C  (4.8)

0 : t <  -2 0 °C

In liquid clouds attenuation due to absorption is the dominant loss. The Rayleigh 
approximation can be applied to compute the cloud specific attenuation. Whilst the 
Rayleigh approximation is valid the absorption coefficient is linearly proportional to 
the LWC and independent of the cloud drop size distribution [Li et al., 1997]. The 
Rayleigh approximation can be considered valid for:

|n| koa <  1 (4.9)

where n is the refractive index of liquid water, ko is the free space wave number and a
is the radius of the water droplet, at the upper limits of the EHF and SHF frequencies

Pw( t )  =  <
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the value k^a only reaches values around 0.25.

The specific attenuation for cloud attenuation, 7 c, can be calculated from the MPM 
Liebe model [Liebe, 1989]:

7c =  0.182/JV"(/) (4.10)

where /  is the frequency and N ," is imaginary part of the complex refractivity. The
complex refractivity can be calculated as:

„ 9 ------ w  . .
2  s" (1  +  r}2) ' '
2 + s'

V = ~Tt (4-12)

where w is the liquid water content and s' and s" axe the real and imaginary parts of 
the permittivity of water. The Debye relaxation model can be used to evaluate the 
permittivity of water for frequencies up to 1000 GHz and from -10°C to 30°C:

So — S i S i — £2  , . 1Qs
£2  H  — H---------  — (4-13)

e" =  ^  +

1 + (i) 1 + (£)
f ( e  o - £ i )  , / ( e  1 - ^ 2 )

/!,[1+(a)] /*[1+(£)
(4.14)

where:

s0 =  77.66 + 103.3(19-1) 

si =  5.48

s2 =  3.51

fp =  20.09 -  142 (<9 -  1) +  294 (0 -  l ) 2

f a = 590 — 1500 (0 — 1)

and 0 is the inverse temperature parameter 0 =  where T  is in Kelvin.

The attenuation from clouds can then be evaluated by integrating the specific attenu
ation along the path:

^cloud =  [  'Yc dP  (4-15)
Jo

where P  represents the ray path of length, L  through the modelled atmosphere4.

As a brief example of this procedure, vertical meteorological profiles from the MM5

4NWP systems typically provide analysis to a level of approximately 100 mb. This is significantly 
far above the mixed phase transition which ends at -20°C
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model were extracted for Bath on 23 October 2004, 22:00 (UT). The first task is to 
determine the critical humidity profile by implementing equation 4.6. Figure 4.6 shows 
the vertical profile of the critical humidity and the vertical profile of relative humidity.
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Figure 4.6: Vertical profiles of relative humidity and critical humidity, (23/10/2004 
22:00UT).

From these profiles the presence of clouds can be detected when the relative humidity, 
RH, exceeds the critical humidity, Uc. The cloud liquid water fraction can then be 
determined using equation 4.8. Figure 4.7 shows the vertical profile of the cloud liquid 
fraction along with the presence of clouds.
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Figure 4.7: Cloud characteristic profiles, (23/10/2004 22:00UT).

Hence it can be seen that a liquid cloud layer exists approximately between the 900 mb 
and 450 mb layers, however a large portion of the upper layers of the cloud are cold 
cloud as evident by the decrease in cloud liquid fraction. Using equation 4.7 it is then 
possible to compute the vertical cloud liquid water content this is shown in figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: Vertical cloud LWC, (23/10/2004 22:00UT).

The specific attenuation can be evaluated from the cloud liquid water using equation 
4.10, the vertical profile of specific attenuation is shown figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: Zenith specific cloud attenuation at 50GHz, (23/10/2004 22:00UT).

The vertical attenuation due to cloud is calculated by integrating the specific attenu
ation with respect to height. In order to evaluate a slant-path attenuation the same 
process is performed but along the slant path as opposed to the zenith path.

By following the same process as described the vertical cloud liquid water can be 
calculated over time, showing the movement of cloud layers over a given location. 
Using information from the MM5 NWP system the vertical cloud liquid water content 
was evaluated over a three day period, and is shown in figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10: Vertical cloud LWC (gm-3) from the MM5 NWP for Bath.

For completeness, the resulting zenith cloud attenuation at 50 GHz for this period is 
shown in figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.11: Vertical cloud attenuation from the MM5 NWP for Bath.

In summary this plug-in provides the cloud liquid water content along a slant path and 
the resulting path attenuation.

In theory since fog has a similar composition to warm clouds with a low LWC, it may 
be possible to use this module to evaluate the attenuation on terrestrial paths due to 
fog. However, this is beyond the scope of this thesis.

4.3.2 Gas attenuation

The attenuation at microwave frequencies from gaseous absorption is primarily due to 
absorption by water vapour molecules and oxygen molecules. The method defined in 
ITU-R recommendation P.676-5 provides a rigorous physical model of the attenuation 
from the absorption by atmospheric gases, this in turn is based upon the model of Liebe 
[1989]. The approximation of the algorithm which forms Annex 2 of P.676-5 can be
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used to provide a rough approximation of the attenuation; however the approximation 
is only valid for the first 5 km of the atmosphere so it is not particularly suitable for 
earth-space slant paths.

The procedure used is a minor simplification of the ‘line-by-line’ calculation of the 
path attenuation. In order to simplify the plug-in, raybending is ignored and the path 
integral is evaluated from the simple geometry. This results in a slight underestimation 
of the attenuation since in each layer the refracted line integral will be slightly extended 
over the direct path. The variation in the media due to the slightly different path is 
unlikely to make a significant difference to the level of the attenuation. Due to the 
modular nature of the time series generator it is very simple to upgrade individual 
plug-ins, and the ability to integrate along the refracted path could be added in the 
future.

The gaseous attenuation can be evaluated by integrating the specific attenuation along 
the ray path:

where 7 0 and 7 ^ represent the specific attenuation caused by dry-air and water vapour 
respectively. The specific attenuation can also be written thus:

Where N" is the imaginary part of the complex refractivity. The exact solution for 
this can be found from the line-by-line calculation:

represent the wet and dry continuum spectra. The dry continuum spectra is required 
to help define the spectra below 10 GHz and pressure broadening above 100 GHz. The 
wet continuum is used to include effect of higher-frequency fines which are not included 
in the reduced calculation presented here.

Several meteorological parameters are required; the first is the water-vapour partial 
pressure, e (mb), which can be found from the relative humidity, RH (%), and the 
temperature T  (Kelvin):

(4.16)

7 o +  7 w =  0.1820/AT" ( /) (4.17)

(4.18)

where Si and F{ are the strength and shape of the i-th fine and N p  ( /)  and ( /)

e =  0.061121 • RH • exp
17.502 ( T -  273.16) 

T -  32.19
(4.19)
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The techniques also require the dry air pressure, p  (mb), if the total barometric, P , is 
used the dry air pressure can be found from P  =  p  +  e.

Once these parameters have been evaluated the wet-continuum can be found from:

3

)
^ ( / )  =  / ^ 3 . 5 7 ^ y ' 5e +  0.113pj l(T 7e (4.20)

and the dry continuum found from: 

2

KU) = fp(^f)

6.14 x 10-5
+  1.4 x 10" 12 (1 -  1.2 x lO"5/ 1-5) p

1.5
(4.21)

where d =  5.6 x lO" 4 (p +  l.le )  ( ^ ) .

In order to calculate the specific attenuation there is still a requirement to calculate the 
line strength and shapes. The constants for these calculations are contained in tables 
B.2 and B .l.

The line strength of each ‘dry-atmosphere’ line can be calculated from:

3
Si =  a\ x ! ° - 7p ( ^ )  exp [a2 ( l  -  ( ^ ) ) (4.22)

and for each water vapour line:

n * in_i /  300 \  3-5 
=  &i x 10 e f - j r )  exP (4.23)

The remaining parameter in 4.18 is the line shape factor, F% which is given by the 
following equation:

F  =  l
' fi (fi — / )  +  A / 2 (fi +  f Y  +  A p l

(4.24)

where fi is the fine frequency, A f  is the fine width and <5 accounts for the interference 
between the oxygen lines around 60 GHz. These can be calculated for the oxygen lines:

A f  =  a3 x 10 4 ( p (
(0.8—04)

4 4 . 300+  1 -le ( —

. /  300 \  \  1rt_ 4 /  300 \ 0-8
<5 =  ( as +  ^ 6  ( ) ) x 1 0  4p I I

\ T  J J T  J

(4.25)

(4.26)
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and for the water vapour lines:

4 , /  300 \  bi . (300
A /  -  &3 x l 0- 4 ^ ^ — j  + h e { - T )  )  (4>27)

<5 =  0 (4.28)

In conclusion, the gaseous attenuation is calculated by evaluating the complex refrac
tivity using a ‘line-by-line’ calculation which is then used by the MPM Liebe model 
[Liebe, 1989] to evaluate the specific attenuation along the approximate slant path. 
This is then path integrated in order to calculate the fink attenuation.

4.3.3 Rain attenuation

The attenuation due to rain is a particularly difficult phenomenon to model since as 
described previously, there is great variability from rain event to rain event. This 
variability is typically in such characteristics as raindrop size distribution, canting 
angle, rain height, raindrop temperature and fall speed. Rainfall is typically measured 
as a surface measure and assumed to be vertically homogeneous to the rain height. 
This implies that two storms that produce an identical rainfall rate may have a very 
different structure, i.e. have very different rain heights, raindrop size distributions and 
vertical profiles of different water phases.

The specific attenuation due to rain (dBkm-1 ) is typically modelled using a power-law:

7rain = (4-29)

Where R  is the surface rainfall rate, and a and b are constants. The validity of this rela
tionship has been considered by Olsen et al. [1978], where equation 4.29 was evaluated 
as an approximation of a more general relationship:

'brain — a ^ 1 +  J ^ c nf nR nd
n=2

(4.30)

In this equation a', b' and cn are functions of frequency, rain temperature and the rain
drop size distribution and d is a constant depending on the raindrop size distribution. 
This implies that the simplification in equation 4.29 is an exact solution as /  —> 0 or R  
is small. This is consistent since log-log plots of 7 rajn and R  are not perfectly linear. 
Nevertheless over rainfall rates of practical interest such plots are almost linear, making 
equation 4.29 valid [Olsen et al., 1978].
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In order to evaluate the attenuation due to rain the model described by Leitao and Watson 
[1986] is used. This model is particularly useful since no assumptions axe made about 
the structure of the rain fields. The model was derived from dual-polarisation radar 
measurements of the micro-structure of rain. The model has also two different formu
lations, one for widespread rain and one for convective rain. Having two formulations 
helps to reduce the effects of the variable raindrop size distribution. This model also 
performed well in the assessments that were performed as part of the COST 205 pro
gramme.

The Leitao-Watson model uses two power-law relationships, one to model the specific 
attenuation up to rain rates of 2 0  mm hr- 1  and another for rain rates in excess of 
2 0  mm hr-1 , this can be justified by the piecewise linear approximation to the summa
tion in equation 4.30. The model can be summarised as:

Train =  H C  ' * < 20m m h r~; (4.31)
1  a ( t >) : -R >  2 0  mm hr

The values of the constants a, x and y  can be calculated for any polarisation and 
elevation angle using:

Wh  +  a-v +  (a// — a>v) cos2 6 cos 2 r| a =  -  (4.32)

W h % h  +  a y x y  +  ( c l h x h  — c l v % v )  cos2 6  cos 2 r | 
x =  ----------------------------- - ------------------------------  (4'33)

ICLHVH +  a v y v  +  {CLHVH ~ a v y v)  cos2 6 cos 2 t | 
y  =  J----------------------------^ ------------------------------ 1 (4.34)

where 6 is the elevation angle and r is the polarisation angle with respect to the 
horizontal (circular polarisations can be considered as r =  45°). The values for the 
vertical and horizontal constants can be calculated :

sH,v
a H ’ v  =  1 +  o.oiz (4-35)
xh,v =  tn ,v  logio(L +  1) +  uh,v (4.36)

VH,v =  VH,vlog1Q(L +  1) +  wh,v  (4-37)

where L is the horizontal projection of the slant path. The constants s, t, u, v and w 
have been evaluated for both widespread rain (i.e. stratiform rain which demonstrates 
a bright-band on radar measurements) and showery rain (i.e. convective rain which, 
because of the turbulent structure, typically has no bright-band) and are shown in 
table B.35. The ability to evaluate the attenuation from convective and large-scale rain 
independently is a very powerful tool which helps to reduce the errors caused by the
variable structure of rainfall and allows the use of the separate convective and large

3The authors recommend that a logarithmic interpolation scheme is used to find the value of these
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scale NWP fields.

L is the horizontal projection of the slant path, and can simply be approximated as 
L =  where Hr is the effective rain height. Once the specific attenuation has been 
calculated, the slant-path attenuation caused by rain can be approximated as:

^rain =  ' ^rain (4-41)

Rain Height

An important parameter within the modelling of the attenuation due to rain is the 
effective rain height. The attenuation due to to rain is typically derived from surface 
rain measurements by assuming the rain is homogeneous from the surface to the effec
tive rain height. Hence the term in equation 4.41, which defines the length of the 
slant path through the homogeneous media.

The rain height is typically considered to extend from the top of the melting layer to 
the surface. The ITU-R recommendation P.839.3, ‘Rain height model for prediction 
methods’, suggests that the rain height can be considered as being 360 m above the 
0°C isotherm, whist Leitao and Watson [1986] recommend 300 m above the 0°. To be 
consistent with the Leitao-Watson model we assume that the rain height is 300 m above 
the freezing height. This is true for the on-average condition, however it varies from 
event-to-event.

Among the future improvements to NWP techniques are the inclusion of the verti
cal structure of both convective and large-scale rain i.e. rain as a three dimensional 
phenomena. This will greatly improve the modelling of the attenuation due to rain. 
Indeed, the newest versions of the MM5 and WRF models are able to estimate the 
mixing ratio of mixed phase phenomena (i.e. cloud ice, cloud water, rain water, etc.) 
on model levels.

If the rain height is considered to be 300 m above the zero-degree isotherm it is still

coefficients for other frequencies thus:

lo g io  o,h ,v  =  (log10 o!h ,v  ~  log10 o>'h ,v ) T ~ ~ 4 r , — i^ 10 ^fi +  l°9ioa'H ,v (4.38)
10Sio J ~  10&io J

*H,v =  (x'h.v -  x'„,v) +  x'b.v (4.39)

V „ ,  =  (4.40,

where /  is the required frequency between f  and f"
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important to calculate the zero degree isotherm as accurately as possible. The ITU-R 
recommendation P.839-3 provides a yearly average height for the zero degree isotherm, 
shown in figure 4.12.

Annual average zero degree isotherm height

Figure 4.12: The annual average zero degree isotherm height (km) from ITU-R recom
mendation P.839-3.

However, this is not suitable for instantaneous evaluation of the rain height since the 
isotherm will display significant seasonal variation. In order to calculate the instanta
neous zero-degree isotherm height it is possible to use the vertical temperature profile 
from NWP techniques. Temperature is a prognostic variable and is well modelled by 
NWP techniques.

Using the UM NWP model, an example time series of the height of the zero-degree 
isotherm over three months in 2003, has been evaluated for the location of Bath, UK 
(2.3599°W, 51.3758°N). The convective and large scale rain rate time series have also 
been determined and are shown in figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.13: Time series of the zero degree isotherm height as measured by the UM 
NWP system.
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Figure 4.13: Time series of the zero degree isotherm height as measured by the UM 
NWP system.

The seasonal, daily, and indeed hourly, variation shown in figure 4.13 is not modelled 
by the ITU-R annual average. This is a significant variation about the value suggested 
by the ITU-R recommendation. It is very important to realise that from equation 4.41 
a 50% error in the rain height will result in a 50% error in the attenuation in dB.

4.3 .4  Scintillation effects

The effects of scintillation axe modelled in two stages. The first stage is to model 
the scintillation intensity. The scintillation intensity is the short-term variance of the 
scintillation component. This value can also be of use within a propagation forecast
ing paradigm since it can be used to provide a warning of possible large scintillation 
intensities.

Since it is impossible to forecast the instantaneous value of the scintillation component 
practical systems will typically have a small scintillation fade-margin. By exploiting a 
forecast of the scintillation intensity it may be possible to modulate this fade margin, 
however the gains from this are likely to be small.
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Within a simulation paradigm the time series of the scintillation intensity can be used 
to create a stochastic synthetic scintillation time series which can be combined with 
the ‘slow’ fading time series from the other plug-ins.

Ideally, to estimate the scintillation intensity the turbulent structure constant C 2 would 
be evaluated and following Tatarski’s seminal theory [Tataxski, 1961] the scintillation 
intensity at millimeter frequencies could then be evaluated thus:

a2 =  42.48— — k T [  C%(z)z*dz (4.42)
(sin#) 6 Jo

where k is the wave number, 0 is the elevation angle. However, in order to evaluate C 2 
accurately enough to resolve all the significant turbulent structures would require ver
tical data at a resolution of a few meters [Vasseur, 1999], this is not practical for NWP
techniques and even ‘high-resolution’ radiosonde ascents can only achieve resolutions 
of tens of meters.

At present there axe no reliable models to generate the short term (10 minutes) scintil
lation variance. However, a procedure attempting to model the scintillation intensity 
on time series of the order of 3 hours has been demonstrated by Tervonen et al. [1988]. 
This used the average cumulus cloud coverage which is well correlated with the diurnal 
variation in scintillation intensity seen in the spring and summer. Cloud coverage can 
be measured by an integer parameter between 0  and 8  indicating how many eighth 
parts of the sky axe covered. This parameter is not well suited for a physical model, 
such as the one presented here.

The cumulus cloud cover parameter can be considered an indicator of turbulence. The 
model of Tervonen et al. [1988] was later refined by van de Kamp [1999] to use a more 
rigorous parameter: the water content of heavy clouds, W/ .̂6. The model is recom
mended to be used with annual averages for Nwet and Whc, however it has been used 
as an instantaneous model as the most appropriate plug-in.

The model is formulated thus [van de Kamp, 1999]:

an =  0.98 x 10- 4  (Nwet — 39.2 +  56W/tc) (4.43)

<r =  an9 (De) / a 4 5 sinL3 6 (4.44)

where Nwet is the wet term of the refractive index, Whc is the water content of ‘heavy 
clouds’, /  is the frequency (GHz), 6 is the elevation angle and g(De) is the antenna 
averaging function.

6As discussed previously these are clouds with an integrated water content greater than 0.7kgm ~2.
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The antenna averaging function is given by:

g(De) =  i

1.0 -  0.7 (>a t )  : 0 < D e
-  Val -< 1

0.5 -  0.2 ( vXl) : 
y/0T  :

1 < De
y/X L  ~

< 2 (4.45)

2 <  - D ?  VxL

The effective turbulent path length can be approximated using [Karasawa et al., 1988]:

2  h
L =

y jsin2 6 +  ^  +  sin 0
(4.46)

where h is the height of the turbulent layer (generally taken as h =  2 0 0 0  m), 6 is the 
elevation angle and R e is the radius of the earth (8.5 x 106 m).

This only leaves the two meteorological parameters in the model, Nwet and Whc, to be 
evaluated. Nwet is the wet term of the refractive index and can simply be evaluated 
using:

Nwet —
22790RH exp

(T +  273)2

where RH is the relative humidity (%) and T  is the temperature (°C).

(4.47)

The water content of ‘heavy-clouds’ can be evaluated using the Salanon and Uppalla 
cloud model described previously. The critical humidity can be extracted using equa
tion 4.6, from this the water content can be calculated using:

Whc =  w0 (l +  c t ) ( ^ \ a (4.48)

Note the similarity between this equation and equation 4.7 which was used for the 
evaluation of the cloud liquid water content. This equation is identical except since 
Whc includes the ice content the parameter defining the liquid fraction is removed.

Once the scintillation variance has been evaluated the time series can be synthesised. 
A vector the length of the time series at a sample time of 1 seconds is created from 
a Gaussian random variate. The use of the Gaussian random variable is valid, since 
for most levels of scintillation intensity the scintillation component follows a Gaussian 
distribution. It should be noted that at very large levels of scintillation intensity the 
distribution begins to exhibit some asymmetry [van de Kamp, 1998].

This scintillation time series is then filtered in order to provide the correct spectral 
characteristics, the filter is defined by wave propagation theory in turbulent media,
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[Ishimaru, 1978].

The average spectrum of scintillation can be considered to be [Ishimaru, 1978]:

w j  («)

The value of a2 represents the scintillation intensity. These two functions define the 
two theoretical average asymptotes, uj —> 0  and uj —► oo, which meet at the frequency 
uj — 1.43a;*.

2.765^-ujt
=  7.13 — ( —VWt \U>t )

: uj — > 0

: uj —► oo
(4.49)

The variable a;* is defined as:
2n ..

w* =  IT*W —  (4.50)

where IT* is the transverse wind speed, A is the wavelength and L represents the effective 
turbulent path length (see equation 4.46).

This behaviour has been seen to agree with beacon measurements from the Olympus 
measurement campaign [Sawaris et al., 2004] (the observed spread around the average 
was quite large, this is likely due to the local measurements of surface winds, which 
were actually taken from about 2 0 km away).

In conclusion the low pass filter cut-off can be described as:

UJc. — 1.43W*^
27T ( */sin^M —̂  +  sin 0 ^VV  1  (451)

A2 h

It is worth noting that NWP techniques typically provide u and v winds, which are 
the winds with respect to the model grid. These grids are typically rotated pole grids 
hence u and v winds do not represent true westerly and southerly winds, this is done 
in order to maintain an even grid size across the domains. These u and v winds can be 
converted to true westerly and southerly winds using simple spherical geometry:

ut =  c\u +  C2 V (4.52)

vt =  c\u +  C2 V (4.53)

where u* and u* represent the true westerly (from the west) and true southerly (from
the south) winds respectively. The constants c\ and C2 are functions of the rotated grid
parameters: A and 4> , the true latitude and longitude; A' and 0', the rotated latitude
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and longitude and Aq and (f>o the latitude and longitude of the rotated pole.

ci =  — sin(A — Ao)sinA/ sin</>o+ cos(A — Ao)cosA/

C2 =  sin (f> sin A' cos (A — Ao) sin <f>o — sin (f> cos \ f sin(A — Ao) — 

sin A' cos (f) cos (f>o

(4.54)

(4.55)

Once the time series has been filtered it can then be modulated by the scintillation 
intensity to provide the final scintillation time series.

4.3.5 Exam ple tim e series

In order to better illustrate the procedure an example time series has been created 
using MM5 NWP data. This provided data at 6  minute intervals on two grid scales, 
the top domain uses a grid scale of 18 km and a nested grid with a grid size of 6  km. The 
simulated fink is a 50 GHz circularly polarized link from Bath (2.3599°W, 51.3758°N) 
to a geostationary payload at 2°West on 23/10/2004.

The attenuation due to gases is shown in figure 4.14, adding the attenuation due to 
clouds results in the time series shown in figure 4.15. The final time series shown in 
figure 4.16 includes the attenuation due to rain. In figure 4.17 the scintillation variance 
has been plotted about the attenuation level from the smallest grid size.
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Figure 4.14: The time series for the attenuation due to gases.

Cloud attenuation and gas attenuation
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Figure 4.15: The time series for the attenuation due to gases and clouds.
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.16: The time series for the attenuation due to gases, clouds and rain.

Cloud attenuation, gas attenuation and rain attenuation on a 6km grid
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Figure 4.17: The time series for the attenuation due to gases, clouds and rain for 
smallest grid scale.



Tab]ie 4.1: Examp e of the USGS land use characteristics.
Vegetation

Integer Vegetation
Description

Albedo
(%)

Moisture 
Avail. (%)

Emissivity 
(% at 9 /i m)

Roughness 
Length (cm)

Thermal 
Inertia (cal cm - 2  k- 1  s-1/2)

Identification Sum Win Sum Win Sum Win Sum Win Sum Win
1 Urban 18 18 10 1 0 8 8 8 8 50 50 0.03 0.03
2 Drylnd Crop. Past. 17 23 30 60 92 92 15 5 0.04 0.04
5 Crop. /  Grassland 18 23 25 40 92 92 14 5 0.04 0.04
6 Crop. /  Wood 16 2 0 35 60 93 93 2 0 2 0 0.04 0.04
7 Grassland 19 23 15 30 92 92 1 2 1 0 0.03 0.04

11 Decids. Broadleaf 16 17 30 60 93 93 50 50 0.04 0.05
16 Water Bodies 8 8 1 0 0 1 0 0 98 98 0 .0 1 0 .0 1 0.06 0.06
18 Wooded wetland 14 14 35 70 95 95 40 40 0.05 0.06



Chapter 5

Downscaling Techniques

One problem with evaluating the time series from NWP techniques is the temporal and 
spatial resolution of the data sets. Typically the rain estimates axe provided with a 
spatial resolution that is far worse than that of the phenomena. This can result in time 
series that do not display the effects of the microstructure of rain, since the phenomena 
at this resolution is not resolved.

One way to alleviate the problems of finite resolution in the ‘fields’ of rainfall rate, or 
indeed in rainfall rate time series, is to introduce a synthetic small scale structure. The 
introduced structure is representative of the small scale structure seen in the relevant 
phenomena. It is very important to understand that the structure is synthetic and 
hence can be considered one possible realisation of the small-scale structure. This 
process is very similar to the process used to create the scintillation time series; since it 
is not possible to resolve the small scale variations that lead to scintillation a synthetic 
scintillation time series is created that exhibits the correct statistics (in essence the 
time series is one possible realisation of the scintillation time series).

It is also worth noting that since the small scale structure is only one possible solution 
(of, in theory, an infinite set) these techniques should not be used when the time series 
generator is working within a forecasting paradigm. Since the small-scale structure 
is stochastic the likelihood of it being ‘correct’ is very small. However for simulation 
purposes the ability to create representative small-scale structures is nonetheless very 
useful.

In order to create the small scale structure it is possible to exploit the fractal nature 
of rainfall.
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5.1 Introduction to  rainfall and fractal behaviour

The term ‘fractal’ technically refers to an object that displays self-similarity on all 
scales. The object need not exhibit exactly the same structure at all scales, but the 
same ‘type’ of structures must appear on all scales. A plot of this quantity on a log- 
log graph versus scale then gives a straight line, whose slope is said to be the fractal 
dimension.

Fractals are characterised by their fractal dimension, if the linear dimension is changed 
by a factor A then the values of the fractal quantity change by a factor XD. For 
example, a cube exhibits a dimension of 3, since if the edge length is doubled the 
number of instances of the original cube increases to 8 .

Lines or contours exhibit a fractal dimension between 1 and 2, whilst surfaces ex
hibit a fractal dimension between 2 and 3. Generally the higher the fractal dimension 
the rougher the surface. It is important to understand that the fractal surface of a 
two-dimensional discrete field is very difficult to evaluate, there are several ways of 
estimating the fractal dimension of surface fields and each process demonstrates some 
bias and errors.

One of the simplest and yet most rigorous ways of evaluating the fractal dimension of 
fractal two-dimensional surfaces is using a Fourier technique, such as the one described 
by Russ [1994]. When a fractal surface undergoes a Fourier transform it is expected that 
the log magnitude will decay linearly with log frequency. Rain fields on-average tend to 
exhibit a Kolmogorov-like spectrum, implying a linear fall off between log-magnitude 
and log-spatial-frequency1.

The fractal dimension can be extracted from the Fourier transform as:

D =  (5.1)

where (3 is the slope of the log-magnitude squared of the Fourier transform plotted 
against log-frequency.

In order to determine the fractal dimension accurately the two-dimensional FFT is 
calculated over the entire field, and subsequently shifted such that the central point 
of the image represents the zero frequency component. To evaluate the magnitude of 
the Fourier transform the transform is extracted from 30 radial distances around 24

1One interesting phenomena of the Fourier transform of a fractal surface is that the phase component 
is random, this property can be used as another verification of fractal behaviour.
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equally spaced radials. These axe then averaged across each of the radials to provide 
the final log-magnitude squared vs. log-frequency plot. The (3 variable can then be 
evaluated using a simple least mean squares algorithm. It has been found that this 
process of evaluating the fractal dimension provides a value that is less than or equal 
to the Hausdorf Dimension [Russ, 1994].

An example taken from the MM5 field shown in figure 5.1(a). From this example field 
the Fourier estimation of the fractal dimension can be determined and is shown in 
figure 5.1(b).
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Fourier estimation of fractal dimension: p=-1.2259, D=2.387
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(b) Fractal dimension of the example field

Figure 5.1: An example MM5 rain field and the fractal dimension calculation, 22/10- 
/2004 12:00UT, grid scale 18 km.
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The fractal dimensions were evaluated from three different data sources, NWP rain 
fields from two different MM5 grids, the CAMRa radar and NWP rain fields from the 
operational UM. The two MM5 data sets have grid sizes of 18 km and 6 km and are 
over a period of 5 days at an interval of 6 minutes. The CAMRa radar data has a grid 
scale of approximately 330 m with each scan separated by about 2 minutes. The data 
from the operational UM have a grid size of 12 km with each estimate separated by 
an hour. The data sets have been restricted to fields that demonstrate a mean rainfall 
in excess of 0.02 mm hr-1 across the rain field. This spread of fractal dimensions are 
shown in figure 5.2.

CAMRa radar data

Fractal Dimension Fractal Dimension

100

u

Fractal DimensionFractal Dimension

(a) NWP - MM5 system (b) Radar - CAMRa

N W P-U M  (May 2003)

2 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 3
Fractal Dimension

(c) NWP - UM system

Figure 5.2: Histograms of fractal dimension from three different data sets.

It can be seen there is a large amount of variation in the distributions of fractal di
mension between the different data types. This variation is due to several phenomena. 
Each of the data types is upon a different grid scale and is resolving slightly different 
phenomena. For example, the UM and MM5 models model rain with slightly different
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algorithms whilst the radar provides a measure of instantaneous rainfall rate.

It should also be noted that many quantities can appear to exhibit fractal scaling. 
However, caution should always be used since the techniques mentioned generally use 
linear regression, and hence will always produce a solution. If we assume that rain 
fields exhibit fractal scaling the level of the scaling needs to be evaluated. The most 
common way of doing this is to determine the generalised structure function.

The use of the structure function as a tool to investigate small-scale turbulence was 
introduced by Kolmogrov in the early 1940s, and then extended by Benzi et al. [1993]
to become the generalised structure function. The generalised structure function in the
x and y directions of a discretized rain field R  on a regular grid (x,y)  are defined thus:

Sx (X,q) =  (|i?(x +  A ,y ) - .R (x ,!/)|''> (5.2)

Sy ( \ , q)  =  (|fl(x ,y  +  A )- .R (x >2,)|<') (5.3)

where q represents the order of the structure function and angle brackets represent the 
ensemble average. The structure functions were evaluated for the three previous data 
sources. For isotropic fields, Sx and Sy should be identical, however rain fields typically 
demonstrate a small level of anisotropy which results in slight differences between the 
two measures. To be representative an average of the two directions is typically taken:

S  (A, q) =  g* (A’g) +  S» (A’g) (5.4)

The first-order structure functions were evaluated for a set of rainfall fields; these 
are shown in figure 5.3. The MM5 NWP results were taken from an example day 
(2004/10/24) from a group of domains with a varying grid size at a temporal time step 
of 6 minutes. The CAMRa radar data set is at approximately a 2 minute resolution 
upon a grid size of approximately 330 m. The NWP UM data set was taken from the 
first 10 days of May 2003 at 1 hour time step on a 12 km grid.
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(c) NWP - UM system

Figure 5.3: The average structure functions, from three different data sets.

If a field demonstrates scaling behaviour then as q —> 0 [Ferraris et al., 2003]:

S oc Ac(9) (5.5)

where £ is the scaling exponent and C (q) =  qH, where H  is typically called the Hurst 
coefficient.

By reference to figure 5.3, it can be seen that the first-order generalised structure 
function of the MM5 2 km run exhibits fractal scaling over at least eight grid scales, 
whilst the 6 km grid begins to show some deviation at around eight grid scales. The 
18 km grid scale demonstrates fractal scaling only over the first three grid scales. This 
indicates that the rain phenomena in these two data sets exhibit fractal scaling up to 
about 6 x 8  =  48 km and 3 x 18 =  54 km respectively.

These MM5 runs are from the same time period, however since the smaller domains are 
nested within the larger domains the coverage areas are slightly reduced; if these areas 
were identical it might be expected that the structure functions would appear to be 
overlaid. However this is not entirely true. When using NWP modelling the decrease 
in grid size does not only allow more features to be visible it also improves the internal
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modelling of the rain phenomena. These effects in combination improve the ‘quality’ 
of the rain modelling. Conversely, if the radar could be increased in resolution it can 
be expected that the structure functions would be overlaid. In this case the increased 
resolution of the measurement technique allows more small-scale structure to become 
visible, as opposed to significantly influencing the modelling of the rain phenomena.

The CAMRa data set is provided on a significantly smaller grid scale than any of the 
other data sets. As the domain is smaller, for the events selected there is almost com
plete rain coverage. This is unique in the datasets (and indeed very few measurement 
techniques could produce such a complete rain field at this spatio-temporal resolution). 
However, the data still exhibit fractal scaling over eight grid scales.

Structure functions for the UM NWP model is shown in figure 5.3. It can be seen that 
almost all fields exhibit fractal scaling extending over eight grid scales.

The aim of fractal downscaling is to exploit the linearity of the structure function 
by adding a stochastic small-scale structure which continues the linear relationship 
between the log-structure function and the log-scale as in figure 5.4.

7 \
Original structure exhibiting 
fractal scaling

New small-scale structure 
following the fractal scaling

log scale

Figure 5.4: The use of the structure function in fractal scaling.

Hence the new small-scale structure is a fractal since it exhibits a scaled version of the 
large structure. In general it is also desirable to ensure that the new rain field has the 
same probability density as the original rain field. The fractal dimension should also 
be conserved since the straight fine shown in figure 5.1(b) should be continued over the 
new scales.
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5.2 M ultifractal bounded cascades

The downscaling technique presented here can be explained by taking the rainfall rate 
field on a discrete (x , y) grid as Ro(xo,yo).  At the first stage of the downscale each 

pixel is split into four pixels: Ri ( xn , yn) ,  R\ {x \ 2 , y \ \ ), R i ( x n , y n )  and # 1 (0:1 2 , 2/12), 
as shown in figure 5.5. Each of these new pixels is then given the value:

# 1  (®i(i, 2), 2/1(1,2)) =  wR0(x0,yo) (5.6)

where each value of w is the independent realisation of a random variate defined by 
the generator function, W . This results in the four pixels each perturbed by a small 
amount from their original value thereby adding small-scale structure. The process is 
relatively simple however the derivation of the generator function, W , is not. The

orig inal pixel

c a sc a d e  level 1

c a sc a d e  level 2

Figure 5.5: The downscaling procedure.

generator function should depend explicitly upon the cascade level and should decrease 
with increasing spatial resolution. This has the effect of reducing the power in the 
higher frequencies. For this procedure the log-normal generator has been chosen as it 
is easy to evaluate the log-normal parameters. The log-Poisson distribution has also 
been used but this requires the solution of a minimisation problem further complicating 
the cascade process Deidda [1999].

Following the procedure used by Menabde et al. [1999] and Ferraris et al. [2003] the 
generator function for cascade level n can be defined as:

Wn =  Cn exp(<rnX )  (5.7)

where, Cn is a normalisation constant, an is the scale parameter that decreases with
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the cascade level and X  — Norm (0,1) is a standard normal random variate with zero 
mean and unit variance.

The normalisation constant can be eliminated by requiring that the mean of the down- 
scaled field be the same as the mean of the original field. The moments of the lognormal 
distribution are given by (exp( tX)) — exp(t2). With this simplification equation 5.7 
becomes:

Wn =  exp(-<r2 +  crnX )  (5.8)

As discussed previously, the scale parameter an should decrease as the cascade in
creases. Menabde et al. [1999] suggest the use of an exponentially decreasing scale
parameter:

an =  a02~nH (5.9)

These simplifications mean that the generator function can now be written in terms of 
two parameters, ao and H.  The parameter H  is the ‘Hurst coefficient’ (see equation 
5.5).

Normal random distributions demonstrate stability under addition, i.e.:

n

£ h * l  =
i = 1 \ E h 2] - *  (5-10)

i = 1

Hence, it can be seen that after N  cascades the downscaled rainfield will be a lognor- 
mally distributed random variable exp(cr2 — aX) .  The final scale parameter can be 
evaluated using the stability property in equation 5.10:

N

<r2 =  V t f 2= £
n— 1

=  £ < r 024-""  (5.11)
n=  1

This is a finite geometric sum of the form:

K a(l — r )
ui —

k=0

and hence:
1 _ A-(N+1)H

=  * o2 1 - 4 _ „  (5.13)

By requiring that the scale parameter of the final downscaled field, a, is the same as the 
initial field and rearranging equation 5.13 it is possible to extract the final parameter, 

(Tq-
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The example field from figure 5.1(b) is downscaled in order to provide an example 
field. The original field is shown in Figure 5.6(a) whilst the downscaled field is shown 
in figure 5.6(b). This field has been downscaled by a factor of four (i.e. two cascades) 
from a grid size of 18 km to one of 4.5 km.
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(a) Original field
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(b) Downscaled field

Figure 5.6: An example MM5 rain field downscaled (22/10/2004 12:00UT) on a grid 
scale of 18 km.
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5.2.1 Filtering

Whilst the multifractal cascade approach in section 5.2 has the correct statistical distri
bution, the data will not necessarily have the expected frequency response. The easiest 
way to understand this problem is to consider the autocorrelation function. The au
tocorrelation can be considered to be directly related to the Fourier transform by the 
Wiener-Khinchin theorem, which states that the auto-correlation, C,  is the Fourier 
transform of the absolute square of a time-series, E:

C =  F<[|F |2} (5.14)

When the autocorrelation is considered on scales in excess of the original grid scale 
the autocorrelation is defined by the initial rainfall field. However, when the field 
is examined as a whole there is also a contribution to the correlation at that grid 
scale between the offspring of adjacent pixels. In essence as each pixel is downscaled 
individually with no regard for the surrounding original pixels this results in the fields 
displaying the correct power spectral density /  autocorrelation within a grid square, 
but the incorrect power spectral density /  autocorrelation when the image is considered 
as a whole, see figure 5.7.

  Original pixel boundary
  Downscaled pixel boundary

Figure 5.7: The correlation errors from a discrete cascade.

This is visible in the fields in figure 5.6(b) as a ‘blocking’ effect. The ensemble power 
spectral density of figure 5.6(b) is shown in figure 5.8. With reference to the downscaled 
field, it demonstrates a flatter power spectrum at frequencies around 1.5. This indicates 
the incorrect power spectra and poor correlation at these frequencies.
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Figure 5.8: The ensemble power spectral density of the downscaled and original field 
(22/10/2004 12:00UT) on a grid scale 18 km.

One way to improve the autocorrelation /  power spectral density for the rain field is 
to use a spatial filter. The aim is to extend the straight line of the ensemble power 
spectra as seen for example in figure 5.1(b). The slope of the ensemble power spectra 
of the final field should be the same as that of original field (and hence a function of 
the fractal dimension). The cut-off frequency of the low-pass filter can be assumed to 
be the scale at which the stochastic structure has been added. The cut-off frequency 
is, in essence, a function of the final cascade level, N.  The power spectral density from 
this process is shown in Figure 5.9, along with a thick line that represents the gradient 
of the filter roll-off.
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Figure 5.9: The ensemble power spectral density of the filtered, downscaled and original 
field (22/10/2004 12:00UT) on a grid scale 18 km.

This results in a final downscaled field that looks like figure 5.10(b). It can be seen 
that the small-scale structure has been added yet the downscaled field does not exhibit 
excessive ‘blocking’ effects and displays characteristics similar to those seen in higher 
resolution data sets.
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(a) Original field

2.5
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i 2.5
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(b) Downscaled and filtered field

Figure 5.10: An example MM5 rain field downscaled and filtered (22/10/2004 12:00 
UT) with an original grid scale of 18 km and a downscaled grid scale of 4 km.
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The procedure described here is a spatial downscaling procedure, since the stochastic 
small scale is distributed spatially. The stochastic structure is not temporally corre
lated, so this procedure can be used for simulations that require instantaneous maps 
(i.e. terrestrial link load balancing). However, caution should be used if these maps 
are used for simulations that require temporal evolution of the rain field. This caution 
should be extended to the case where an interpolation scheme is used to ‘join’ two 
downscaled rain fields, since the structure will not evolve correctly.

The most appropriate way to use these downscaled rainfall fields is to use these as 
instantaneous rain fields at the sample period. That is to say, the rainfall field is 
undefined between the samples. In addition the temporal scale should be such that the 
small scale structure can be considered temporally uncorrelated.

This problem can be solved by downscaling within a spatio-temporal framework, i.e. the 
downscaling procedure provides stochastic small-scale structure which shows the correct 
evolution in time. This is a very complex procedure since spatio-temporal rainfall 
fields (i.e. three-dimensional fields) typically exhibit multi-affine scaling [Deidda, 1999]. 
Multi-affine scaling describes an object that exhibits fractal scaling in all dissensions 
but by different scaling exponents. In essence the temporal dimension follows a different 
scaling exponent to the spatial dimensions.

5.2.2 Conservation o f statistics

In order for the downscaled rainfall field to be used in place of the original field it is 
important that certain characteristics of the original rainfall field are conserved. The 
probability density function should also be conserved. After the filtering, the rainfall 
field should exhibit the same (3 component and hence the same fractal dimension as 
the original field.

By comparing the means and standard deviations of the rainfall fields before and after 
downscaling (by a factor of 4) it can be confirmed that the downscaling procedure 
conserves the mean (figure 5.11) and standard deviation (figure 5.12) of the example 
rainfields2 (the thin line represents a guide line for a perfect 1:1 fit).

2Only the two smaller scale MM5 rainfall fields were used since they best demonstrate scaling 
behaviour
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Figure 5.11: The conservation of the mean, from the three different data sets.

As can be seen there is a slight tendency for the standard deviation of the new field to
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Figure 5.11: The conservation of the mean, from the three different data sets.

be slightly higher than the original field. This is especially true for fields that display 
a higher initial standard deviation. Even with this caveat it can be seen the statistics 
of the rain field are conserved well.
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Figure 5.12: The conservation of the standard deviation, from the three different data 
sets.
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Figure 5.12: The conservation of the standard deviation, from the three different data 
sets.

This means that this multifractal downscaling scheme is suitable for use in order to 
produce higher resolution rain fields for the propagation forecast engine.

5.3 M on ofracta l in terp o la tion

For some applications it is more convenient to extract the rainfall rate time series at 
a larger grid scale and then perform a temporal interpolation scheme which adds the 
small scale structure. Caution should now be employed in the spatial domain since each 
time series will exhibit a stochastic small structure that will not be properly correlated 
in space.

The procedure presented here is a mono-fractal interpolation scheme. There is signifi
cant evidence to suggest that time series of log-rainfall-rate exhibit mono-fractal scaling 
properties [Paulson, 2004]. Mono-fractal scaling allows us to use a much simpler inter
polation scheme.
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The scheme can be conceptually explained by considering a series of equally spaced 
samples. If new samples axe introduced halfway between two original samples using 
a smooth interpolation scheme there is now a frequency component at the higher fre
quency however it contains little or no power. If we consider the same situation but this 
time the new sample consists of a sample from a normally distributed random variate 
summed with the contribution from the linear interpolation technique. If the random 
variate has a variance of <r2 at the first downscale level and the variance is reduced 
geometrically, it is apparent the power spectral density of the time series will exhibit a 
power law.

Expressed formally, it can be considered that the log-rainfall-rate time series, X,

X  =  {Xi - i  =  0 , . . . , N }  (5.15)

is interpolated with the small scale log rainfall rate time series, Y,

y  = {y<;< = i,...,jv} (5.16)

to produce the time series, Z,  such that:

Z =  { X 0,Y1, X u Y2, . . . , Y n , X n } (5.17)

As discussed previously the value of Y  should be a sample from a zero-mean normally 
distributed random variate summed with the linear interpolation between the two rel
evant points such that:

y  =  i  (Xi - i  +  Xi)  +  (  (5.18)

where £ =  Norm(0, ctq)

This procedure will conserve the mean, i.e. E(X)  =  E(Y)  =  E(Z) ,  and the variance 
is conserved if [Paulson, 2004]:

«702 =  .E(X2) i [ l - p ( l ) ]  (5.19)

Where p( 1) is the autocorrelation at unit lag of the time series, X.  The procedure can 
then be iterated with the £ term evaluated from a normally distributed random variate 
with a variance that geometrically decreases:

It is important to also appreciate that since this is an additive (not multiplicative) 
cascade it should only be applied to individual rain events on an event-by-event basis, 
not to a rainfall rate time series as a whole. An example rainfall rate time series is
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shown in figure 5.13. The time series has been linearly interpolated and interpolated 
using the monofractal interpolation technique, the new stochastic structure is clearly 
evident in the time series.
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(a) Linear interpolation
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Figure 5.13: Monofractal interpolation on an radar derived rainfall rate time series 
22/06/2003 - red crosses denote original radar scans.
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Linear Interpolated Rain Rate time series
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(c) Detail of the monofractal approach

Figure 5.13: Monofractal interpolation on an radar derived rainfall rate time series 
22/06/2003 - red crosses denote original radar scans.

The power spectral density of the rainy part of the time series from figure 5.13 is shown 
in figure 5.14. The linearly interpolated time series displays significantly reduced power 
in the high frequency components as well as the characteristic harmonic pattern from 
the interpolation scheme3.

3It should be noted that since the two time series are not of the same length the PSD of the initial 
time series (with a temporal sampling time of 900 seconds) has been scaled by adding 201og10(900), in 
order to overlay the curves.
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Figure 5.14: The effect of interpolation upon the PSD of rainfall rate time series.

As can be seen this monofractal interpolation scheme produces a stochastic small scale 
structure with a realistic power spectral density whilst conserving the statistics of the 
original time series. Using these techniques it is possible to produce higher resolution 
rainfall rate time series which are suitable for use with the propagation forecast engine.

In this chapter techniques for improving the spatial or temporal resolution of rainfall 
rate estimates have been presented. A multi-fractal spatial downscaling procedure 
has been demonstrated which conserves the probability density of the rainfall field. 
In addition the procedure has been shown to conserve the ensemble power spectral 
density. A mono-fractal temporal interpolation scheme has also been demonstrated, 
this interpolation scheme allows individual rain-events to be downscaled.

These downscaling techniques ensure that the rainfall rate estimates exhibit the correct 
power spectral density. A correct power spectral density ensures that the time series of 
attenuation exhibit the correct dynamic characteristics such as power spectral density 
and fade slope. It should be noted that since the small-scale structure that is introduced
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is stochastic these time series should not be used for forecast systems.
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Chapter 6

Verification of PFE generated 
time series

The Propagation Forecast Engine (PFE) is capable of being reconfigured to produce 
time series for many different link geometries. The aim of this Chapter is to demonstrate 
some example link attenuation time series and attenuation maps. In this Chapter we 
also consider verification of the generated time series.

6.1 Exam ple P F E  outputs

The simplest outputs from the time series generator are multiple-site time series. These 
time series are of interest for network simulation since an unlimited number of spatially 
consistent, time-coincident time series can be created. A set of eight example time- 
coincident time series axe presented in figure 6.1. The meteorological information was 
taken from the real time MM5 forecasts from the model run at the University of Bath1. 
The time series are created at second intervals using monofractal interpolation to down
scale the rainfall rate time series. Each time series is for a 50 GHz circularly polarised 
downlink from a geostationary payload at 2°West.

1To reiterate the data is provided at a 15 minute resolution and the 18 km grid was used for this 
example in order to provide a greater coverage area, which is shown as the dark thick line in figure 
6.1(a)
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Figure 6.1: Example multiple site time-coincident time series, 27/07/2005 00:00UT to 
30/07/2005 00:00UT.
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Figure 6.1: Example multiple site time-coincident time series, 27/07/2005 00:00UT to 
30/07/2005 00:00UT.

These time series demonstrate the ‘slow-fading’ effects from rain, clouds and gas. The 
main rain event enters the simulation area after the end of the first day of simula
tions, the three sites along the southern edge (Bath, Chilbolton and Heathrow) show 
significant cloud fading.

These time series can be extended to create ‘maps’ of attenuation that provide an image 
of the instantaneous link attenuation across a coverage area, for example a satellite spot 
beam footprint. The examples in figure 6.2 show an attenuation map for a 50 GHz link 
to a transponder at 2°West. The first subfigure (a) represents the largest scale domain 
and the black square represents the coverage of the nested domain subfigure (b), in 
this case the first sub-domain. This sub-domain has a smaller coverage area at 6 km 
grid scale. The black square on this image represents the coverage area of the nested 
domain of this subfigure (c). This smallest domain has a grid scale of 2 km.
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Figure 6.2: Example attenuation map on an 18 km grid, 6 km grid and 2 km grid, 
50 GHz link to 2°West, 20/10/2004 - 15:50 UT.
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The northern edge of the largest coverage domain, shown in subfigure (a), demonstrates 
some edge effects from the NWP system. The boundary conditions for this large domain 
only include the mix-ratio for water vapour, yet within the domain the physics derives 
the mix-ratios for many other phases (e.g. cloud-water, cloud-ice, rain-water, graupel 
etc.). This causes a discontinuity around the edges of the outer domain and the only 
action the model can take at these points is to drop the moisture as rain. Caution 
should always be exhibited around the edges of domains and using data from the eight 
grid points of the boundary edges is generally not advised.

In order to examine the effect of the grid scale a close up of the area shown in grey in 
figure 6.2 is shown in figure 6.3 for the three respective grid scales.
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(c) 2 km grid

Figure 6.3: Close-up of example attenuation maps on the 18 km, 6 km and 2 km grids, 
50 GHz link to 2°West, 20/10/2004 - 15:50 UT.

The variation in grid size demonstrated in figure 6.2 show the significant effects of 
reducing grid scales. As the grid scale decreases the line of attenuation becomes more 
defined. On the smallest scale it even becomes visible as two distinct bands such is the 
improvement in the quality of the forecast. This improvement in forecast ‘quality’ and 
the reduction in spatial averaging results in an increase in modelled attenuation of up 
to 10 dB.
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In addition, it is possible to reconfigure the link geometry to provide time series for 
terrestrial point-to-point links such as those used in terrestrial overlay or backhaul 
networks. The main focus of this work has been slant-path finks. The application in 
terrestrial links has been a secondary consideration. Many problems still remain for 
propagation forecasting applied to terrestrial links. However the propagation forecast 
engine in the current state can provide a first-order estimate of the attenuation on such 
finks.

To demonstrate the ability of the forecast engine to forecast fink attenuation on terres
trial fink we consider an experimental fink that has been operating at the University 
of Bath. The TSaR group at the University of Bath operates a 28 km long 32 GHz fink 
for interferometric ray-bending experiments. The transmitter is situated at Blagdon 
(51.3275, -2.7192) and the receiver is situated at the University of Bath. An example 
is taken from the MM5 model on a 6 km grid, the meteorological conditions along the 
slant path are shown in figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4: Meteorological parameters along the example terrestrial path (Blagdon to 
Bath).
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The meteorological conditions axe then used to estimate a specific attenuation using 
the propagation forecasting algorithm (figure 6.5).
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Figure 6.5: Specific attenuation along the example terrestrial path (Blagdon to Bath).

This specific attenuation is then integrated to provide the total link attenuation as 
demonstrated in figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6: The attenuation time series for the example terrestrial link.

6.2 T im e series verifica tion  aga in st IT U -R  long  term  

sta tis t ic s

The time series from the propagation forecast engine should exhibit the correct long 
term statistics. The ITU-R recommendations (as described in section 3.1) can be used 
as an estimate of the ‘correct’ annual CDF. It is worth noting these are average annual 
CDFs and real time series may exhibit a considerable amount of seasonal variation. 
However, the ITU-R recommendations can still provide a good estimate of the ap
proximate attenuation levels to be expected for given link parameters and exceedance 
levels.

Currently the longest continuous set of meteorological data available is a three month 
period of time-coincident UM and NIMROD radar data. This three month period 
covers April, May and June 2004. Time series were calculated for a 50 GHz link to a 
transponder at 2°West. Three locations were investigated at varying latitudes and the
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CDFs axe shown in figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.7: Long term CDF for three locations compared to the ITU-R recommenda
tions.
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Figure 6.7: Long term CDF for three locations compared to the ITU-R recommenda
tions.

It can be seen from figure 6.7 that while there is some variation away from the an
nual ITU-R recommendations there is broad agreement. The ITU-R recommendations 
used do not model the effects of tropospheric scintillation, this results in the ITU-R 
underestimating the attenuation at high exceedances. The time series from the PFE 
covers a three-month period, this is not ideal since the very low exceedances will not 
be statistically valid.

Despite this the forecast engine produces time series that display long term statistics 
that match well with the expected annual statistics. This is the case down to at least 
0.01 % exceedances (about 52minutes a year).

6.3  T im e series verifica tion  aga in st fade slop e  m od els

As discussed in Section 2.7 the second order behaviour of the attenuation time series 
are very important for the design of FMT control systems. Hence, it is very important 
that the time series from the propagation forecast engine display the correct second



order behaviour.

The method for extracting fade slope characteristics from attenuation time series is 
described by van de Kamp [2003], this process was performed on time series from many 
different propagation measurement campaigns and resulted in the fade slope model 
described in Section 2.7.

The time series from April, May and June 2004 that was used to generate the long-term 
statistics for Section 6.2 were processed following the method of van de Kamp [2003, 
1999]. These were then compared to the conditional fade slope probability predicted 
by the van de Kamp model.

The time series is first quantized into 1 dB bins. The standard deviation of the fade 
slope in each attenuation bin should be approximately linear with attenuation level 
[van de Kamp, 2003]. It should be noted that the results presented here are not nor
malised to a clear-sky, while the beacon measurements from van de Kamp [2003] were 
normalised to clear sky therefore demonstrating significant fade slope below the 2dB  
fade level.

Figure 6.8 shows the standard deviation of the fade slope in each attenuation bin, (*), 
and a line-of best-fit derived from a least-mean squares algorithm. As can be seen the 
data shows good agreement with the conclusions of van de Kamp [2003].
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Figure 6.8: The standard deviation of the fade slope in each attenuation bin.
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Figure 6.8: The standard deviation of the fade slope in each attenuation bin.

The probability distribution of the fade slope (dBs-1 ) conditioned by the fade level 
is calculated by binning the fade slope in each attenuation bin into fade slope bins of
0.001 dBs-1 . The result is shown as the thick lines in figure 6.9. The corresponding 
model for the fade slope conditional probability [van de Kamp, 2003] is shown in the 
same figure with a thin line. The attenuation bins have been shown up to 8dB. For 
the available datasets the attenuation bins above 8dB do not contain a statistically 
significant amount of data.
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Figure 6.9: The conditional fade slope probability density in the attenuation bins.

From figure 6.9 it is apparent that the conditional fade slope probability compares well 
to the van de Kamp model. Since the van de Kamp model was derived from beacon 
measurements it is not unreasonable to conclude that the time series demonstrate the 
same fade slope characteristics as beacon measurements.

6 .4  T im e series verifica tion  aga in st G B S  b eacon  m easure

m en ts

Within a propagation forecasting paradigm the comparison between the outputs of the 
time series generator and measurements of EHF beacons is critical. This comparison 
highlights the ability to not only produce time series that demonstrate the correct 
statistics but the ability to correctly resolve individual fade events.

Currently, the only active beacon measurements in the UK that are suitable for propa
gation are being made by the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL). These measure
ments are of the 20.7 GHz beacon on the Global Broadcasting System (GBS) carried
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aboard the US Department of Defence UFO-9 satellite. The geosynchronous satellite 
is at approximately 23°West, however it is on a slightly inclined orbit of approximately 
3° although the ephemeris is not precisely known.

The slightly inclined orbit causes some problems with the beacon measurements. The 
data is post processed at RAL although the time series do still exhibit some residual 
effects. The time series is then filtered to remove the scintillation component using 
the procedure defined by van de Kamp [1999] with a cut-off frequency of 20 mHz. This 
procedure involves performing a FFT and then abruptly removing all the power in the 
components above the cut-off frequency. An inverse FFT is then performed to return 
the data to the time domain.

It is worth noting that these beacons measurements are made at 20.7 GHz, this is at 
the very bottom of the Ka- band. At this frequency the model is unable to demonstrate 
its ability to model deep cloud induced fading and very large rain fades.

6.4.1 H istorical comparisons

The model was run with the UM and NIMROD data and the output was compared to 
the receivers at Sparsholt and Chilbolton in southern England. The comparison for a 
twelve-day period in October 2004 is shown in figure 6.10. It can be seen that there is 
broad agreement between the two time series.

The UM and radar meteorological data is provided at a 15 minute resolution. This 
time resolution is too coarse to resolve many events and shows evidence of spatial and 
temporal averaging. To minimise the effect of the temporal averaging, the beacon data 
has been filtered with a 15 minute block-average filter. This is not mathematically 
rigorous (since the attenuation is not linearly related to the rainfall rate) and does not 
completely mitigate the effects. However, this process is sufficient to allow a coarse 
comparison. A close-up of one day is included in figure 6.11.

There are several effects that may introduce errors in the output of the time series 
model that lead to differences between the beacons measurements and the output of 
the model. The meteorological estimates from NWP systems suffer from spatial and 
temporal averaging (in this case the highest resolution information is at a temporal 
resolution of 15 minutes and spatial grid squares of 5 km). This averaging results in 
the possibility of temporal shifting or fade depth errors when compared to the beacon 
measurements. The structure and organisation of rainfall and raindrops varies greatly 
from event to event which results in variations in the vertical profile of the attenuation
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Figure 6.10: Comparisons of 20.7 GHz beacon measurements and the time series gen
erator (15 minute intervals).

and variation of the drop size distribution. Whilst precautions have been taken to 
reduce these effects (for example the use of the showery and widespread versions of the 
Leitao-Watson rain attenuation model) they cannot be completely eliminated and will 
manifest themselves as fade depth errors.

From the close-up shown in figure 6.11 several effects are evident. The main event at 
21:00 is modelled well although the small-scale structure is lost due to the inability to 
resolve very small-scale rain structure and drop size variations. In the early afternoon, 
between 15:00 and 18:00, we identify two rain events which are also evident in the 
beacon measurements. However, these are shifted temporally most likely due to the 
spatio-temporal resolution of the datasets.

The attenuation event between 09:00 and 12:00 is very poorly modelled in both depth 
and time. This rain event has been poorly modelled by the NWP system and poorly 
resolved by the radar system. This is also most likely a resolution error or an abnormal 
weather event, e.g. heavily convective, with supercooled liquid above the melting layer,
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Figure 6.11: Close-up of the comparisons of 20.7 GHz beacon measurements and the 
time series generator (15 minute intervals).

etc.

These comparisons have been performed with historical NWP data, of more interest 
within a forecasting environment is the performance of the propagation forecast engine 
with forecast NWP data. Using the ‘real-time’ MM5 NWP system at the University 
of Bath (for more information on this model see Appendix D) it is possible to get 
an appreciation of the forecast accuracy. It is also worth noting that the real time 
system has no observational nudging, therefore it is possible to significantly improve 
the forecast accuracy of the NWP technique.

6.4.2 Forecast com parisons

The data from April 2005 was used to validate the forecast performance. This NWP 
data is produced at hourly intervals and time series were compared with the receivers 
at both Sparsholt and Chilbolton. The forecasts from the NWP system are provided
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for the day of the NWP execution (‘today’), the day after the forecast run (‘+24H’) 
and the day after that (‘+48H’).

Figures 6.12 and 6.13 show the performance of the forecast system. Note that the 
beacon measurements are shown with a different vertical scale. Since the forecasts are 
made on a day-by-day basis the forecast attenuation is not joined to form a continuous 
time series but separated into discrete daily predictions.
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Figure 6.12: The ability of the propagation forecast engine to predict the attenuation 
of a 20.7 GHz beacon signal - Sparsholt receiver April 2005.
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Figure 6.13: The ability of the propagation forecast engine to predict the attenuation 
of a 20.7 GHz beacon signal - Chilbolton receiver April 2005.
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The forecast system typically underestimates the attenuation that is observed. The 
most likely cause of this is temporal averaging (since the attenuation is predicted at 
an hourly resolution), despite this it can be seen that the ability to resolve fade events 
is still good. In order to provide a more meaningful comparison the beacon data is 
block averaged over an hour. Figures 6.14 and 6.15 repeat the forecast data with the 
averaged beacon measurements. It should be noted that all the figures are now on the 
same vertical scale.
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Figure 6.14: The ability of the propagation forecast engine to predict the block averaged 
attenuation of a 20.7 GHz beacon signal - Sparsholt receiver April 2005.
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Figure 6.15: The ability of the propagation forecast engine to predict the block averaged 
attenuation of a 20.7 GHz beacon signal - Chilbolton receiver April 2005.



In order to provide an estimation of the accuracy for attenuation levels at the higher 
frequency within the Ka- band, the slant path attenuation for the same period was 
calculated with the frequency increased to 40.7 GHz. This is shown in figure 6.16.

OxO

0.2 0 .4 0.6
2 0 .7  G H z  lin k  atten u ation  (d B )

Figure 6.16: Coarse attenuation scaling for the GBS forecasted data, Chilbolton, ‘x’, 
and Sparsholt, ‘o’, receivers - April 2005.

Estimates of the attenuation scaling are shown in in table 6.1, assuming a least mean 
squares linear regression. This shows that a correct prediction of an attenuation level 
of 2dB at 20.7 GHz is roughly comparable to a correct prediction of an attenuation 
level of 7dB at 40.7 GHz.
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Table 6.1: Coarse attenuation scaling for the GBS forecasted data - April 2005.
Link Attenuation (dB)
20.7 GHz 40.7 GHz

0.25 0.873
0.50 1.769
0.75 2.664
1.00 3.559
1.25 4.454
1.50 5.349
1.75 6.244
2.00 7.139

6.4.3 Forecast skill

Within an operational ‘tactical’ forecasting system the ability to predict the exceedance 
of a particular attenuation level is of critical importance. To evaluate the ability of the 
propagation forecast model to perform this task it is possible to examine the forecast 
as a problem with a binary outcome, e.g. does the link attenuation exceed 2 dB? From 
this point a contingency table can be constructed as in table 6.2.

Table 6.2: Example contingency table for a binary categorical forecast.

Event forecast Event observed
Yes No

Yes
No

Hit (a) 
Miss (c)

False alarm (b) 
Correct rejection (d)

In order to evaluate some statistics and draw conclusions of the forecast ability some 
parameters must be defined in terms of the contingency table variables (a, 6, c and d).

The first two metrics are the hit ratio, H , and the false-alarm ratio, F, these are simple 
metrics to understand and need little explanation:

a +  c

F  =

The other simple metric is the base rate, s, this is the probability

(6 .1)

(6 .2)

of the phenomena
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occurring i.e.,
a +  C (a o\s = -----     (6.3)

cl b c d

Prom this point we can now define some forecast metrics. Caution should always 
be exhibited with the use of individual ‘skill-scores’ in isolation and several different 
metrics should always be used to try provide a thorough examination of the forecast 
characteristics [Jolliffe and Stephenson, 2003]. It is also important to recognise that 
these binary skill scores punish temporal errors twice since the error causes a miss 
followed by a false alarm (or vice versa).

The most commonly used skill score is the equitable threat score (ETS) (also known 
as the Gilbert skill score) and this is defined as:

« Of   OfT / .
ETS = ------------ r------  (6.4)

a — ar +  o +  c

where,
a , =  (« +  » H «  +  e) (6.5)

cl b  c -\- d

represents the number of hits expected from pure chance. This score highlights the 
ability for the forecast system to provide forecasts that are better than a random 
chance. The score ranges from — |  to 1 where 0 represents ‘no-skill’.

The ETS at various attenuation exceedances is shown in figure 6.17 for both the 
Sparsholt and Chilbolton receivers. As can be seen the forecast engine scores higher 
for the Chilbolton site than the Sparsholt site. Since the sites are relatively close, this 
is likely due to one of three factors:

1. The analysis was performed upon a relatively short time series. This could be 
proved by taking longer time series in excess of a year to provide a more rigorous 
example.

2. The attenuation has been block averaged in order to simulate the effect of a large 
temporal step size. It is possible that short differences in the rain arrival time at 
the two sites caused significant differences in the block averaged time series.

3. Differences in the beacon receivers (or indeed the post processing to remove the 
orbit inclination) which would affect the receivers independently.

Of these factors the most likely reason will be the first.

There are several other effects that are shown in figure 6.17 worthy of note. It can be
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seen that as the forecast length increases, the ETS reduces quite dramatically. This 
can be explained since the MM5 model with no observational nudging is very good at 
resolving prognostic variables out to 72 hours. However, beyond about 26 hours it is 
poor at resolving rain at the accuracy required for it not be significantly penalised by 
the ETS2.

C h ilb o lton  Sparsholt

0.2

0.15

H
W

0.05

0 0.5 1

T oday
+24H
+48H

0.2

0.15

0.05

0 0.5 1
A ttenuation  E xceed a n ce  (d B ) A ttenuation  E x ceed a n ce  (d B )

Figure 6.17: The equitable threat score (ETS) of the GBS beacon predictions.

The ETS, as defined in equation 6.4, can be rearranged in terms of the base rate thus:

H - F
ETS =

1 -sH  , F ( l —a)  
1 —a a

(6.6)

As the base rate, s, becomes small the first term in the denominator tends to one 
whilst the second term becomes very large. This results in the ETS becoming small 
independently of the hit rate. In essence, the ETS measure is biased for statistically 
rare events.

2This is true of all systems that use no observational nudging, for more information see Appendix
D
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In order to provide a skill score that does not become small for small base rates the 
extreme dependency score (EDS) can be used. The EDS does not tend to zero for rare 
events where the base rate is small. In addition it is not explicitly dependent on the 
bias and is a very reliable measure of the skill for ‘extreme forecasts’ [Stephenson, 2005, 
Coles et al., 1999]. The extreme dependency score is defined as:

EDS =   ̂logl0 ( a+fe+c+d ) _  1 
l°glo( a+b+c+d)

The forecast engine performance is evaluated as an EDS and is shown in figure 6.18. 
This provides a much more constant skill score, with the Chilbolton predictions still 
performing slightly better than those for Sparsholt. However, the performance for the 
prediction for the +24H is much more comparable to that for the day of the forecast 
whilst the +48H forecast is still poor. To put this skill score in context, table 6.3 
contains the extreme dependency score for a number of NWP systems.

Table 6.3: Example EDS scores for several different NWP techniques.

Model Name Organisation Rainfall rate threshold
5 mm /  day 10 mm /  day

Hirlam Finnish Meteorological 
Institute

0.55 0.47

Lokal Modell LM Deutsche Wetterdienst 0.61 0.59
Unified Model UK Met Office 0.72 0.66
Aladin Meteo France 0.61 0.56

As can be seen the skill score of the forecasting technique is typically of an order 
comparable to that of NWP techniques rain prediction capability. This is an important 
conclusion since this infers that the propagation forecasting technique does not add 
significantly to the errors beyond those typically associated with NWP systems.

The final skill metrics that are used are the false alarm and hit ratios. These are shown 
in figure 6.19. It can be seen that there is a significant decay in skill over the duration 
of the +48H forecast. The relative operating characteristic (ROC) plot is also shown 
in figure 6.19. This is a plot of false alarm ratio versus the hit ratio. As can be seen 
from these plots at relatively high attenuations (for this example) the false alarm ratio 
is very low whilst the hit ratio is considerable higher. This indicates that the main 
causes of errors are missed events rather than false alarms. This is to be expected with 
a temporal resolution of 1 hour and no observational nudging for the NWP system. In 
this configuration the forecast will be unable to resolve small scale rain events.

At low attenuations the separation between the hit rate and the false alarm ratio are
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Figure 6.18: The extreme dependency score (EDS) of the GBS beacon predictions.

relatively constant (although as previously discussed they are still implicitly tied to the 
base rate). This relatively constant separation enhances the conclusion that the skill 
score should be relatively constant.
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Figure 6.19: The hit rate and false alarm characteristics of the propagation forecast 
engine.
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Chapter 7

Network-centric simulations

This chapter is dedicated to the design of a network simulator for VS AT networks. This 
network simulator can be used to demonstrate the use of time-coincident time series 
for multiple sites. It is important to understand that it is impossible to perform simu
lations for all possible network configurations. The problem space is massive in terms 
of number of receivers, carrier frequency and other link characteristics, transponder 
bandwidth, link protocols, MAC schemes etc.

The network simulations performed for this chapter consider what could be described 
as a typical future network design. The network configuration is discussed in section 
7.3.

These simulations consider the availability of a network affected by rain, clouds and 
atmospheric gases since the simulation only considers the network performance to be 
finked purely to signal power. In order to fully assess the performance of the network 
it should be finked to the ratio of energy per bit to the spectral noise density 
and encapsulate the increase in the noise power cause by a warm attenuating media, 
such as clouds and rain.

7.1 O pnet sim ulator

Initial simulations were performed using the OPNET simulation tool (version 9.1). This 
tool is primarily for IP based network configuration and originally for wired communi
cations. The system has been improved with the addition of a wireless radio module. 
The wireless module creates a ‘radio-pipeline’ that joins a radio transmitter that has a
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packet to send, with all radio receivers within the simulation environment.

The first simulations that were performed were based upon a full DVB-S protocol 
stack. However, this quickly becomes very unsuitable for the sort of ‘long term’ (of 
the order of days rather than minutes) simulation that is required. A more suitable 
simulation type is a high level simulation with a reduced protocol stack. For example, 
the contents of a data bit stream is not (generally) important. At the transport layers 
the data is repackaged, scrambled and interleaved to a degree that it can be assumed 
to be a constant rate ‘random’ data stream.

The initial high-level simulations attempted to characterise a simple satellite broadcast 
environment. The overview of the transmitter is shown in figure 7.1. The transmitter 
was designed as a single DVB multiplex made of eight packetised elementary streams 
(PES). The PES can consist of any data packaged as MPEG-2 transport packets. There 
are well defined protocols for such packing, one of the most common protocol is the 
Multi-Protocol Encapsulation (MPE) scheme. Several of these PES are then combined 
to form a Transport Stream Multiplex (TS-MUX) which is then placed into the radio 
pipeline.

Provides PES a t a d e s ig n a te d  b it ra te  
w ith a d e s ig n a te d  s tream  id num ber.

M ultiplexes several PES to  p rovide a 
TS-MUX a t  a d e s ig n a te d  MUX bit rate.

M odula tes th e  TS-MUX to  th e  given 
freq u en cy  an d  p laces th is o n to  th e  
radio p ipelines.

W ireless subsystem

PES1 PES2 PES5PES4PES3 PES7PES6PESO

TX ANT

MUX

Figure 7.1: The initial high-level design for a transmitter for an Opnet simulation of a 
simple broadcast DVB network.

The simplified radio pipeline as used for this project is shown in figure 7.2. This 
pipeline is executed for every packet that is sent; each receiver has it’s own individual 
pipeline joining every transmitter. Several of the pipeline stages were assumed to be 
constant over the coverage area which reduced the calculation time in the pipeline, for 
example, antenna gains, propagation delay and interference noise were assumed to be 
constant. The attenuation time series for each receiver is loaded at the initialisation 
of the network simulation, and the fade level from the time series is added to the free 
space path loss calculated in the received power stage.
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Figure 7.2: A simplified radio pipeline for four receivers.

The space segment can be modelled using a simple bent pipe architecture1, as seen in 
figure 7.3. This was placed in a geostationary orbit and simply takes the uplink off a 
radio pipeline and places it back into a downlink pipeline.

Wireless subsystem Wireless subsystem

ANTANT

Figure 7.3: The bent pipe satellite architecture.

Each receiver is an instance of the very simple receiver shown in figure 7.4. This simply 
takes the downlink off the radio pipeline, retrieves the requested PES in the TS-MUX 
and logs and then sinks the packet.

1 Typically systems working at Ka-band and above require some on-board processing (OBP) in order 
to provide quality of service however as a simple first approximation this was not considered
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Wireless subsystem

DMUX LOGRXANT

Figure 7.4: The receiver architecture used in the initial Opnet simulations.

These models were configured with each of the eight PES configured with a 2 Mbps 
channel rate, with a carrier frequency 48.2 GHz for the uplink and 39.5 GHz for the 
downlink. The system was configured using a static link budget in order to provide 
a clear sky fade margin of 8dB. An example time series for one receiver is shown in 
figure 7.5. This figure shows the received SNR and the throughput of both the entire 
TS-MUX and the PES to which the receiver was tuned.

(a) Received SNR

* 13.

(b) Throughput

Figure 7.5: The results of the simple Opnet simulation.
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With just two receivers this simulation takes in excess of 2 days of computing time2. 
Using the Opnet performance meter it is possible to estimate the length of time that 
higher density receiver simulations would take; these estimates are shown in table 7.1. 
It can be seen that for a month of computing time it is only possible to simulate an 
11 receiver network for 1 day with a very simple broadcast network with no return 
channel, fade mitigation technique or resource management scheme.

Table 7.1: Estimated simulation times for the simple Opnet simulation

Number of receivers Simulation time (days)
1 1.31
2 2.59
3 4.03
4 5.91
8 15.86
11 29.97
20 72.45
25 93.88

Given this poor scaling we conclude the Opnet simulation package is not suitable for 
high level network simulations such as those required for this project.

7.2 Bespoke network sim ulator

In order to provide a flexible efficient simulation environment a high level network 
simulator was built using Matlab. The system was designed to be able to simulate 
many FMT or resource allocation schemes at once; this allows the performance of 
various different FMT techniques to be compared over one link attenuation time series. 
The system is designed to be able to simulate proactive FMT /  resource management 
strategies. In order to create an efficient simulation environment no high-level network 
layers are included, since at the transport layer each packet appears to be full of a 
binary symmetric random data stream. The system does also not simulate a full MAC 
layer, some of the tasks of the MAC layer are still required and these are included.

The propagation forecast engine creates two attenuation time series, one for the pur
poses of fade timetabling which has no scintillation component (denoted the ‘forecast 
time series’); the other time series is used to simulate the channel conditions (denoted 
the ‘attenuation time series’) which includes the scintillation component. It is possible 
to introduce errors into the forecast time series in order to investigate the effects of an

2Using a Windows workstation (2.8 GHz Pentium 4 with 512 MB of RAM)
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incorrect propagation forecast.

Link a t te n u a tio n
tim e  se ries for all receiver locations 
w ith  n o  sc in tillation  c o m p o n e n t.

Link a t te n u a tio n  
tim e  series for all receiver locations 

w ith  scin tillation  c o m p o n e n t.

P red icted  tim e  se ries for 
resou rce  allocation  sc h em eLink tim e  series

N etw ork
sim ulato r

Fade tim e ta b le

R esource 
allocation  /  FMT 
config for sim  1

Identify  netw o rk  
o u ta g e s

Resource 
allocation  /  FMT 
config  for sim  N

In troduce
poss ib le
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Engine

C o m p u te  FMT s ta te  over e n tire  tim e  series

I te ra te  s im ulation  tim e

C reate  resu lts v ec to r

Figure 7.6: The overview of the bespoke network simulation.

Once the time series have been passed to the network simulator the time series are 
converted to a ‘FMT level’. This level is a classification of the fade level, and is
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discussed in later sections.

The next process is to analyse the forecast time series and construct a fade time table. 
This defines the time and length of forecasted fade events that can not be combated 
using the FMT techniques. These forecasted fade events indicate times where the link 
will be dropped.

After this preparation the system can then begin to step through the simulation time. 
At each time step the FMT and the resource management is configured and then the 
simulation step is performed. The results and statistics for that step are then saved 
and the process is iterated for the length of the simulation.

7.3 Configuration

This section is dedicated to the network configuration for the simulation system. As 
discussed previously there are so many different network configurations it is impossible 
to simulate all possible networks. A generic network has been designed around a 
typical DVB-RCS network (ETSI standard 102 402). The system uses two 36 MHz 
transponders, one for uplink and another downlink. A QPSK modulation scheme with 
a root-raised-cosine roll-off filter a =  0.35 results in a transponder bit rate of:

B  36 x 106 ,
Rsb  =  ;------  = -------- — «  26.5 MBaud1 +  a  1 +  0.35

=  26.5 x 106 x 2 =  53M bps (7.1)

The system is simplified by assuming that all data is sent in MPEG-2 transport pack
ets3. These consist of 204 bytes, of which 187 bytes are data with the remaining 17 bytes 
used for header and sync bytes. This results in 32,475 packets second-1 which are avail
able for the fink.

The carrier frequencies are 48.2 GHz for the uplink and 39.5 GHz for the downlink. The 
link budget is considered purely by the fade margin at the terminal. Each terminal has 
a minimum bandwidth of 1 Mbps which is required for the service to function. Each 
terminal also has a total desired bandwidth of 2 Mbps which can be used to provide 
either a better QoS (e.g., higher bit rate video codecs) or value added services.

Three different types of network are now considered: a traditional network, a simple 
network and a complex network.

3MPEG-2 transport packets are typically packaged into a packetised elementary stream (PES) which 
are then multiplexed together to construct the transport stream
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7.3.1 Traditional system

In this work we have defined a traditional system as one that has no form of FMT. 
There is no power control or changes of code rate. The power is defined with a cleax-sky 
fade margin of 7dB. Using the ITU-R recommendations (see section 3.1) as described 
previously this fade margin results in a 99% available uplink and a 99.9% available 
downlink.

The coding for DVB-S and DVB-RCS systems is a variant of the JPL deep space code 
and is essentially two concatenated codes. The outer code is a shortened version of 
the systematic Reed-Soloman (255,239) code whilst the inner code is a punctured rate 
\  constraint length seven code with possible code rates of | ,  |  and | .  The
performance of the DVB decoder is defined in ETSI 300 421 standard. Annex D of 
this standard describes an example signal-to-noise ratio required for each code rate to 
get ‘quasi-error-free’ QEF performance4. The example SNR is shown in table 7.2 for 
an example system which is close to the one described in this chapter.

Table 7.2: Required at the input to the RS decoder for QEF after RS decoder.
Code rate SNR required Packet Efficiency

1/2 4.1 dB 61.0%
2/3 5.8 dB 68.7%
3/4 6.8 dB 73.4 %
5/6 7.8 dB 78.7%
7/8 8.4 dB 81.6%

This system does not have the ability to change code rates, however when the system 
is deployed the code rate can be chosen from the set in table 7.2. Since there is no 
significant on-board-processing the terminals can only be allocated the minimum data 
rate.

7.3.2 Sim ple instantaneous reactive FM T system s

The simple FMT system uses the traditional system explained in the previous section 
but with the added protection of two FMT techniques. The first is 7dB of power 
control which is deployed to achieve the highest data rate possible at all times.

The system also has the ability to change the code rate in order to provide the most 
appropriate code rate for the propagation conditions. The data rate is chosen from

4This is defined as an error ratio of 10-11
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those in table 7.2 depending upon the fade level. The number of time slots a terminal 
is allocated is no longer constant since the efficiency varies with the code rate. Hence, 
the system requires an adaptive TDMA and associated resource allocation schemes. 
This is also the case since the system will attempt to allocate any ‘spare’ bandwidth 
to terminals for the extra services.

The high level bandwidth allocation is performed using the procedure shown in figure 
7.7.

Iterate  the  

sim ulation  

tim e

Allocate all terminals their minimum  
bandwidth based upon requirement 

divided by packet efficiency

Calculate the number of slots required for 
each terminal to  get the extra desired' 

bandwidth as requirement divided 
by packet efficiency

Terminals are allocated the extra slots in order 
o f th e current fade state, th ose with a better 
link are allocated the extra bandwidth first, 

until the transponder is full or all 
terminals are served

If th e  term ina l is fad ed  this 
allocation is zero

If th e  term in a l is fad ed  this 

allocation  is zero

Figure 7.7: Overview of the bandwidth allocation procedure for the simple FMT net
work.

This procedure attempts to ensure that all terminals are allocated their minimum 
allocations and the extra bandwidth is allocated in preference to those with a good 
link. In essence this ensures that the maximum number of terminals can be allocated 
the extra ‘desirable’ bandwidth [Kreuer and Schmidt, 1994].

Essentially this system aims to provide the best possible service to as many terminals 
as possible whilst maintaining a lower quality of service for those terminals that are 
undergoing a fade.

7.3.3 Sim ple FM T  system s w ith  an A -T D M A  tim e diversity system

This more complex system allows the network control centre (NCC) to use the fore
casted fade timetable to identify incoming fades and provide content earlier than it is 
required in order to ‘buffer-up’ terminals which have a fade approaching. This proce
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dure follows the previous system but allocates any remaining bandwidth for terminals 
to exploit time diversity techniques. This extra bandwidth is allocated by exploiting 
concepts from game theory.

The principles from game theory allow a framework where terminals can *bargain’ for 
bandwidth, in this case the term bandwidth is reflected as the bartering for TDM A 
time slots. The bargaining occurs within a framework that ensures that the results are 
fair and optimal.

The initial work on game theory was performed by Von Neumann and Morgenstern 
[1944] and Nash [1950]. This work was to provide insight into economic problems such 
as state trading between two nations or negotiations between employer and labour 
union. The game theoretic framework can be broken down using some simple defini
tions.

The Nash bargaining solution will be, by definition, a Pareto-optimal point. Formally 
a Pareto-optimal point is a point where, if all possible bargaining points form a set 
U then the point u € U is Pareto-optimal if for each v € U,v > u, then v =  u 
[Yaiche et al., 2000a]. More practically a Pareto-optimal point can be regarded as a 
point where it is impossible to find another point which offers better performance for all 
players (in this case terminals). Any deviation from this point means that at least one 
terminal will suffer a reduction in performance. In general, in a game with N  players 
the Pareto-optimal points form an N  — 1 dimension hypersurface.

For non-trivial problems (i.e. games with more than two players) there are a theoreti
cally infinite number of Pareto-optimal points, however not all of these Pareto-optimal 
points correspond to Nash bargaining solutions. A point in the set of possible solutions 
can be regarded as a Nash bargaining solution if it follows several constraints:

•  The solution is Pareto-optimal

•  The solution satisfies the linearity axiom

• The solution satisfies the irrelevant alternatives axiom

•  The solution satisfies the symmetry axiom.

The last three requirements are the axioms of fairness. These provide a rigorous math
ematical framework for what can be regarded as ‘fair’. This fairness can be described 
as a situation in which no individual class or terminal is unfairly denied access to the 
network or overly penalised [Mazumdar et al., 1991].
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The linearity axiom property of the solution ensures that the solution does not change 
if the objectives are scaled linearly. This means if the amount the terminals are willing 
to ‘pay’ for bandwidth are all scaled linearly the solution point will not change.

The irrelevant alternatives axiom property states the Nash bargaining point for a larger 
set of strategies is the same as that of the smaller game if the Nash bargaining point is 
a valid point for the smaller game. In our application this is the effect of adding new 
terminals to the problem. However, for the Nash bargaining point to be a valid point 
in the new larger problem the added terminals must have zero bandwidth requirement 
and zero value of that bandwidth. This axiom represents a slightly trivial mathematical 
legacy from the game theory applications.

The symmetry property states that the bargaining point does not depend on the specific 
labels. This infers that terminals with the same initial points and same objectives will 
achieve the same performance at the Nash bargaining solution.

In trivial examples terminals can each value their bandwidth allocation by the same 
amount. In effect the bandwidth demand is the allocation value to the terminal. In 
more complicated systems the value that each terminal gives their bandwidth allocation 
can be a function of the type of traffic, current propagation environment and possible 
future fade timetable.

In these more complicated systems the aim of the network control centre is to allocate 
the bandwidth in such a way that the sum of the amount the serviced terminals are 
prepared to ‘pay’ is maximised and the axioms of fairness are satisfied.

In the simulated network system an approach to the allocation of the bandwidth follows 
a procedure which allocates bandwidth at a Nash bargaining solution [Yai'che et al., 
2000a,b]. This procedure has been shown to achieve a Pareto-optimal point and satisfy 
the axioms of fairness.

The procedure is defined such that each terminal, i, calculates the value of the extra 
bandwidth they require, % , as a function of the length of the forecasted fade currently 
unbuffered, fd, and the time until the forecasted fade starts, f s, such:

(7.2)

Essentially, the total value is a sum of the value for individual fades, /, for a time in 
the future such that there are N  fades. This is demonstrated graphically in figure 7.8 
for three terminals. It is typical that the buffer action of the network is constrained



to some time ahead, denoted the ‘lookahead-time’. This has the effect of limiting the 
buffer size requirement. All of the simulations have been performed with a lookahead 
time of 1 hour which results in a maximum buffer requirement of just around 430 MB5. 
However fades in excess of 1 hour can not be completely buffered. The trade-off between 
buffer size and the length of the maximum fade must be considered a network specific 
parameter. In essence further increasing an already very large problem space.

The resulting bandwidth values for the three terminals shown in figure 7.8 can be seen:

Vbl(t) = /rill _j_ /ri!2 
fsll fsl2

(7.3)

Vb2(t) =
Sd21 fd22
fs21 fs22

(7.4)

m ( t )  =
/ri31
/s31

(7.5)

t+" lo o k a h e a d ' d is ta n c e

te rm in a  1
u n b u ffe re d
fa d e  le n g th

term in a l 2
u n b u ffe re d
fa d e  le n g th

te rm in a l 3 
u n b u ffe re d  
f a d e  le n g th

tim e

Figure 7.8: A diagram demonstrating the approach used to calculate the value of extra 
bandwidth for three terminals.

It can be seen that as an unbuffered fade approaches the current time, t , the value 
of the bandwidth increases very quickly, since Vbi(t) is effectively the tangent of the 
geometric angle between the time (distance) to the fade and the unbuffered depth.

A number of spare time slots, B , are then allocated to the terminals following the 
simple pro-rata form:

Bi(t) =  • (7.6)
2-̂ i— 1 vbi\t)

’1 M bps x 3600 secs in an hour -f- 8 bits per byte 10242 bytes per MB
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where Bi(t) is the allocation to the i-th terminal.

The aim of this system is to use the maximum bandwidth that the system has available 
in order to provide as high a service availability to as many terminals as possible.

7.4  R esu lts

It should be noted the results presented in this chapter are only valid for the ‘high- 
level’ networks described in the previous sections. Changes to the network parameters 
will produce different results. The solution space for the infinite number of different 
networks and configuration is so massive that it is impossible to simulate a ‘generic’ 
network that is representative of all network configurations. This section describes the 
results for the networks defined previously and demonstrates the use of both historical 
multiple-site time-coincident time series and an application of forecast time series.

The network consists of 19 terminals deployed over the UK and Eire as in figure 7.9. 
Each terminal has a minimum requirement of 1 Mbps and a desired requirement of 
2 M bps.

w

Figure 7.9: The terminal locations used for the simulations.
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The simulations were performed over a selection of nine days from June 2003. Since 
the simulation procedure is still a lengthy procedure a selection of days which were 
considered to be a good sample of the month were used as a proxy for the entire 
month.

7.4.1 Traditional system

The ‘network availability’ (which is the average of the terminal availabilities) of the 
traditional system over individual simulation days is shown in the bar charts in figure 
7.10. The crosses represent the individual terminal availability over that day.
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Figure 7.10: The performance of the ‘traditional’ network for the five different code 
rate configurations.
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Figure 7.10: The performance of the ‘traditional’ network for the five different code 
rate configurations.

Figure 7.11 shows the information from figure 7.10 redrawn in terms of packet efficiency 
(as a metric for the code rate). The solid lines represent the ‘network availability’ and 
the stars represent the individual terminals.

100

. cr3

Packet Efficiency (%)

Figure 7.11: The performance of the ‘traditional’ network with varying packet efficiency.
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This provides the expected result; the network availability increases with decreasing 
packet efficiency but there are some individual terminals that do not achieve signifi
cantly high availabilities. Indeed, by helping these terminals achieve the slightly higher 
(but ultimately still poor) availabilities the efficiency of the entire network is dramati
cally decreased. The terminals which are not significantly faded are forced to operate 
with poor packet efficiency. This results in poor network efficiency and ‘wasted’ network 
resource (in this case bandwidth).

7.4.2 Sim ple FM T system s

This system introduces the adaptive code rate as described previously. It is important 
to understand that this system will not improve the total availability when compared 
to the \  code rate from the traditional system. However, using this procedure it is 
possible to achieve these availabilities with a much lower bandwidth requirement.

Figure 7.12 shows the number of time slots per second required to supply the 1 Mbps 
minimum bandwidth requirement to all terminals. This is for no fade mitigation tech
niques applied (dashed line) when configured with the \  rate code. The thin sold line is 
the number of slots per second required to provide a minimum requirement of 1 Mbps 
but a desirable requirement of 2 Mbps (as described in section 7.3.2). The thick solid 
line represents the total number of slots available on the transponder per second. The 
histogram on each plot shows the distribution of the bit rate provided to each terminal 
over the day.
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Figure 7.12: The improvement in the bandwidth requirement for the simple FMT system
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As can be seen, by varying the code-rate to the most appropriate configuration at any 
instant in time, the desirable bandwidth (2 Mbps) can be provided to most terminals. 
In providing this a small increase in network throughput is required over that to provide 
a minimum service (1 Mbps) to the same number of terminals in the traditional system. 
In essence the network provision has been doubled for a small increase in the amount 
of data packets required.

The histograms also show that few terminals axe being provided with their minimum 
capacity and most terminals are being provided with the highest level of service. How
ever, the terminal availabilities are still fairly low. There are still fades that axe so deep 
they can not be combated using ‘instantaneous’ FMTs, this results in the availabilities 
shown in figure 7.13.

simple FMT system
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Figure 7.13: The availability of the network configured with simple FMTs.

7.4.3 Sim ple FM T system s w ith  an A -T D M A  tim e diversity system

In order to improve the terminal availabilities a time diversity system is implemented 
allowing terminals to receive content before it is required. In essence this can be used 
to provide a service availability in excess of the link availability. Typically, there will 
always be fades that axe too deep to correct with an instantaneous FMT technique.

simple FMT system

W M  ¥ —*̂— *

03 04 06 08 09 10
Date -  June 2003

22 23 26
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In this configuration the terminals bargain for the spare capacity using the game theo
retic framework previously described. In this instance it is assumed that the forecast is 
perfect i.e. the forecasted time series is simply the link time series with no scintillation 
component.

However the forecast time series includes a 2dB scintillation fade margin. Since the 
scintillation component is random it is impossible to predict instantaneously and hence 
the only way to combat scintillation fading is to introduce a small fade margin.

In order to illustrate the procedure, figure 7.14 shows the results for one terminal on 
one day. Figure 7.14(a) shows the link attenuation and the forecasted time series, since 
the forecast is assumed to be perfect these time series correlate well. Figure 7.14(b) 
shows the code rate that the link is configured to use, both as a forecasted level and as 
an actual level. A state of 0 represents the |  code through to state 4 representing the 

 ̂ code, and a state of 5 represents a fade that can not be combated instantaneously.

Figure 7.14(c) shows the number of slots per second that are allocated to the terminal, 
both for ‘data’ which provides the direct content, and the allocation for ‘buffering’ 
which provides the content during fink outages. One particular interesting point in 
this figure is the buffer allocation at 13:00. The system is configured to run from the 
buffer as there is a forecasted fade, however the terminal is able to detect it has the 
ability to connect to the network allowing further buffer data to be streamed to the 
terminal, whilst still providing content from the buffer. The terminal will not switch 
back to direct content provision since the link can be considered to be poor because of 
the forecasted fade.

The terminal buffer content level is shown in figure 7.14(d). This shows the provision 
from both the direct content and the buffered content. This also demonstrates one 
problem with this technique. The system requires the forecasted time series includes 
a scintillation fade margin. In many cases the terminal is assumed to be in a ‘worst’ 
code rate state than it is, so is allocated more slots than it technically requires. This 
results in each packet having a greater data capacity than expected which results in a 
greater provision than is strictly required.
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Figure 7.14: An example of the time diversity system.

The goal of this system is to improve upon the system availability and to demonstrate 
the improvement in the availability of individual terminals. Figure 7.15 is a scatter 
plot of the daily outage with and without time diversity for each of the terminals.
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Figure 7.15: The improvement in the availability for a system with time diversity over 
a system with no time diversity.

As can be seen there is a drastic reduction in the terminal outages, for example the 
terminal which had an outage of just over 10% of the day (~145 minutes) has had 
that outage reduced to around 5% (~65 minutes). Also of interest is the transponder 
throughput in packets per second. Figure 7.16 shows the number of packets per second 
required to supply the 1 Mbps minimum bandwidth requirement to all terminals with 
no fade mitigation techniques (dashed line) configured with the  ̂ rate code. The thin 
solid line is the number of packets per second required for the simple FMT to provide 
the 2 Mbps desired bandwidth (with no time diversity). The thick solid line represents 
the total number of packets available on the transponder per second. The red line 
shows the number of packets that are required to provide the time diversity technique.
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As can be seen the increase in the number of packets required is relatively small, whilst 
the increase in the availability (decrease in outage) is significant. This demonstrates 
the level of improvement that is possible from this sort of time diversity technique. This 
simulation assumes that it is possible to perfectly predict the link attenuation with one 
second accuracy, this is evidently not the case. The impact of this is discussed in the 
following sections.

7.4.4 Sim ple FM T system s w ith  an A -T D M A  tim e diversity system  
- forecast errors

Attenuation forecasts will suffer from a number of different possible errors, these have 
been split into three different types [Watson and Hodges, 2004]:

•  Temporal errors occur where the forecast is correct in terms of spatial organisation 
but is advected at the incorrect velocity. Time series will show fades arriving 
slightly before or after expected. This is the most likely type of error when 
frontal rain is considered, since most NWP techniques predict the presence of 
frontal rain well.

•  Spatial errors occur when the forecast is initially correct but the birth and death 
of rain-cells is not correctly modelled. This results in forecasts that ‘miss’ fade 
events. These axe most likely to occur with small-scale convection, which current 
NWP systems model relatively poorly.

•  Fade depth errors occur if the temporal and spatial arrangement of the forecast 
is correct but the depth of the fade is incorrectly modelled. This may be the 
result of assuming an average raindrop size distribution or the inherent errors in 
the conversion from rainfall rate to attenuation level, or it can simply originate 
from an incorrect estimate of the rainfall rate.

It is very difficult to isolate the error type from the ‘forecasted’ and ‘actual’ time 
series. However, it is possible to artificially introduce the errors into the forecasted 
time series in order to provide a very simplified understanding of the error resilience of 
time diversity techniques.
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Temporal forecast errors

In order to simulate the temporal forecast errors the forecast time series is delayed or 
advanced with respect to the actual time series. This provides a simple approximation 
of a forecast with a temporal error. This approach is simplified considerably since it 
assumes that the entire rainfield is incorrectly advected by the same amount yet it can 
be considered to provides an estimation of the level of error resilience.

An example day was chosen (22 June 2003) and a number of simulations were per
formed. In each simulation a different level of forecast temporal fade error was assumed 
ranging from 30 minutes late to 30 minutes early. The daily outage for each terminal is 
plotted as a function of the temporal fade error in figure 7.17, where each line represents 
a different terminal.

Figure 7.17: The effect of temporal errors upon the terminal outages (22 June 2003).

Unsurprisingly as the temporal error increases so do the network outages. However, 
the most important part is the performance of a time diversity system with temporal 
errors when compared to a system with no time diversity. The outage improvement (in 
daily %) is shown in figure 7.18. This is the algebraic difference between the outage 
with the time diversity system and with no time diversity system.
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0
Temporal error (mins)
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Figure 7.18: The improvement in terminal outages using a time diversity system (22 
June 2003).

As can be seen there is a significant improvement available even with a relatively large 
forecast temporal error. The bound of the improvement for each of the 18 terminals is 
shown in table 7.3.

The shape of the error resilience curves for each of the receivers shown in figure 7.18 
is a characteristic shape which can be explained using several simplifications. The 
outage can be considered to be caused by a number of fades which are shorter than the 
temporal error, Ns, and a number of fades which are longer than the temporal error, 
Nl - If it is also assumed that the resource allocation system is good enough to be able 
to buffer all of the fades then each individual fade results in the outage as described in 
figure 7.19, where t denotes the temporal fade error and f i  denotes the length of the 
fade.

t< fL 
o u ta g e  =  t Fade

Forecast

t> fL 
o u ta g e  = fL Fade

Forecast

Figure 7.19: A simplified model of the effect of the temporal errors in the fade forecasts.
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Table 7.3: The error bound required to provide an improvement over not using time
diversity

Terminal
Number

Maximum outage 
improvement (%)

Temporal error bound (mins)
Late forecast Early forecast

1 0.000 N /A N /A
2 0.000 N /A N /A
3 0.282 3.72 4.51
4 0.000 N /A N /A
5 0.000 N /A N /A
6 0.172 1.91 2.63
7 0.414 3.06 3.07
8 1.131 7.57 7.29
9 0.000 N /A N /A
10 1.089 5.59 4.98
11 2.794 19.4 17.57
12 0.936 2.78 3.05
13 0.016 1.07 1.03
14 0.000 N /A N /A
15 1.481 5.46 5.23
16 2.487 14.4 12.47
17 2.840 18.6 26.3
18 5.400 > 30 > 30

Therefore the daily outage, E, for a given temporal error, t, can be considered to be 
the sum of the outages from each individual fade, i.e. :

N a(t)

E (t) =  N L(t) ■ t +  £  f u  (7.7)
i=l

This explains several phenomena observed in figure 7.18. For large temporal errors the 
outage improvement tends to a constant value, since at this point N l =  0. All fades 
are considered ‘short’ and the outage is simply the sum of the length of these fades. 
The decrease in the outage improvement is not linear since as the value of t  increases 
the ratio N l ' Ns varies.

If the performance is considered from a network-centric viewpoint the network outage 
can be calculated in terms of the average outage across the network over the day. It can 
be seen that there is a network improvement over no time diversity for temporal forecast 
errors between ~10 minutes late and ~10 minutes early. The network performance as 
a function of the forecast error is shown in figure 7.20.
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Figure 7.20: The improvement in average network terminal outage using a time diver
sity system (22 June 2003).

To summarise, for a network-centric outage improvement upon the 22 June 2003 it is 
necessary to predict fades with an accuracy of approximately 10 minutes.

Figure 7.21 shows the same analysis for the other simulation periods. The results axe 
summarised in table 7.4.
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Figure 7.21: The improvement in average network terminal outage using a time diversity system.
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Table 7.4: The error bound required to provide a network improvement over not using
time diversity

Date (June 2003)
Maximum network 

outage improvement (%)
Temporal error bound (mins)
Late forecast Early forecast

3 0.018 3.12 3.58
4 0.253 10.90 13.98
6 0.119 4.35 4.14
8 0.355 7.74 8.53
9 0.270 5.97 5.13
10 0.471 5.66 5.98
22 1.002 10.17 10.25
23 1.343 17.27 16.50
26 0.051 3.76 3.70

The overall network performance does not provide a good indication of the improvement 
for individual terminal outage improvements since the metric is averaged across all 
terminals. The network performance provides a good summary of the fade timetabling 
accuracy required to demonstrate an improvement for the entire network over not using 
time diversity. However, the performance of individual terminals as the temporal fade 
error increases provides a better indication of the resilience to temporal fade errors.

A scatter plot of the outage improvement for individual terminals over the nine days is 
shown in figure 7.22. Analysis of the performance of individual terminals provides sev
eral interesting insights. By considering the small availability improvements (< 1.5%) 
it can be seen that the performance is close to a linear relationship. This linear rela
tionship can be explained since to create relatively small outages there are likely to be 
single small fades and hence the error bound is the length of the fade. However, longer 
outages are likely to be comprised of multiple fades which complicates the analysis and 
also increases the probability of the resource allocation scheme failing to buffer the 
fade. More simulations are required to provide a detailed insight into this behaviour.
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Figure 7.22: The error resilience of individual terminals to temporal fade errors. 

Fade depth errors

To perform a high level simulation fade depth errors it is possible to introduce fade 
level errors by altering the coefficients in the relationship between the rain attenuation, 
Ar and the rainfall rate, R. Typically the equation is a power-law relationship of the 
form Ar =  aRb. In order to introduce a fade depth error this is changed to Ar =  a'Rb , 
where a' =  ascaie • a and likewise b' — bscaie * b. The values ascaie and bscaie represent the 
level of error, where 1 represents no error and 0.8 and 1.2 represent an error of -20% 
and +20% respectively.

These errors were applied to the ‘a’ and ‘b’ coefficients individually. Initially the error 
was simulated only on the ‘a’ coefficient. This simulates either an incorrect estimate 
of the rainfall rate or the variation from the average raindrop size distribution6. The 
results for the 22/06/2003 axe shown in figure 7.23.

Interestingly, by overestimating the rainfall rate (i.e. ascaie >  1) there is only one 
terminal whose performance degrades significantly. However, the network efficiency

6This could also be caused by the incorrect rain height
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Figure 7.23: The improvement in terminal outage using a time diversity system with 
fade errors.

decreases since the system is buffering information which in reality the network does 
not need to. This results in content being provided from the buffer as opposed to the 
direct stream, hence the link which the forecast says is faded is in reality available but 
not used.

If the rainfall rate is underestimated (i.e. ascaie < 1) there is a distinct fall off in 
network performance. However, this does not occur until an underestimate in excess of 
20 %. This implies that we can underestimate the rainfall rate by 20 % with no decrease 
from the maximum attainable performance. However, it can be seen from figure 7.23 
we can have much poorer performance (~40%) before the majority of terminals are 
disadvantaged. This will be partly due to the damping provided by the scintillation 
fade margin.

This example demonstrates tremendous error resilience to poorly estimating the rainfall 
rate. This is to be expected at 30/40 GHz, since the rain attenuation causes such severe 
fading. In order to cause an outage a low rainfall rate is required, hence there must 
be a significant underestimation of the rainfall rate in order to not cause a predicted 
outage. However, even systems with large fade margins and hybrid FMTs are unlikely 
to require discrimination between very large rain fades.

In order to further simulate fade errors the value of the bscaie error value was linearly
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scaled. It is worth noting that since this is a power term the variation of the attenuation 
with this term can be significant. The variation in the performance is shown in figure 
7.24.

22 June 2003

bscale

Figure 7.24: The improvement in terminal outage using a time diversity system with 
fade errors.

From this figure it can be seen that it is possible to overestimate the b coefficient by 
20 % with no deviation from the maximum possible improvement. Since there is a power 
law relationship between the attenuation and the b coefficient, significantly decreasing 
the b coefficient creates a large amount of variation in the attenuation and hence the 
network performance. Even with the highly variable results below a bscaie value of 0.6 
it can still be seen that there is no reduction in performance for an underestimation of 
the b coefficient of around 20 to 25 %.

In conclusion it can be seen that the system is particular resilient to fade depth errors, 
to a far greater degree than the temporal fade errors.

Spatial errors

It is very difficult to create realistic synthetic spatial errors and these have not been 
considered for this project. It may be possible to simulate spatial errors using im
age processing techniques such as image warping. These techniques could be used to
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identify rain events which could then be artificially advected or removed as required.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

In the preceding chapters a novel approach to radiowave propagation modelling has 
been demonstrated. This approach differs from other techniques since the radiowave 
propagation modelling is performed by making better use of knowledge of the meteo
rological environment. In particular there is a demonstration of the application of this 
technique with meteorological information extracted from numerical weather prediction 
(NWP) techniques and weather radars.

This technique has concentrated upon the application of radiowave propagation mod
elling at EHF and SHF frequencies, primarily for slant-path applications, although a 
brief exploration of the application of the technique for point-to-point links has been 
performed. At these frequencies the attenuation from atmospheric gases, clouds and 
rain axe very significant and hence the meteorological conditions are a good indicator 
of the radiowave propagation environment.

The current focus of radiowave propagation modelling for Ka-band applications relies 
upon a limited resource of beacon measurements from a small selection of areas. This 
reduces the ability of such generators to provide time series for many different meteo
rological climates. These ‘synthetic time series generators’ typically provide time series 
for individual sites and do not have the ability to provide time-coincident multiple-site 
time series with the correct spatial correlation. This restriction means that they are 
not suitable for the modelling of dense networks since each link must be placed far 
enough away to be statistically independent.

This is further complicated since, for example, a satellite link in London and a satellite 
link in Bath may be instantaneously statistically independent. Equally on occasions the 
performance may be correlated for example with a cold front coming in from the south
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west across the UK, where the performance in London may be a time-shifted version 
of the performance in Bath. At other times the performance may be identical for 
example during a stable summer high pressure. It is this variability in instantaneous 
attenuation that is very hard to predict without understanding the meteorological 
conditions. It is even more difficult to suitably characterise this behaviour with an 
‘on-average’ statistical approach.

The technique presented in this thesis also has the ability to work in a forecast paradigm. 
The NWP forecasts can be used to characterise the radiowave propagation conditions 
in order to provide a radiowave propagation forecast. This is a unique ability. The 
MM5 NWP system was used to provide the inputs to the PFE, this was installed and 
adapted to work on a linux cluster, work was also done to evaluate the optimum con
figuration in terms of coverage area and grid-scale. Since the MM5 is a research model 
there was a significant amount of work to be done in order to select the correct model 
options (in-terms of cloud micro-physics models, boundary layer models, convective 
parameterisations etc.).

Examples of the time-coincident multiple site time series have been shown (figure 6.1). 
The ability to provide ‘maps’ of attenuation has also been demonstrated (figure 6.2).

Link attenuation time series from this approach have been shown to demonstrate the 
correct first order characteristics, as measured by the cumulative density function. 
Comparison of three-month time series for three locations with the annual time series 
distribution from the ITU-R recommendations have been presented (figure 6.7). The 
time series from the generator show some variation from the ITU-R prediction but this 
can be considered typical of the seasonal variation expected from a short time series.

The time series have been shown to demonstrate the correct second-order characteris
tics, as measured by the conditional fade slope probability (figure 6.9). Good agreement 
with the conditional fade slope probability from ACTS, Italsat and OPEX propagation 
experiments is also shown.

To verify the ability of the system to produce accurate time series a comparison of 
generated time series with those from beacon measurements is important. Initially, 
historical time series were retrospectively created using radar and NWP data. Good 
agreement with the 20.7 GHz GBS beacon was seen (figures 6.10 and 6.11). To more 
accurately simulate the system in a ‘tactical’ forecast environment the outputs from a 
real-time MM5 system were used with the propagation forecast engine and compared 
to the beacon measurements over a one-month period (figures 6.12 to 6.15). This 
demonstrated a skill score (EDS) of around 0.65 for the Chilbolton receiver for a forecast 
up to 48 hours in the future.
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An analysis of the importance of the grid scale upon which the meteorological infor
mation is provided has been performed. The improvement in forecast ‘quality’ as the 
grid scale decreases from 18 km to 6 km and then to 2 km has been demonstrated (fig
ure 6.3). When creating historical time series of attenuation maps for the purposes 
of network simulation it is possible to introduce a representative stochastic small-scale 
structure. This small scale structure is one possible solution of the ‘actual’ small scale 
structure and therefore should not be used within a forecast system.

A multi-fractal downscaling technique has been demonstrated which exploits the linear 
variation of the log-structure-functions with log-scale (figure 5.3). The procedure can 
be improved by applying a spatial filter in order to reduce the blocking effects. The 
technique has demonstrated the conservation of the statistical moments (figures 5.11 
and 5.12). The downscaled fields also demonstrate a realistic PSD (figure 5.9).

A mono-fractal temporal interpolation scheme has also been demonstrated. This tech
nique introduces a stochastic small scale structure which provides a more realistic PSD 
for higher frequency components than linear interpolation techniques.

An example network simulation has also been described. Using this technique the 
application of time coincident multiple site time series have been demonstrated within 
a simulation framework.

A time diversity technique using propagation forecasts has been demonstrated. A brief 
high-level assessment of the error-bounds has also been performed. It should be noted 
that is heavily dependent upon the network configuration. The network configuration 
simulated was found to be more tolerant of fade depth errors than temporal errors.
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Chapter 9

Further work

This chapter provides a brief overview of several areas where the technique can be 
improved, as well as other areas of radio science where this technique can be exploited.

9.1 Im provem ents in N W P  m odelling

In essence the core of the technique, particularly within a forecast paradigm, is the 
ability of NWP techniques to accurately model the meteorological environment. Of 
particular importance is the modelling of convection. At present this is not resolved 
as accurately as the technique ideally would require, particularly at forecast lengths 
in excessive of 24 hours. The propagation model also has the ability to exploit more 
information about rain events (e.g. raindrop size distributions, melting layer informa
tion and the three dimensional structure of rain) which some NWP techniques are able 
to provide. The new versions of WRF and MM5 are able to provide vertical profiles 
of the mixing ratio of mixed-phase liquids, this should be of considerable interest to 
enhance the model. Figure 9.1 shows vertical cross-sections along a latitude of 51°N, 
these sections show the mixing ratio of vapour, cloud-ice, cloud-water and rain-water 
from an example WRF model run.
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Figure 9.1: The vertical cross section of the mixing ratio of mixed-phase liquids - WRF 
model 2005/09/15 (02:30UT) at a latitude of 51°N.
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New large-coverage mesoscale models are also becoming available. For example, the 
North Atlantic and European (NAE) model run by the UKMO provides a large enough 
coverage area to encompass European antenna footprints, far in excess of the size of the 
current Eutelsat HotBird satellites. The NAE model is currently run upon a 12 km grid, 
however a 2 km version is expected in the near future. An example NAE temperature 
field is shown in figure 9.2
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Figure 9.2: The 2 m temperature field from an example NAE field.

It is important that the propagation modelling techniques are able to improve as NWP 
techniques improve, to exploit all available data.

9.2  Im p rovem en t in th e  sc in tilla tio n  variance m od ellin g

The scintillation variance is currently not modelled using a physical model. This is 
an area where the technique could be improved; typically NWP measurements are 
not at a vertical resolution to be able to resolve to a satisfactory instantaneous 
value [Vasseur, 1999]. In essence, the small-scale turbulent inhomogeneities that cause 
scintillation are far too small to be resolved by NWP techniques. This is unlikely to 
change in the near-future since resolutions on the scale of 10 m are required.

However, further work directed at using indicators of convection as indicators of high

2m temperature 2004/10/15 (00:00 UT)
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scintillation variance should prove fruitful. This has already been demonstrated with 
the application of heavy clouds [Tervonen et al., 1988, van de Kamp, 1999]. However 
convective-available-potential-energy (CAPE) and the lifting index provide a very good 
indication of the level of convection, particularly from the boundary layer to a level of 
800 mb. The presence of convective inhibitions (CINs) are less important since up to 
the CIN there will still be considerable turbulent mixing and hence scintillation.

9.3 Further terrestrial point-to-point investigations

The application of the work to terrestrial point-to-point applications has only been 
briefly investigated. This technique has a clear application within the modelling of 
very dense overlay /  backhaul networks where traffic load balancing and the ability 
to increase power and bandwidth efficiencies (and in addition frequency re-use and 
spectral efficiency) are very important.

Comparison with data from mobile telephony overlay networks would provide an inter
esting insight into this technique. From an intuitive perspective the issues with spatial 
averaging are less of a concern for terrestrial links since the radiowave path itself will 
average the propagation conditions.

In addition the technique could be applied for long low-elevation slant-paths (with el
evation angles around 4°), these links are unique in that they can not be considered 
‘terrestrial’ paths since the link exists above the melting layer and they can not be con
sidered typical slant-paths since the elevation angle is so low. This unique problem is a 
perfect example of the reconfigurability of this technique; in essence with the technique 
described in this thesis there are very few EHF /  SHF propagation configurations that 
can not be evaluated.

9.4 Clear air fading and fog

In order to improve the modelling of terrestrial links several propagation conditions 
should be taken into account. These are conditions that are relatively insignificant for 
typical earth-space links. The presence of fog is a good example of this. For millimetre- 
wave terrestrial links, fog should be considered since although the water-content is 
small, the path length could be very large. It is expected that the attenuation due to 
fog may be accurately represented by the cloud attenuation models.
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A particular requirement for terrestrial link modelling is the ability to model clear-air 
fading, typically from large scale refractive effects. One area for investigation is the 
ability of this technique to model the vertical refractive index profiles accurately enough 
and at a high enough vertical resolution to be able to predict refractive duct fading.

9.5 R adiom etric m odelling

For many applications it is more appropriate to measure the link performance radio- 
metricaly (i.e. as a noise temperature). One particular application is with deep-space 
links, such as those used by NAS As Jet Propulsion Labs (JPL). With recent exploration 
missions, in particular the Mars exploration missions (Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter, 
Spirit and Opportunity rovers and the Mars Telecommunications Orbiter), there is a 
considerable demand for high bandwidth links. This demand is well served using links 
at Ka- band and above. Indeed, the MRO has the Ka- band demonstrator transponder.

Since Mars is a considerable distance from Earth the link time-of-flight is very high, a 
one-way time-of-flight which at times can exceed 15 minutes. This time-of-flight is too 
long to use reactive FMT and will typically require some degree of fade forecasting. 
However, for this particular application the system is significantly noise limited and 
hence a measure of the noise temperature is more appropriate than a link attenuation 
[Davarian et al., 2004].

9.6 M odelling o f water vapour delay for G lobal N aviga
tion  Satellite System s (G N SS)

The modelling of GNSS requires an approximation for the delay caused in the tro
posphere by the presence of water vapour. Initial work was performed by Bevis et al. 
[1996], which showed some interesting results, however the modelling was compromised 
by the NWP performance. Since this work has been performed the standard of NWP 
systems has improved dramatically and heuristically it can anticipated that it should 
be possible to produce more accurate forecasts of water vapour delay.
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9.7  Further verification

Further verification of the forecasting system could also be performed. The new satellite 
platforms with EHF transponders including the A-EHF satellite, Syracuse 3A and the 
NASA Ka- band vehicles all provide an opportunity to further verify and improve the 
forecast performance.

It is also possible to retroactively investigate the performance of the system by creat
ing historical time series (the NWP techniques could be run as a forecast system using 
archived boundary conditions) and retroactively comparing them to beacon measure
ments from the Italsat campaign. Since the boundary conditions have been archived by 
NCAR the data sets would have to be purchased. To consider the three year period of 
the Italsat campaign (January 1994 to March 1997) the 15.7 GB of boundary conditions 
are required. This is certainly a verification that should be considered. The meteoro
logical modelling would also provide a valuable input into the scintillation modelling 
previously described.

9.8 Im proved network m odelling

Simple high-level network simulations have been performed as part of this project. 
However there is a considerable scope for improvements in network modelling. The 
techniques used to create realistic forecast errors need to be improved. Specifically, the 
techniques used to simulate realistic spatial errors must be improved.

The current simulation technique could also be expanded by performing simulations 
over longer time-scales and further exploring the solution space; e.g., the ratio of ter
minals to bandwidth etc.
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Appendix A

Kohler curves and cloud droplet 
condensation

Droplets formed of a pure water droplet by condensation from a supersaturated vapour, 
without the aid of an aerosol1, axe said to have been created by a process called spon
taneous nucleation. In this process a number of water molecules collide and form water 
droplets that are large enough to remain intact. In a vapour that is unsaturated very 
small droplets continually form and evaporate and do not grow large enough to become 
visible as a cloud of droplets. However, in supersaturated vapour droplets above a cer
tain size will be supported and continue to grow. The size at which this behaviour is 
supported is given by Kelvin’s formula. Kelvin’s formula defines the relative humidity 
with which a droplet is in equilibrium, Kelvin’s equation is:

e
— =  exp
es

2(7
pRyTr

(A.1)

where a  is the surface tension of water (0.073 N m _1), p is the density of water, Ry is 
the gas constant of water vapour (482 Jkg-1 K_1), T  is the temperature (K) and r is 
the drop radius.

The variation of the equilibrium drop size with supersaturation is shown in figure A.I. 
The largest size of droplets likely to created by the collision of water molecules is 
around 0.01 pm, in order for these drops to not evaporate requires a supersaturation 
in excess of 12.5% [Wallace and Hobbs, 1977]. Supersaturations caused by adiabatic 
ascents rarely exceed 1%. This implies that droplets do not form in clouds by the 
spontaneous nucleation of pure water.

1An aerosol is a suspension of a liquid within a gas.
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Figure A.l: Kelvin’s equation at a temperature of 278K.

Most cloud droplets are formed by the condensation of water vapour on aerosols. This 
process allows droplets to form and grow at a much lower supersaturation than required 
for spontaneous nucleation.

In this case the Kelvin equation becomes:

- l
(A.2)

where i is the number of ions each molecule of the solute disassociates to in water, m  
is the mass of the solute, Mw is the molecular mass of water, Ms is the molecular mass 
of the solute.

By plotting equation A.2 as a function of droplet radius a family of curves called the 
‘Kohler curves’ is produced. A set of these curves for three different dry mass of NaCl 
axe shown in figure A.2.

Consider the curve in figure A.2 that refers to a 10-19kg of NaCl. If the air is at a 
supersaturation of 0.2 % a solution droplet would form with a radius of approximately 
0.1 /fm. The size of this droplet is in equilibrium since if it grows the vapour pressure 
around the droplet would rise above the ambient air and the droplet would evaporate 
back to it’s equilibrium size. However, if the equilibrium droplet evaporates a little the 
water vapour pressure would drop below that of the ambient air and the drop would 
grow by condensation to it’s equilibrium size.

— =  exp
es

2 (7

pRvTr 1 +
imM ,,

Ms ( |7 r r 3/9 — m)
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Figure A.2: Kohler curves for NaCl at a temperature of 278 K.

Consider now a droplet at the peak of the curve, a supersaturation of approximately 
0.35 % and a droplet of approximately 0.2 fim. If this droplet was to evaporate slightly 
the supersaturation of the air would drop slightly below that of the ambient air and 
the droplet would condensate back to the original size. However, if the droplet should 
grow slightly the supersaturation of the air close to the drop would fall below that 
of the ambient air and the droplet would grow. As the droplet grows further the 
supersaturation continues to drop and the droplet grows rapidly.

A droplet which has passed the peak of the Kohler curve is said to be activated.
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Appendix B

Data required for the PFE
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Table B.l: Spectroscopic data for water vapour.
fo bi b2 63 &4 &5 b6

22.235080 0.1090 2.143 28.11 0.69 4.80 1 .0 0

67.813960 0 .0 0 1 1 8.735 28.58 0.69 4.93 0.82
119.995941 0.0007 8.356 29.48 0.70 4.78 0.79
183.310074 2.3000 0 .6 6 8 28.13 0.64 5.30 0.85
321.225644 0.0464 6.181 23.03 0.67 4.69 0.54
325.152919 1.5400 1.540 27.83 0 .6 8 4.85 0.74
336.187000 0 .0 0 1 0 9.829 26.93 0.69 4.74 0.61
380.197372 11.9000 1.048 28.73 0.69 5.38 0.84
390.134508 0.0044 7.350 21.52 0.63 4.81 0.55
437.346667 0.0637 5.050 18.45 0.60 4.23 0.48
439.150812 0.9210 3.596 2 1 .0 0 0.63 4.29 0.52
443.018295 0.1940 5.050 18.60 0.60 4.23 0.50
448.001075 10.6000 1.405 26.32 0 .6 6 4.84 0.67
470.888947 0.3300 3.599 21.52 0 .6 6 4.57 0.65
474.689127 1.2800 2.381 23.55 0.65 4.65 0.64
488.491133 0.2530 2.853 26.02 0.69 5.04 0.72
503.568532 0.0374 6.733 16.12 0.61 3.98 0.43
504.482692 0.0125 6.733 16.12 0.61 4.01 0.45
556.936002 510.0000 0.159 32.10 0.69 4.11 1 .0 0

620.700807 5.0900 2 .2 0 0 24.38 0.71 4.68 0 .6 8

658.006500 0.2740 7.820 32.10 0.69 4.14 1 .0 0

752.033227 250.0000 0.396 30.60 0 .6 8 4.09 0.84
841.073593 0.0130 8.180 15.90 0.33 5.76 0.45
859.865000 0.1330 7.989 30.60 0 .6 8 4.09 0.84
899.407000 0.0550 7.917 29.85 0 .6 8 4.53 0.90
902.555000 0.0380 8.432 28.65 0.70 5.10 0.95
906.205524 0.1830 5.111 24.08 0.70 4.70 0.53
916.171582 8.5600 1.442 26.70 0.70 4.78 0.78
970.315022 9.1600 1.920 2.50 0.64 4.94 0.67
987.926764 138.0000 0.258 29.85 0 .6 8 4.55 0.90
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Table B.2: Spectroscopic data for the dry atmosphere.
fo a\ 0 2 4̂ <25 CLq

50.474238 0.94 9.694 8.60 0 1.600 5.520
50.987749 2.46 8.694 8.70 0 1.400 5.520
51.503350 6.08 7.744 8.90 0 1.165 5.520
52.021410 14.14 6.844 9.20 0 0.883 5.520
52.542394 31.02 6.004 9.40 0 0.579 5.520
53.066907 64.10 5.224 9.70 0 0.252 5.520
53.595749 124.70 4.484 1 0 .0 0 0 -0.066 5.520
54.130000 228.00 3.814 1 0 .2 0 0 -0.314 5.520
54.671159 391.80 3.194 10.50 0 -0.706 5.520
55.221367 631.60 2.624 10.79 0 -1.151 5.514
55.783802 953.50 2.119 1 1 .1 0 0 -0.920 5.025
56.264775 548.90 0.015 16.46 0 2.881 -0.069
56.363389 1344.00 1.660 11.44 0 -0.596 4.750
56.968206 1763.00 1.260 11.81 0 -0.556 4.104
57.612484 2141.00 0.915 1 2 .2 1 0 -2.414 3.536
58.323877 2386.00 0.626 1 2 .6 6 0 -2.635 2 .6 8 6

58.446590 1457.00 0.084 14.49 0 6.848 -0.647
59.164207 2404.00 0.391 13.19 0 -6.032 1.858
59.590983 2 1 1 2 .0 0 0 .2 1 2 13.60 0 8.266 -1.413
60.306061 2124.00 0 .2 1 2 13.82 0 -7.170 0.916
60.434776 2461.00 0.391 12.97 0 5.664 -2.323
61.150560 2504.00 0.626 12.48 0 1.731 -3.039
61.800154 2298.00 0.915 12.07 0 1.738 -3.797
62.411215 1933.00 1.260 11.71 0 -0.048 -4.277
62.486260 1517.00 0.083 14.68 0 -4.290 0.238
62.997977 1503.00 1.665 11.39 0 0.134 -4.860
63.568515 1087.00 2.115 11.08 0 0.541 -5.079
64.127767 733.50 2.620 10.78 0 0.814 -5.525
64.678903 463.50 3.195 10.50 0 0.415 -5.520
65.224071 274.80 3.815 1 0 .2 0 0 0.069 -5.520
65.764772 153.00 4.485 1 0 .0 0 0 -0.413 -5.520
66.302091 80.09 5.225 9.70 0 -0.428 -5.520
66.836830 39.46 6.005 9.40 0 -0.726 -5.520
67.369598 18.32 6.845 9.20 0 -1 .0 0 2 -5.520
67.900867 8 .0 1 7.745 8.90 0 -1.255 -5.520
68.431005 3.30 8.695 8.70 0 -1.500 -5.520
68.960311 1.28 9.695 8.60 0 -1.700 -5.520

118.750343 945.00 0.009 16.30 0 -0.247 0.003
368.498350 67.90 0.049 19.20 0 .6 0 0

424.763124 638.00 0.044 19.16 0 .6 0 0

487.249370 235.00 0.049 19.20 0 .6 0 0

715.393150 99.60 0.145 18.10 0 .6 0 0

773.839675 671.00 0.130 18.10 0 .6 0 0

834.145330 180.00 0.147 18.10 0 .6 0 0
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Table B.3: Model constants required for the Leitao-Watson rain attenuation model.

Frequency Polarisation Model Constants
s t u V w

Widespread Rain

10 GHz H 0.277 -0.295 1.307 -0.475 1.298
V 0.248 -0.248 1.239 -0.456 1.258

11 GHz H 0.366 -0.238 1.263 -0.455 1.267
V 0.329 -0.267 1.255 -0.440 1.234

12 GHz H 0.464 -0.238 1.259 -0.449 1.249
V 0.420 -0.217 1.215 -0.433 1.214

17 GHz H 1.070 -0.191 1.180 -0.456 1.193
V 0.978 -0.202 1.162 -0.420 1.144

20 GHz H 1.530 -0.212 1.171 -0.509 1.200
V 1.390 -0.198 1.135 -0.470 1.147

24 GHz H 2.280 -0.196 1.151 -0.497 1.173
V 2.060 -0.212 1.131 -0.492 1.135

30 GHz H 3.640 -0.166 1.118 -0.413 1.113
V 3.280 -0.182 1.094 -0.430 1.088

40 GHz H 6.168 -0.151 1.107 -0.456 1.008
V 5.444 -0.170 1.070 -0.459 1.052

50 GHz H 8.997 -0.138 1.102 -0.454 1.059
V 7.785 -0.160 1.053 -0.461 1.023

Showery Rain

10 GHz H 0.449 -0.634 1.587 -0.563 1.318
V 0.375 -0.567 1.490 -0.563 1.287

11 GHz H 0.562 -0.624 1.553 -0.533 1.289
V 0.474 -0.559 1.466 -0.538 1.245

12 GHz H 0.684 -0.597 1.510 -0.561 1.277
V 0.578 -0.572 1.454 -0.53 1.221

17 GHz H 1.390 -0.472 1.341 -0.553 1.218
V 1.170 -0.447 1.277 -0.515 1.148

20 GHz H 1.900 -0.441 1.290 -0.468 1.162
V 1.580 -0.417 1.222 -0.444 1.094

24 GHz H 2.660 -0.414 1.237 -0.445 1.114
V 2.240 -0.394 1.181 -0.452 1.075

30 GHz H 3.920 -0.389 1.180 -0.410 1.051
V 3.380 -0.375 1.134 -0.428 1.028

40 GHz H 7.250 -0.361 1.123 -0.365 1.006
V 6.180 -0.343 1.080 -0.397 0.966

50 GHz H 11.253 -0.350 1.091 -0.329 0.963
V 9.629 -0.329 1.052 -0.373 0.924
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A ppendix  C

H ydrostatic approxim ations

In a hydrostatic state the upward force at a given point caused by the pressure gradient 
is balanced by the weight of the air above that point. This is true for large-scale 
situations where 99 % of the kinetic energy is contained in the horizontal components 
[Wallace and Hobbs, 1977].

The situation in figure C.l shows a vertical column of air with a unit cross-sectional 
area.

Figure C.l: Hydrostatic balance forces.

The mass of the slab of air between the heights 2  and z +  dz is p(z)dz , where p(z) is 
the air density. The force downwards from this mass of air, Fd, is therefore g(z)p(z)dz, 
where g(z) is the acceleration due to gravity. The pressure change from height 2  to 
height 2  4- dz is dp and since pressure decreases with height dp must be a negative
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quantity. This also infers that the upward pressure on the bottom of the slab must be 
greater than the downward pressure on the upward face of the slab. Thus the net force 
on the slab due to the pressure gradient is upward with the value —dp.

If the slab is in hydrostatic equilibrium it can be seen that:

- d p  =  g{z)p(z)dz (C.l)

Equation C .l is known as the hydrostatic equation. By defining the pressure at height 
2  as p (z ) it can be shown that:

a unit cross sectional area lying above that area. If the mass of the atmosphere was 
uniformly distributed over the globe the surface pressure would be 1013 hPa.

These hydrostatic assumptions are true on a large scale, however on smaller scales 
convective effects become evident. Hydrostatic simulations are, by definition, unable 
to directly resolve these effects.

(C.2)

and since P {oo) =  0

Hence the pressure at a level 2  is equal to the weight of the air in a vertical column of
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Appendix D

Accuracy of a real-time MM5 
model

The real time forecasting system is an implementation of the NCAR MM5 model. The 
system has been compiled using Intel Fortran and C + +  compilers, whilst the entire 
system runs on a ROCKS cluster (Makula version). The system runs forecasts out to 
72 hours, upon two grids one at an 18 km grid size whilst a nested grid runs at a 6 km 
grid size. The time step is 45 seconds, whilst outputs axe saved at hourly intervals1. 
The automated scripts are run via crontab. The first script is run at 06:00 UT which 
downloads the boundary conditions from NCEP (ftpprd.NCEP.noaa.gov), these are at 
3-hourly intervals and from the GFS system at 1 degree resolution.

Once the boundary conditions have been downloaded pregrid, regrid  and in terp f  
are executed. At this point all the information that is required for the simulation is 
acquired and in the correct format. The next stage is to execute the MM5 model. The 
simulation run takes around 90 minutes depending upon the meteorological conditions 
that modelling requires (periods with significant mixed-phase rain or convective activity 
typically lengthen the simulation time). Once the simulation is completed the results 
are archived and interpb is executed. The results are then converted to a netcd f 
format before images and animations of the forecasts are uploaded to the internet. 
The final step is to execute the propagation forecast model and upload the information 
to the relevant locations.

It is worth noting that there is no observational analysis, i.e. l i t t l e _ r  or rawins 
have not been used, the output from regrid  goes straight to in terp f. This creates a 
simple system with the minimum of downloaded material. Observational analysis will

1This has been recently been reduced to 15 minutes
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significantly improve the accuracy of the system particularly for diagnostic variables 
such as rain and forecasts a significant time out from the simulation run.

The performance of the MM5 system to accurately model the prognostic variables (such 
as temperature, pressure and humidity) is best examined by comparing the outputs 
from the MM5 system with data from radiosonde ascents. Data from radiosonde ascents 
are available from the Met Office sites. However, the free data has a very low vertical 
resolution.

In July and August the TSaR Group at the University of Bath had been launching ra
diosondes for a NERC funded research project, the convective storm initiation project 
(CSIP). CSIP was run by a joint group including the institute for Atmospheric Science 
at Leeds University, the University Facility for Atmospheric Measurements (UFAM) 
and the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL) and the project was headed by Pro
fessor Alan Blythe (Leeds and UFAM).

Each radiosonde lunch directly measures temperature, pressure and humidity through 
the ascent and using a differential GPS system the wind direction and velocity axe 
estimated. The radiosonde unit is shown in figure D .l(a) which shows the main mea
surement sensors and the transmit antenna, this is then attached to the parachute 
unit and a helium filled balloon D.l(b). When released these ascend at approximately 
300 mmin-1 through the atmosphere providing ‘in-situ’ measurements until the balloon 
bursts2 - typically at around 60 mb /  20 km.

2During intensive CSIP operations launches were required on an hourly basis, this required termi
nating the ascent after approximately 40 minutes in order to use the receive equipment to prepare for 
the next launch, during these intensive operation periods ascents were only made to approximately 
200 mb /  12 km
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Figure D.l: The radiosondes used at the University of Bath as part of CSIP.

These radiosonde ascents provide a good source of data for comparison with the MM5 
model. Since this data is attached to the CSIP project all operational periods are likely
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to exhibit convection which provide the greatest challenge to NWP systems hence this 
can be considered to be the most challenging environment that an NWP system in the 
UK is likely to consider.

The reader should also be made aware of the weaknesses of radiosondes measurements. 
There are three main issues that arise in this particular application of radiosonde 
information.

1. The vertical profile is not instantaneous. Since the ascent occurs at around 
300 m minute-1 , the ascent takes a long period of time. Hence, the measure
ments at the top of the profile are not time-coincident with those at the base.

2. The radiosonde ‘drifts’ providing a non-vertical section. During the ascent the 
balloon will be affected by the horizontal winds this will cause the radiosonde 
to drift and not provide a perfectly vertical profile. Indeed, this process is used 
to derive the horizontal wind speed and direction by the variation in position 
as measured by DGPS. With ascents to 12 km the typical horizontal drift was 
around 30 km.

3. In high humidity parts of the ascents (primarily in clouds) the balloon can disturb 
the airflow and cause an under-estimation of humidity. The balloon effectively 
‘pushes’ the cloud out of the path of the humidity sensor.

Whilst it is important to appreciate the first two weaknesses, they do not have a 
significant effect upon the resulting comparison. However, the final issue is important 
to note.

Typically radiosonde launches (and vertical profiles in general) are viewed as ‘skew-T 
plots’. Skew-T diagrams can be difficult to read and understand, so in order to make 
these comparisons as accessible to all readers the data is presented as simple plots of 
temperature versus pressure and dewpoint temperature versus pressure.

The dewpoint temperature is the temperature at which air can no longer hold all of 
the water vapour. At this point some of the water vapour must condense to liquid 
water. At 100% humidity the dewpoint-temperature and temperature are identical. 
The dewpoint temperature can be considered to be a measure of how much water 
there is in the air and can be calculated using equation D.l; where T<i is the dewpoint 
temperature (°C), where T  is the temperature (°C), RH is the relative humidity and
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es is the saturated water vapour pressure calculated using equation D.2.

237.7 log10( ^ ^ )  , ,
i d i »

es =  6.11 x  io( 2 3 7 .7 + T  ) (D.2)

The radiosonde launches from the CSIP intensive operation periods in July and August 
2005 from the University of Bath have been compared to the outputs from the MM5 
NWP model.

In order to provide an assessment of the rainfall rate forecasts, the UK NIMROD 
weather radar system has also been compared to the University of Bath MM5 model. 
Caution should be exercised whilst performing these comparisons since the radar pro
vides estimates of instantaneous rainfall rate at 15 minute intervals whilst the UM 
provides an estimation of the accumulation over the same period. In addition to this, 
the systems are on different grid scales. However, they can be used to provide an 
appreciation of the accuracy.

Several case studies follow the along with comments adapted from the CSIP summary 
for that day.

D .l  C ase stu d y  1 - 1 8 /0 7 /2 0 0 5

This observation period saw a narrow line of convective showers associated with the 
passage of a cold front. The main band of frontal cloud was situated ahead of the 
convective showers. The narrow line of convection was visible for many hours as it 
advected towards southern central UK but part of it intensified as it moved across the 
area and produced heavy rain as it passed close to London around 16:45. A convective 
lid at around 3 km (700 mb) was present over the Bath site, this later was raised by the 
front to around 4 km (620 mb) which instigated the showers.

The system does a very good job of forecasting the prognostic variables, as seen in the 
vertical profiles in figure D.2. The model also resolves the intensive rain band across 
the Midlands and up to Hull, figure D.3. However the squall fine across the south coast 
is resolved far weaker and advecting much slower.
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Figure D.2: A comparison between the University of Bath NWP model and the high 
resolution radiosondes launched by the University of Bath as part of CSIP - 18/07/2005.

Radar - 2005:07:18.16:00

MM5 model - 18km grid

Radar - 2005:07:18.16:00
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Radar 2005:07:18.16:45
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Figure D.3: A comparison between the University of Bath NWP model and the NIM
ROD radar system- 18/07/2005.
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D .2 Case stud y  2 - 2 3 /0 7 /2 0 0 5

This intensive all-day observation was performed during which a lid at 2 km suppressed 
convection until late afternoon. This is evident as a temperature inversion at around 
850 mb in the radiosonde ascents shown in figure D.4. More showers had been predicted 
and a contributory factor to the convective inhibition may have been the extensive cover 
of low cloud which did not show any breaks until the late afternoon. On-shore winds 
also suppressed convective activity close to the south coast.

For this case study the system is able to predict the water vapour at low altitudes well 
although the radiosonde underestimation of the humidity is evident.
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Figure D.4: A comparison between the University of Bath NWP model and the high 
resolution radiosondes launched by the University of Bath as part of CSIP - 23/07/2005.

D .3  C ase stu d y  3 - 2 4 /0 7 /2 0 0 5

A low pressure area just south of Ireland was associated with a broad belt of heavy 
rain associated northwards and cleared Southern England by early afternoon. The main 
operation period commenced at this point. Shallow convective cloud lines, transverse to
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the flow, formed beneath a lid at 2 to 3 km, visible as a temperature inversion at around 
750 mb until 13:00 (figure D.5). Later, well defined convective rainbands approached 
the area from SW England and broke through the lid and produced thunderstorms in 
south Wales. Near Bath, there were moderate showers with tops to 5 km (550 mb) in 
the late afternoon.

S0CKk Sonde
MM?

Figure D.5: A comparison between the University of Bath NWP model and the high 
resolution radiosondes launched by the University of Bath as part of CSIP - 24/07/2005.

At 11:15 the frontal belt can clearly be seen in both the MM5 and radar scans in figure 
D.6, whilst the MM5 model shows evidence of convective events following the front. At 
18:30 the modelling of the convective rain is very unclear, the MM5 model evidently 
resolves some convective activity but the actual individual rain events are not isolated 
on the 18 km grid.
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Figure D.6: A comparison between the University of Bath NWP model and the NIM
ROD radar system- 24/07/2005.

D .4  C ase stu d y  4 - 2 8 /0 7 /2 0 0 5

This intensive observation period was characterised by a dry slot ahead of a low that 
was centred over SW England. Bands of showery rain at the leading edge of the dry 
slot cleared away during the early morning and for a while it was dry in Southern 
England with only shallow cumulus clouds, note the temperature inversion at 800 mb 
at 09:00. Because of the strong wind, the cumulus were aligned in cloud streets with a 
narrow spacing of about 6 km at this time.

By 10:30 the cloud streets were being modulated so as to give transverse bands of 
brighter, taller clouds. Some of the first rain echoes formed within three of these bands 
between 10:00 and 11:00. By 11:30 there were bands of showers associated with two of 
these bands.

The southernmost of these shower bands soon decayed but the showers in the other 
band intensified and developed in lines along each individual longitudinal cloud street. 
The spacing of which had increased to about 12 km by 12:15.

One of the showers went on to give a tornado in Birmingham, around 13:30. A pre
liminary assessment suggests that the storm began as a developing cumulus north of 
Dorchester at 10:00 which the cloud top then proceeded to rise rapidly from roughly 
3 km (700 mb) at 10:45 to nearer 9 km (300 mb) at 11:15 as it passed over Bath. This 
is evident in the poor modelling of the dewpoint temperature demonstrated in figure 
D.7.



Dewpoint temperature (C)

I MM!
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Figure D.7: A comparison between the University of Bath NWP model and the high 
resolution radiosondes launched by the University of Bath as part of CSIP - 28/07/2005.
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Radar - 2005:07:28.09:45

MM5 model - 18km grid MM5 model - 18km grid

R adar-2005:07:28,13:15 Radar - 2005:07:28.17:15

MM5 model - 18km grid MM5 model - 18km grid

Figure D.8: A comparison between the University of Bath NWP model and the NIM
ROD radar system - 28/07/2005.

The poor modelling of the dewpoint has a direct effect on the quality of the rainfall 
modelling. The estimate for 09:45 shown in figure D.8 demonstrates identifiable features 
that are present on both the radar scan and the MM5 analysis. This had started to 
break down by the 11:45 and the 13:15 scan although areas of intense rainfall were still 
in the same areas. However by 17:15 the modelling is so poor that the radar and MM5 
model show little or no consistency. In conclusion this day provided a serious challenge 
to the MM5 model (and unsurprisingly most NWP techniques).

D .5  C ase stu d y  5 - 1 8 /0 8 /2 0 0 5

Southern England was covered by a weak, broadly southerly flow ahead of a band of 
cold-frontal rain advancing slowly from the west. Much of the region experienced a 
warm mainly sunny day with only shallow convection, note the temperature inversion 
at 800 mb in figure D.9. The first cumulus were tied very closely to topography which 
then became more widespread but their development was for a long time restricted
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by the strong lid. By late afternoon, however, the lid had weakened and a small area 
of showers with tops to 6 km (450 mb) developed, note the temperature inversion at 
450 mb as the lid at 800 mb is penetrated.

Figure D.9: A comparison between the University of Bath NWP model and the high 
resolution radiosondes launched by the University of Bath as part of CSIP - 18/08/2005.

Once again the frontal rain is well-modelled (figure D.10). The band is well defined at 
both 12:00 and 16:00. As with previous results presented here, the system goes on to 
identify that convection is likely to occur however is unable to resolve the convective 
activity in the correct areas.
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Figure D.10: A comparison between the University of Bath NWP model and the NIM
ROD radar system - 18/08/2005.

D .6  C ase stu d y  - con clu sion

In general the MM5 and the radiosondes compare well, even during this period of 
convective activity. Since the vertical resolution of the MM5 model is of the order of 
50 mb it is unable to resolve a lot of the effects that are visible in the radiosonde data. 
This is one of the contributing to factors to the poor ability to model convection since 
it is unable to resolve small temperature inversions and other convective inhibitors. In 
addition the continual underestimation of humidity by the radiosondes is evident in the 
plots of the dew-point temperature. In conclusion the MM5 model is very competent 
at estimating the prognostic variables even in these challenging convective situations.

The rainfall predictions for the frontal rain are typically very good, however the mod
elling of convection is generally relatively poor. Heuristically it can be seen that in 
general the system is able to predict convective activity, but is unable to place areas 
where convective inhibition (CIN) are broken and rain occurs. This performance can 
be dramatically improved by using observational nudging. Other improvements could
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include an implementation of the ensemble MM5 system (with the associated process
ing overhead) or moving to the new WRF model which claims to improve the modelling 
of small-scale effects.
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Appendix E

Geopotential height

Geopotential height is used as a vertical co-ordinate system in most atmospheric mod
elling. The effect of the Earth’s gravity is reduced as the distance from the surface is 
increased. In order to mitigate this effect the geopotential height is used. This ensures 
that the work required to move a given mass a given geopotential distance in the lower 
atmosphere is identical to the work done moving the same mass the same distance in 
the upper atmosphere.

Geopotential height, Z, is defined as:

Z = - f ‘ g( z ) dz  (E.l)
go Jo

where 0  is the height above sea-level, go is the globally averaged acceleration due to 
gravity whilst g(z) is the acceleration due to gravity at a height 2 .

Some example values of the geopotential height axe shown in table E .l

As can be seen, within the troposphere there is little difference between the geopotential 
and geometric height.
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Table E.l: Comparison between the geopotential height, Z, and the geometric height, 
z, at a latitude of 40°, [Wallace and Hobbs, 1977].

Geometric Height Geopotential Height acceleration due gravity
(km) (km) (m s-1 )

0 0 9.802
1 1.000 9.798

10 9.986 9.771
20 19.941 9.741
30 29.864 9.710
60 59.449 9.620
90 88.758 9.531
120 117.795 9.443
300 286.520 8.940
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